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The results of a field study of mechanical draft cooling tower

plumes and the development of an integral model which included the

effects of moisture for merging plumes are presented. Plume tem-

peratures and relative humidity were measured at the Centralia

Power Plant which is operated by Pacific Power and Light Company.

The study was limited to the near-field because of interference with

the terrain, power line, and vegetation. Recirculation effects were

estimated from point measurements of outfall temperature by heat

and mass balance techniques. Subsequent use of these heat and mass

balance techniques allowed hourly estimates of outfall conditions.

Measured results of temperature and humidity ratio for downstream

traverses are presented. Mean temperatures are compared with

model predictions. Temperature decay ratios and humidity decay

ratios for merging plumes from two towers were found consistent

with laboratory measurements, being approximately 0.3 at ten dis-

charge diameters downstream from the outfall.



The analytical model expanded the luMped integral model of

Hirst as modified by Davis for multiple plumes to include moisture

effects. The inclusion of moisture required substantial changes to

the computer code within the zone of established flow. High near-

field moisture content necessitated use of the cubic form of the

Clausius-Clapeyron equation. This ensured moisture estimates

within two percent of values obtainable from the Clausius-Clapeyron

equation and provided a form that was usable within the integral

model. Total moisture was modeled as having an assumed "3/2

power profile." Vapor was modeled with the same cubic expression

discussed above with appropriate temperature profiles inserted.

Entrainment as presented in the Davis model was used except

for a modification within the zone of flow establishment. The Davis

model omits plume growth in the entrainment form within the devel-

opment region; this model allowed for plume growth within this flow

region. As a result continuity of property values during the transition

from the zone of flow establishment to the zone of established flow was

achieved for the case of closely spaced discharge ports.

Comparisons of the model were made with laboratory data,

limited field data, simplified models of Briggs, and the original Davis

model which did not include moisture effects. A consequence of com-

paring the model with field data was the observation that model per-

formance improved when predicting visible plume length by using 20%



of the latent heat of vaporization. Modeling of moist, merging,

multiple plumes yielded predictions of trajectories which in some

cases was coincident with reported data and in other cases was high.

Complete knowledge of ambient conditions is necessary for good

comparisons to be achieved. Limited data on dilution indicated the

model predicted dilution to occur at a slower rate than observed.

As compared with other moist merging models, this model is ob-

served to perform about as well with visible plume length as others.

All predictions of length were within a factor of two of the observed

length for all cases tested.
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Nomenclature

English
Symbols

a A measure of saturation extent, rs/b

as A measure of saturation extent, r /b whensmmerging is occurring

b Characteristic radius of plume

C Concentration

Cd Drag coefficient

Specific heat capacity at constant pressure

c Distance from line connecting adjacent plumes to
plume boundary direction

D Diameter

D Mass diffusivitym

Entrainment, defined by equations V-37 through V-44

F Used as densimetric froude number on figures,
Uo/ WTI

F Buoyancy flux parameter, g'U R 2 used in Brigg'so oequations

F Body Force

FL Local densimetric Froude number

FD Drag Force

g Gravitational acceleration

g1 g ap/p ms-2

h Height of rise

h Enthalpy



hf Enthalpy of saturated liquid

hfg Latent heat of vaporization

hg Enthalpy of saturated vapor

I Integrals defined in Appendix B

II Integrals defined in Appendix B

J Integrals defined in Appendix B

JJ Integrals defined in Appendix B

L Source spacing

N Number of ports, also used in drag force
derivation

Nb Brunt Vaisala Frequency

P Pressure, also used as generic term for property

P. Coded form of referring to the following quantities
rub, rt/b, and r /b as i takes on values from one to
three respectivel

'71 A momentum term defined by equation II-12

q Vapor content

R Velocity ratio, UalUo

R Also used as radius, and as means of measuring
recirculation

Rc Condensation rate

Rc® Potential core radius, ru, rt, or t
R. Richardson Number

1

Rt Velocity Ratio, Uu/I.Ja



Ra Gas constant for air

Ry Gas constant for vapor

R , r Saturation extent
s s

R sm
sm Saturation extent for merging

r Radial ordinate

s, S Streamwise co ordinate

T Temperature

T Temperature excess

t Time

U Velocity

U Velocity excess

V Velocity vector

v Specific volume

W Mass flow

W Ratio of mass flow of water to mass flow of air

X Downstream distance, also cartesian co ordinate

XM A measure of saturation extent in merging process

Y Cartesian co ordinate

Z Plume rise in Briggs model

Z Cartesian co ordinate

z Vertical distance



Greek
Symbols

Thermal coefficient of volumetric expansion

Adiabatic lapse rate

y Vapor coefficient of volumetric expansion

L\ Change in

b
o

Liquid coefficient of volumetric expansion

71 Coordinate for merging plume system in direction of flow

0 Flow angle, 01 in horizontal plane relative to ambient, 02
in vertical plane relative to horizontal

Parameter hfg/Rv Ta
2

Viscosity

Total moisture, the sum of liquid and vapor portions

Tr An irrational number, 3.141592654

Density

cr Liquid content

(i) Relative humidity

W Humidity ratio

Subscripts

atm atmospheric

ai inlet air

ao outlet air

a surroundings or ambient



al initial condition of ambient at tower height

b blowdown

c centerline condition

m makeup

o plume source condition

recirc recirculation

s saturation

sal initial tower height saturation conditions of ambient

t temperature

u velocity

1 inlet

2 outlet

total moisture

Mathematical
Symbols

a Partial operator

V Del operator, a vector ia + Ja k8
87c a-37

X Cross product operator

derivative

also used to denote turbulence term

Dot operator



MULTIPLE COOLING TOWER PLUMES, A FIELD STUDY
AND ANALYTICAL MODEL

CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

As a result of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act's amend-

ment of 1972 (PL92-500) and the resulting EPA Effluent Guidelines,

many power plants will be forced to go to cooling towers. Previously,

once through cooling might have been'used as a heat sink for conden-

sers. Now a recirculating fluid with heat rejection to the atmosphere

is necessary in many cases. Since wet (evaporative) mechanical

draft cooling towers have the lowest capital cost101,102
, it is ex-

pected that this type of cooling tower will be selected where possible.

Variables which may influence this selection are the availability and

cost of make-up water and the effects of cooling tower plumes on the

environment in the vicinity of the selected site. Even in those

cases where a variance to the cooling tower requirement is sought

as is provided in section 316a of PL92-500, the outcome may be

influenced in many cases by the expected cooling tower plume be-

havior. As a result, a consideration of cooling tower plume behavior

will be required in most large future power plant development pro-

grams. Cooling tower plumes in particular and a wide variety of

fluid discharges in general have been studied both experimentally and
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analytically. Chapter 2- reviews a sampling of the extensive amounts

of literature associated with experimental and analytical investiga-

tions. The major effort of such investigations has been studies of

single discharges. In an effort to provide insight to cooling tower

plume behavior, an experimental study of cooling tower plumes was

undertaken at the Centralia Power Plant which is operated by Pacific

Power and Light Company at Centralia, Washington. Additionally, a

mathematical model was developed to account for multiple plumes

merging together with moisture effects and crosswind conditions

present.

1.1 Terminology

An appreciation for the vocabulary used in discussions of plume

characteristics will help the reader in subsequent sections. The

range of interests crosses many disciplines including meteorologists,

civil engineers, chemical engineers, heating, ventilating, and air

conditioning engineers, fluid dynamicists, and mechanical engineers.

The reasons for interest is also varied and includes concerns with

submerged off shore discharges, turbulence characteristics, and

environmental impact analysis. Cooling tower manufacturers exert

another interest in understanding plume characteristics thereby

allowing improved design and cost reduction. The literature survey

of Chapter 2 illustrates the wide range of interests and types of
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discharges investigated. Specifically of interest are discharges

referred to as momentum jets, buoyant jets, and plumes. The

distinguishing characteristic among the three is the densimetric

Froude number. The densimetric Froude number is the ratio of

inertial to buoyant force. A densimetric Froude number of infinity

is associated with flows for which inertial effects are of greatest

importance. This flow is termed a momentum jet. As the initial

inertial forces for a discharge become small in comparison to

the buoyantly induced forces, the densimetric Froude number

approaches zero. The resulting flow is referred to as a plume.

Other terms used to depict this flow are buoyant plume or thermal

plume. When neither the buoyant force nor the inertial force pre-

dominate the initial conditions, an intermediate flow region is ob-

served with characteristic densimetric Froude number between zero

and infinity. Such flows are termed buoyant jets. Mechanical draft

cooling tower discharges have characteristic densimetric Froude

numbers which range from two to five. As a result such flows

would begin as buoyant jets.

Knowledge of the type of flow is important in modeling. De-

sired is the ability to model flow properties such as velocity, tem-

perature, trajectory, moisture content, visibility, and width as the

flow proceeds downstream. The building blocks for such modeling

can start with conceptual understanding of how the flow field behaves
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as it progresses downstream. Essential features of the flow field are

illustrated in Figure I-1. The Zone of Flow Establishment, abbrevi-

ated as ZFE, is the initial region encountered in which the boundary

layer thickness is growing both radially outward as entrainment of the

ambient fluid occurs and radially inward as an initial 'constant

property' 1 core of the fluid responds to the shear caused by the

ambient. At the end of the ZFE the fluid property then decays in

the region termed the Zone of Established Flow, which is abbreviated

ZEF. Within the ZFE and the ZEF the primary mode of mixing is

thought to be entrainment of ambient fluid caused by turbulence of the

discharge fluid. As the flow progresses downstream, a point is

reached where ambient turbulence contributes a large share of the

energy associated with mixing. When this becomes significant, a

model should include a transition region and ultimately a final mixing

or drift region for good description of far--field plume characteristics.

Multiple numbers of discharges complicate the modeling process and

the need to consider merging and competition for entrainment of

ambient fluid by adjacent discharges becomes important. In such

cases, merging could occur in any of the regions described above.

Analytical models were more difficult to construct as complexi-

ties were added. These complexities included merging, crossflow,

'Initial conditions are considered uniform and hence constant
at the discharge. Later discussion shows this is not true. Average
conditions though work well.
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The dominant zones of flow for multiple port discharges.
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stratification, moisture phase change, and different rates of boundary

layer growth. Early studies investigated only jets or plumes with no

merging, no crossflow, and no stratification or moisture phase

changes occurring. The results of investigation of axially symmetric

heat discharges by Rouse et al.26 showed (Figure 1-2) that the momen-

turn boundary layer grew at a different rate than the thermal boundary

layer. Because of the merging process this would add complications.

Moisture evaporation and condensation provide a third boundary layer.

Boundary layer growth differences within the z S ne of flow establish-

ment required careful attention. Once the model had transitioned to

the zone of established flow modeling techniques became easier as

profiles of velocity, temperature, and concentration were observed

to be similar at downstream positions. The resulting model is

more tractable than the differing diffusion rates of the ZFE.

Crossflow effects contribute another parameter in describing

flow characteristics. The ratio, of ambient current to discharge cur-

rent (for a cooling tower this would be wind velocity divided by dis

charge velocity) is termed velocity ratio and is abbreviated by the

letter R. Within some of the literature, the inverse of the velocity

ratio is reported with the use of K as the designating symbol. The

effect of a cross wind on a flow has been well documented and pre-

sented by such authors as .Abramovich29
. Important to modeling such

flows is knowledge that the cross sectional profile of the flow is not
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symmetric, nor is it circular rather it is a horseshoe shaped profile.

This is even true for multiple plumes in a cross flow as is shown in

Figure 1-3.

Stratification effects within the environment influence the height

to which a buoyant discharge will rise. Stability is usually considered

by calculation of the Richardson number. The Richardson number is

a dimensionless number consisting of the ratio of the buoyant produc-

tion of turbulent kinetic energy to the stress production of turbulent

kinetic energy. A negative Richardson number corresponds to an

unstable atmosphere. A positive Richardson number corresponds to

a stable atmosphere. A stable atmosphere is also termed stratified.

Another indicator of stability is the Brunt-Vaisala frequency; the fre-

quency of gravity waves in a stable atmosphere. The Brunt Vaisala

frequency is a dimensional parameter which forms a part of the ex-

pression of Richardson number. For comparison, they are expressed

below.

g aT /az

R. =
Ta (aU /az)

2
=

g
TN

b a
I-2

where T is temperature, z is height, U is velocity, and g is gravita-

tional acceleration. T refers to temperature excess while T
a

refers

to temperature of the ambient. 8T/8z is the actual temperature
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Figure I -3 Cross section thru the plane for a seven port discharge
with a velocity ratio, R = 0.2. Reproduced from
Gregoric47.



gradient less the gravitationally induced temperature gradient. 10

The effect of stable stratification on plume flow may be visualized

for both no flow and cross flow conditions. For discharge in no flow

condition to a stably stratified environment, Figure I-4a shows the

occurrence of a maximum height of rise with some equilibrium level

below the maximum. This same phenomena is observed as well in

flows discharged in the presence of a cross current and is shown on

Figure I-4b.

The presence of moisture within an atmospheric discharge

adds another parameter for consideration. Saturation deficit is

defined as the additional amount of water vapor needed to produce

saturation at ambient temperature and pressure. Saturation deficit

and atmospheric stability are used as indicators of visible plume per-

sistence. A low saturation deficit is present when long visible plumes

are observed. Observations and calculations have been made
15D 16

which substantiate this relationship.

One effect which influences cooling tower performance and

contributes to knowledge of effluent properties is recirculation. Re-

circulation may be defined as the fraction of effluent which on mixing

with the ambient provides the influent to the cooling tower. Indicators

of recirculation include inlet wet bulb temperature and the ratio of

inlet temperature excess to outfall temperature excess which may be

expressed in terms of wet bulb temperatures.
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1.2 Study Objectives

The study was composed of two parts. One part was a field

study of mechanical draft cooling tower plumes while the other part

was the development and extension of an analytical model which in-

cluded merging and moisture effects. The field study was at Centralia

Power Plant in Centralia, Washington. Terrain features, powerlines,

and vegetation combined to limit the study to a near-field region. The

study used a tethered balloon concept with a radiosonde traversing the

plume. Sightings of the radiosonde were made by theodolite and were

systematically recorded. Visible plumes made observations unreli-

able. Consequently, data were best obtained within the invisible por-

tion of the plume. Short visible plumes were required to insure the

invisible portion of the plume could be sampled within the region of

the near-field.

Mathematical models of cooling tower plumes have been de-

veloped with varying degrees of success. Only a few include the

effects of merging. One merging model has yet to include moisture

effects. The other merging model requires more substantive informa-

tion for model validation. This study expanded a merging model to

include moisture effects and consider the effects of merging of

adjacent plumes within any zone of flow. The refined objectives of

this study are enumerated:
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*Present field data from near-field measurements at

Centralia Power Plant

* Present dilution estimates from near-field data

*Present limited amounts of data for merging plumes

from two towers

*Present a mathematical model which is usable for pre-

diction of dilution, rise, and visible plume length of

multiple mechanical draft cooling tower plumes

*Compare the mathematical model with experimental

work.

It is noted that prediction of plume trajectories and properties

depends on weather conditions. Weather conditions are not predict-

able, nor do they repeat. Prediction of plume behavior may be ac-

complished only in the sense of application of typical weather condi-

tions expected for a region or location. It is this sense of prediction

for which the mathematical model was developed.

This manuscript was organized to meet these objectives.

Essential features of the literature reviewed are presented in Chapter

2. The experimental work and reduced field data are presented in

Chapters 3 and 4. The field data itself is presented in Appendix A.

The mathematical model is developed and compared in Chapters

5 and 6. Conclusions and recommendations for further work

are presented in Chapter 7. Appendices B and C present the
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essential notation and equations for the mathematical model.

Appendix D presents the Computer code on microfiche
2

.

2 The computer code microfiche listing along with subsequent
corrections may be obtained by writing L. R. Davis, Department
of Mechanical Engineering, Oregon State University, Corvallis,
OR 97331.
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CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE SURVEY

An extensive, all inclusive accounting of plume studies and

mathematical models is too unwieldy. Many studies have been mas-

terfully reviewed and detailed by Davis and Shirazi 1, McVehil et al.

McVehil et al. 2, Chen and Rodi3, Briggs
4, Fan5, Baumgartner and

Trent6, and others too numerous to mention. As the need arises,

papers and studies previously reviewed by other authors will be in-

cluded within this survey. This chapter has two major subsections.

The first reviews studies of an experimental nature which have impor-

tance relative to the field study presented within this manuscript or

which have importance with respect to validation of the mathematical

model herein developed. The second subsection reviews mathemati-

cal models in general and details some of the aspects of those models.

2 1 Experimental Studies

Field data for multiple cooling tower plumes are scarce. A

study done by Meyer et al. 7 at the Benning Road Plant operated by

Potomic Electric Power Company was one of the initial field data

collection efforts concerned with mechanical draft cooling towers.

Their observations included cooling water flow conditions, plume exit

conditions, ambient profiles, and a photographic study of visible
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plume for height and length. Aircraft measurements of temperature

were made on February 6, 1974, An induced draft tower at the South

Power Plant of Purdue University was studied by West lin et al. 8 dur-

ing the summer of 1971. The study comprised measuring of tempera-

ture and humidity of the ambient with a hygrothermograph, measuring

wind speed and direction 6 m above the surface with a vane and cup

anemometer, measuring stack gas exit temperature with a thermome-

ter, and estimating gas flow from fan ratings. Champion et al. 9

studied the plumes from mechanical draft towers at Alabama Power

Company's E. C. Gaston Plant. Measurements included water flow,

temperature of water, exit air temperature, fan power measurements,

and pertinent meteorological data Extensive photographic documenta-

tion of the visible plume behavior was also accomplished..

Field studies concerned with plume rise and length have been

conducted for several natural draft cooling towers. A series of stud-

ies reported by Slawson and Coleman10 Slawson, Coleman and

Frey11,12, Slawson et al. 13, and Slawson 14 were performed at TVA's

Paradise Steam Plant, Chattanooga, Tennessee. These studies in-

cluded photographic analysis for plume rise and length; measurements

by helicopter of plume properties and ambient conditions. Source

conditions including water flow, water temperature, and tower exit

temperature and velocity were measured. The results of the
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John E. Amos Cooling Tower Flight program were reported by

15, 16Kramer and Seymour . Subsequent analysis and discussion

by Gifford et al. 17 and Hanna.18, 19 followed. The essence of the

data was photographic with profiles of ambient humidity (relative),

dry bulb, and dew point temperatures being measured by instruments

aboard an aircraft. Performance characteristics of the cooling tow-

ers are provided. No measurements of tower characteristics were

made during the flight, however.

The Environmental Protection Agency has sponsored a series of

studies obtaining measurements of plume properties. These results

are reported by West20
, Winiarski et al. 21, and Winiarski and

Frick22' 23. Data reported by these studies differ from previously

mentioned studies. In addition to source measurements, downstream

measurements of temperature and relative humidity were obtained.

A tethered balloon similar to the situation shown in Figure II-1 was

traversed through the plume at several downstream stations. During

each traverse theodolite sightings of the balloon by two theodolites

were obtained simultaneously. Specifically the theodolite operators

focused on the radiosonde which was mounted near the fin of the

balloon for the Winiarski studies. The time of theodolite readings

was coordinated by transceivers. Concurrent with height measure-

ment was appropriate marking on strip chart recordings of tempera-

ture and relative humidity. Stephen and Moroz 24 reported a
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photographic study of wet cooling tower plumes in a cross fl Sw.

19

Laboratory studies have investigated characteristics of

plumes, forced plumes, and jets. Parameters investigated included

effects of crossflow, stratification, thermal discharge, and concen-

tration. Recently multiple discharges have been investigated. Dis-

charge angle to a crossflow and tower orientation for multiple dis-

charges to a crossflow became additional parameters.

Some studies have been photographic, reporting trajectory

and plume cross section characteristics as analyzed from such

photographs. Measurement studies reported dilution character-

istics and turbulence characteristics observed. Not all studies re-

ported the boundary effects encountered and the influence of those

boundaries on interpretation of data for use in analytical modeling.

A discharge from a cooling tower has no vertical wall to influence

the flow whereas laboratories have wall effects.

A comparison between laboratory data and field measure-

ments is desired. For cases in which laboratories can adequately

model flows for measurement of trajectories, dilution, and entrain-

ment, controlled conditions result. As a consequence, good methods

for testing analytical models are achieved.

One of the initial experimental studies of buoyant jets in

which velocity and temperature were measured was by Schmidt25

Similar work was done by Rouse et al.
26 with velocity and
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temperature measurements above point sources of heat and line

sources of heat being reported. The point source represented a

single axisymmetric plume. From the measurements, relations

for lateral spread, axial velocity, and axial temperature were de-

v eloped and presented. Detailed reviews of this paper have been

presented over the years by a number of reviewers including Chen

and Rodi 3. Other papers have detailed similar features for jets.

Keagy and Weller 27 provided one set of data for a momentum jet

with concentration and velocity decay characteristics. In this case,

a single jet issued through an orifice, an Orsat apparatus was used

to analyze concentrations of the gas and velocity was measured with

an inclined xylene in glass manometer. Velocity measurements have

certainly changed since the time of this experiment as more detailed

information on velocity distribution was sought. Sforza et al. 28 pro-

vided data for three dimensional viscous jets issuing into quiescent

ambient air. Several jet orifices were used including rectangular,

elliptical, axisymmetric, and triangular. Mean flow properties as

axial velocity decay, half width growth, and others were reported.

Three characteristic regions of jets were presented in terms of

distinct regions of velocity decay.

Abramovich29 provided results of studies from the USSR for

turbulent jet growth and property decay. Trentacoste and Sforza

presented experimental data and discussion for jets issuing from

30
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single sources. Heated buoyant jets have been studied and their

characteristics reported by Pryputniewicz and Bowley31
.

vertical buoyant jet discharged into a stagnant, non stratified body

of water of finite depth. Temperature characteristics of a hot

rising effluent were obtained. Diffusion and spreading character-

istics of jets are further presented and discussed by Albertson

et al. 32. Mixing characteristics between the discharge and the

surroundings have been investigated by a number of authors. Ricou

and Spalding
119 measured entrainment for single orifice jets by

surrounding the jet with a porous wall cylinder through which air

could be injected until the chamber pressure became uniform--a

signal that the jet had entrained all that it could.

In almost all of the above studies only single discharges had

measured characteristics reported. A limited number of studies

begin to document data for velocity decay, temperature decay, con-

centration decay, lateral spread, dilution, and trajectory of multiple

numbers of discharges. Kannberg and Davis 33 and Davis et al. 34

reported such data. Kannberg33 used a hot film anemometer to

measure temperature of the issuing plume. Probe position was

accurately determined and could be positioned anywhere within the

plume. Most data taken were for central plume of jets with vertical

adjustment of the probe. In addition to measuring effects in a non

moving ambient, cross flow was simulated for measurements by
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towing the source in a tow tank. Davis measured velocity and c

centration along the central axis and across the lateral extent of

the discharges for non moving ambient. Baines and Keffer35 re-

ported entrainment results for multiple source turbulent jets. Addi-

tionally, jet spread and velocity decay were reported.

The effect of ambient flow relative to discharge has re

ceived an increased amount of attention in recent years. Gordier 36

provided a review of cross flow studies considering air to air, and

heated air to air. Additionally he provided data for water dis-

charged to a cross flow of water. Jet trajectories were determined

and presented from a photographic study. Dye was injected to pro-

vide visual sighting of the jet. Total and static pressures were

measured and reported for several downstream stations from the

jet orifice.

Fan5 provided further experimental data for buoyant jets in a

crossflow. Photographic observations of trajectories of dyed jets

were presented. Salt solutions injected into fresh water allowed

conductivity measurements for determination of trajectory, jet half

width, and dilution ratios. Estimates of entrainment coefficients

and drag coefficients were made from these observations.

Cederwall37 used photographic techniques in studying trajec-

tories of slot jets. As with Fan's experiment salt was used to

model density variations and concentration measurements were made
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with conductivity probes. Trajectory and jet spread data were re-

ported by Pratte and Baines 38. Keffer and Baines39 presented

trajectory, velocity dilution, cross sectional velocity profiles, and

measures of turbulence. A constant current hot wire anemometer

was used for measuring mean velocity. Turbulence intensities were

determined with an accurate random signal voltmeter. Turbulent

forced plumes in a crossflow were studied and reported by Chu

and Goldberg40. Dye was injected vertically downward into a uni-

form open channel. Photographs were taken and average centerlines

determined from the photographs. Correlations for trajectory are

presented. A relationship for transition from near field to far field

trajectory is presented. Chan et al. 41 investigated the effects of

pressure drag and entrainment of deflected jets. A jet issuing ver-

tically upward into a test section of a wind tunnel was the subject

of the investigation. Pressure measurements were made circum-

ferentially in the plane of origin of the jet. Hot wire anemometer

techniques were used to measure magnitudes and directions of

velocities. Quantitative estimates of entrainment were made.

Entrainment and drag coefficients were reported as well as trajec-

tories, half widths, velocity decay, and pressure distributions.

Wind tunnel experiments by Fearn and Weston
42 measured velocity

distributions across jets with a rake of seven yaw pitch probes

mounted on an air foil. From the measurements, vortex models
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of cross sections encountered were used to infer the actual vorticity

present. The dominant feature of a jet in a cross flow was observed

to be a pair of contrarotating vortices. Hoult and Dea
43 studied a

turbulent plume in a turbulent crossflow. The study conducted in

a wind tunnel and compared with field measurements was primarily

aimed at evaluating trajectories and flows from a gas turbine. Dis-

cussion of entrainment coefficient determination were presented.

Hoult and Wei144 studied turbulent plume in a laminar crossflow.

The turbulent plume was achieved by discharging ferric chloride

into water and then towing the discharge. Plume trajectory was

determined photographically.

Wright45 presented results of a study for a round turbulent jet

issuing into an ambient crossflow. The crossflow was either of

uniform density or was linearly stratified. Characteristics of jet

trajectory, dilution, and maximum or equilibrium heights of rise

were presented. A flu.orometer was used to measure dye concen-

trations. Wright presented a good review of several of the solutions

for buoyant jets in a crossflow and summarized some of the labora-

tory investigations of buoyant jets in a crossflow.

Temperature decay, trajectory, port spacing, and angle of
6.

discharge effects are investigated. Recently, Kannberg and Onashi4

studied flows from mechanical draft cooling towers modeled in an

hydraulic flume. Temperature measurements were taken,
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recirculation, trajectory, wake effects, and decay properties were

investig ted for several Froude numbers, wind speeds, tower orien-

tation, and numbers of towers. Gre?-,oric
47 studied trajectories of

multiple numbers of discharges at varying angles to a cross flow

photographically. Virtually no data were found in the literature

for multiple discharges in a crossflow in which velocity fields,

temperature fields, and the concentration fields were measured

and reported. The only measurement program known was that of

Kannberg in which temperature was measured and reported.
3

2. 2 Theoretical Studies

Many models have been developed and presented which sup-

posedly provide the user with general characteristics concerning

the behavior of a discharge. Excellent reviews have been previously

written which compare in detail aspects of many models. Baumgartner

and Trent6 is but one such review. Details within this survey will

not be as comprehensively presented in comparison with the complete

review. Methods of approach are found to vary from dimensional

analysis with empirically determined coefficients and limited range

of application to integral analysis which uses an integrated form of

3 Current work at Battelle, Pacific Northwest Laboratories is
investigating velocity fields for multiple discharges in a cross flow.
Personal communication, D. Dragnich, Battelle, March 15, 1979.
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the equations of motion and an entrainment concept and finally to

differential analysis with either finite element or finite difference

approaches to numerical modeling and inclusion of turbulence terms

to account for mixing, jet growth and property decay.

2.2.1 Model Background

Nearly all models have as a basis a set of equations including

a) continuity, b) equations of motion, and c) energy equations. The

complexities considered by a particular model may require either

more relations or less. With appropriate assumptions, simplified

closed form solutions can be found, which, for a limited range of

parameters, predicts some of the discharge characteristics. Limita-

tion of such models include their lack of general applicability and to

some extent a loss of description of properties within the plume.

With few exceptions, plume models refer only to single plumes, jets,

or buoyant jets. Some models attempt to present multiple plumes as

single equivalent discharges. The limitation of this approach is

the lack of good description within the near-field. A good near-field

model is desired because it influences the input for intermediate and

far field portions of a plume and because it influences the operation

of discharge units such as cooling towers. Closed form solutions can

be obtained when many assumptions are made. With fewer assump-

tions made, numerical techniques are required. Dilution is modeled
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by entrainment hypothesis. Wake effects are modeled by including

drag coefficients.

2.2.2 Early Models and Closed Form Solutions

48
Analytical work by Lu investigated the surface of discontinuity

between two flows with some success by using the method of succes-

sive approximations. Velocity fields induced by a vortex sheet were

integrated and yielded the characteristic horseshoe shape of the

cross-section of a jet in a crossflow. Rouse et al. 26 assumed dy-

namic similarity of the mean flow at all elevations to generate useful

results for plume growth, velocity decay and density deficit decay

for axisymmetric flow. Specifically the width of the discharge

was found proportional to the distance from discharge, velocity

decay was inversely proportional to the cube root of distance from

discharge, and density deficit decayed proportionately with the

inverse of the fifth power of the cube root of distance from discharge.

Abramovich29 provided empirical relations for trajectory

in a cross flow and developed a theoretical trajectory relationship.

The empirical relations were observed to compare favorably well

with experimental data also reported in Abramovich. Height of

the jet was found proportional to downstream distance cubed.

Briggs4 developed and presented a simplified theory for plume

rise which estimated rise for buoyant plumes, jets, with crossflow,
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without crossflow, and for several other applications. Important

from his work for crossflow were the relations below.

1/3 -1 2/3h = 1.6 F u x

which holds for buoyant plumes in a crossflow, particularly in the

region of flow dominated by plume generated turbulence. F repre-

sents the buoyancy flux parameter and is calculated as g' U
o

R
o

2

where g' is the acceleration of gravity multiplied by the density

difference between the ambient and source and divided by the density

of the source. Uo is the velocity of the plume at the source, and Ro

is the radius of the source. The down stream distance is specified

by x while wind speed at tower exit height is given by u. The height

of rise is stated as h.

h /D = 1.44 R -2/3 (x/D) 2/3 11-2

was found to hold for jets in a crossflow. D is the discharge diameter

while R is the velocity ratio of ambient velocity divided by jet velocity.

Good estimates of trajectories result from application of these equa-

tions.

Chu. and Goldberg40 presented a result for buoyant jets which

combined the forms of equations II-1 and 11-2. Chan and Kennedy49

in a study of buoyant fluid discharged horizontally into a receiving

tank obtained expressions for trajectory, velocity decay, and
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width behavior. Trajectory reported by Weil90 for moist buoyant

plumes was found to behave in a somewhat different manner when

compared with the above equations. Height was found to vary as

the cube root of the cosine of downstream distance. Slawson and

Csanady50 developed a theory supporting equation II-1 for initial

phases of plume behavior but suggested a need for transition to

later phases when the dynamics of the plume were dominated by

atmospheric generated turbulence.

Models developed with moisture effects for bent over plumes

are discussed by Hanna51, 52, Hosler53, Kaylor et al. 54

60,
Slawson55, 56, Csanady , 58, Wigley and Slawson59,

Wigley
61-64. Csanady focused on prediction of condensation

effects. Wigley and Slawson showed that long plumes occur in cold,

humid, unstable atmospheric conditions. Small changes in the

atmospheric conditions were observed to cause large changes in

visible plume length. The stress placed on the need for compre-

hensive full scale experimental data to test theories for cooling

tower plume dynamics was significant. Condensation as related to

atmospheric conditions and temperature excess of the discharge was

also discussed. Wigley related temperature decay and moisture

decay to plume width which was presented as growing in a manner

similar to plume height as specified in equations II-1 and 11-2 above.
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Slawson and Colemanl° continued to use these models for natural

draft cooling tower plumes in the initial regions (plume turbulence

dominating the mixing process with the ambient). Calabrese et al. 65

used Briggs' formulation in his work for moisture and temperature

predictions of plumes. Chen and Rodi66 presented correlations

for the decay of round and slot discharges emitting vertically into

a stagnant ambient. Relations for velocity decay, temperature

decay, or density deficit for jet regions, buoyant jet regions, and

plume regions of flow were presented.

2.2. 3 Finite Difference Models

Finite difference analysis for plumes, jets, or buoyant jets in

two and three dimensions have been pursued and developed. Some

aspects of such models are good in predicting downstream character-

istics. Turbulence modeling is essential and frequently long com-

puter runs are needed to define discharge characteristics adequately.

Trent67 presented methods of numerical treatment of the partial

differential equations governing the motion of vertical plume flow

in a uniform ambient. Finite difference schemes were used. Madni

and Pletcher68, 69 presented additional applications of finite differ-

ence methods for a quiescent atmosphere by considering stratification
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effects and non vertical discharges. Implicit finite difference tech-

niques were used by Hwang and Pletcher7° to extend previous applica-

tions to buoyant jets and plumes in a crossflow. Other finite differ-

ence models have been developed and presented by Ting71 and

Crawford 72,73. Ting's model claims to predict plume size, trajec-

tory, amount of condensation, amount of precipitation, and point of

initial re-evaporation. Crawford simplified his model by excluding

moisture effects and used linearly varying eddy exchange coefficients

for heat and momentum to account for turbulence terms needed for

plume growth. He presented near-field plume characteristics on the

basis of the original field data of mechanical draft cooling towers--a

photographic study which provided trajectory on a time averaged basis.

In situ properties were not measured. Based on isotherms his model

predicted the end of the visible range well when compared with data.

The isotherm used was that corresponding to a saturated ambient.

Unfortunately some confusion occurs in that data is presented on the

basis of a characteristic length that is never defined. Typical of

numerical models, his required over 400 seconds computing time on

an IBM 370/165. Precise knowledge of plume extent is not known.

Integral models in comparison have required only ten to twenty sec-

onds for completion of a region up to 200 discharge diameters
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downstream on a similar size computer. Stephen and Moroz 24

presented one of the earlier numerical schemes for moist cooling

tower plumes using eight equations to describe speed, displacement,

liquid water content, temperature, and continuity. In part finite

difference models are still developing especially in attempts to satis-

factorily handle moisture and the field size associated with cooling

towers for adequate description of the moisture phase change, its

influence on path, property, and dynamics. As a consequence many

models lack the data for adequate validation.

2.2.4 Lumped Integral Models

Several theoretical models are integral in form. This allowed

for analysis of the gross behavior and characteristics of the discharge

being investigated. The governing equations describing conditions

throughout the discharge field are transport equations of mass,

momentum, energy, and species. In vector form these equations

are specified as

Mass,

at +V. (pc) = 0

Momentum,

av 1
+ 2at 2 Vx (v7x7) _ PF + vV2V

II-3

11-4
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Energy,

aT
7+ v' (7T) pc

(kVT) + T(\1.)
p

(V. V), II ®5
8T

Species concentration,

at +V (VC) = V (D VC) II-6

where p is density, t is time, V is velocity, P is pressure, F is

a body force, v is viscosity, T is temperature, c is specific heat

capacity, k is conductivity, is energy dissipation function, C is

concentration, and Dc is mass diffusivity. The difficulty in solving

the above equations leads to a number of simplifications, For many

integral models these include the following:

* Steady Flow

Fully turbulent flow field, neglect molecular diffusion

* Density variations considered only in buoyancy terms

(the so called Boussinesq approximation)

* Pressure is assumed hydrostatic

* Boundary layer approximations are applied within

the discharge.

Additional assumptions or considerations may be applied to specific

models. The integral approach was vigorously pursued by Morton

et al. 74 based on earlier work by one of the co-authors, Taylor75.
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Profiles were assumed and the equations were integrated over the

plume cross section. Mixing with the ambient introduced the concept

of entrainment being proportional to the centerline velocity and plume

width. The entrainment hypothesis has been extended by others in

approximating plume-ambient mixing. Priestly and Ball76 introduced

the use of conservation of kinetic energy of mean motion in the place

of conservation of mass in the governing equations. A number of

papers have followed arguing the correctness of Morton's approach

as compared with Priestly's approach. More literature was found in

which the methods introduced by Morton were extended than were the

methods advocated by Priestly. The entrainment concept introduced

by Morton has perhaps received better acclaim when compared with

the use of general laws derived by Priestly. Morton77,78 extended

his work to include forced plumes and the transport of atmospheric

moisture by thermal plumes. Priestly79 presented one of the earlier

analytical models for bent over plumes. A key assumption was neglect

of relative horizontal motion between the plume and air. As his work

considers plumes (low momentum) this assumption seems physically

reasonable. His model is substantiated by experimental data. Fox80

attempted to achieve some compatability between the Morton et al.74

model and the Priestly et al. 76 model by comparing them with a

model of his own development. One of the most helpful results of

his work however was a more general expression for entrainment.
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Hoult, Fay and Forney81 extended the modeling of Morton

for a crossflow and introduced the idea of entrainment having two

components; one component due to shear between the plume and

the atmosphere and the other component due to the inflow of the

ambient, perpendicular to the local path of the plume. Predictions

were compared with data taken by TVA in studies in the early

1960's.

Hirst82-86 developed a three dimensional model for round,

buoyant jets discharged into flowing stratified ambients. He used

a two angle 'natural' co-ordinate system allowing for discharge at

horizontal or vertical angles or any angle in between these two

extremes. Such a model is useful because cases involving current,

stratification, and varying discharge angles may be important in

analyzing plume flow. Limits arise because single plumes are con-

sidered. Bottom effects were not included, nor were surface effects

included. In addition to the assumptions enumerated above, Hirst

neglected frictional heating in the energy equation. By replacing

property distributions with mean and fluctuating components, ex-

pressing the del operator in a natural or streamwise coordinate

system and integrating radially from the jet axis to infinity, the

integral form of the governing equations 11-3 through 11-6 presented

by Hirst and others are:



Conservation of mass,

d Urdr (r-7) = E 11-7
ds

o r-'`°°

Conservation of energy,

dT

ds "U - ) rdra ds

lim rv'T'
r '"

Conservation of S-momentum,

d
ds

Urdr

172rdr = Ua E sin 01 cos 02

.S1 g'rdr sin 02 - lim (ru'vt)
o r--°'.3°

00

The other momentum equation may be arranged to form

the curvature equations

dO
2

ds

11-8

II- 9

.00

g'rdr cos 02 - EUa sin 01 sin 02 /q II-10
o

d01 EUa cos 01
II-11

71. cos 02ds
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where r is a radial coordinate perpendicular to the plume centerline,

s is the axial coordinate in the direction of flow, E is the entrain-

ment rate, U is the excess velocity, v is the velocity at the boundary

in the radial direction, T is temperature, 01 is the plume discharge

angle in the horizontal plane relative to the ambient current, 0 is

the flow angle in the vertical plane relative to the horizontal, g is

the buoyancy flux term. The overbars denote time average values

and the primes denote the ambient fluctuating components. The term

q is a momentum term given by

= S rdr E
- 1 im(r

2v' 2
)

4
II-12

Hirst's entrainment model is a composite from models proposed by

Fox80, Hoult et al, 81, and Platten and Keller It accounts for

both aspirated fluid entrainment as well as forced entrainment due to

ambient current in flow. The resulting function with suggested co-

efficients is given by

E = (0.057 + 0.97 sin 02/FL) b.

[IUI + 9. 0 Ua(1 - sin2 01 cost 02)1/2]

where FL is the local densimetric Froude number, U is the absolute

excess velocity in the plume as compared with the ambient. Hirst

assumed Gaussian profiles for analysis within the zone of established

11-13
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flow. Within the development zone he assumed top hat profiles with

Gaussian shaped shear layers on the side. The resulting differential

equations were solved numerically for plume growth, dilution, and

trajectory. Hirst compared his model with over 100 conditions from

ten different experiments. Considering the wide range of discharge

parameters observed and source conditions modeled, Hirst's model

was fairly good.

Schatzmann88' 89 presented a generalized development of an

integral plume model. The Boussinesq approximation is invoked

only following derivation for the special cases of interest. An

additional manner in which his derivation differs from Hirst is that

Schatzmann's is two dimensional while Hirst's is three dimensional.

Careful analysis of the two works showed that Schatzmann's claim

that Hirst omitted application of Leibnitz's rule for differentiation

of an integral with variable limits was partially justified. The impor-

tance of the oversight is somewhat questionable. Further comparison

showed that Schatzmann has a different entrainment function given by

E -
sin 0/F,. )b

[I U I + a Ua sin 0]

where Kt = 1 + [a3Ua cos °] /ZI U I

II-14

where the a's are empirically determined coefficients. In

Schatzmann's analysis this entrained fluid only changes mass flow

due to excess velocity whereas Hirst's analysis includes the ambient
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current's contribution to total flow. For most cases, the difference

between the two models is small. Trajectory and dilution compari-

son's with Fan.' s 5 data are shown on Figures 11-2 and 11-3.

The effects of moisture for integral models of atmospheric

discharges have been introduced by Weil90, Hanna51, 52, Slaw-

son55, 56, and Wig ley58-62. The result is a modification of equa-

tions 11-7 through 11-12 by including a conservation of moisture equa-

tion, a conservation of vapor equation, and accounting for latent heat

of vaporization (condensation) by a rate of condensation or rate of

evaporation term. By appropriate combination of the new equations

with each other and with the energy equation, the following equations

were introduced:

The conservation of energy:

ds U

dT
T-T )dA _4 ds a + FsinB} ST.TdA

+

R
dA

pC

The conservation of moisture (liquid and vapor):

ds t1(q-qa+ cr )d.A dqa iJdAds

11-15

II-16

In the above q is the vapor phase specific humidity, Cr is the

liquid phase moisture content, Rc is the condensation (evaporation)

rate, r is the adiabatic lapse rate, and hf is the latent heat of
g
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11-2 A comparison of the model predictions for trajectory
of Hirst (82) and Schatzmann (88, 89) as compared to
Fan's data (5).
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Figure 11-3 A comparison of the model predictions for dilution of
Hirst (82) and Schatzmann (88, 89) as compared to Fan's
data (5).
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vaporization (condensation).

Although the effects of moisture on plume dynamics and plume

parameters have been discussed within the literature, many modelers

are apprehensive about including such effects in analytical models

because of the vastly increased complexity and the supposed small

gain in information concerning plume growth and diffusion.

Hanna51' 52 pointed out that the cooling tower plume's latent heat

represented up to 90% of the energy leaving the tower. The Briggs

formulation, II-1 incorporated a buoyancy flux parameter with de-

pendence on sensible heat release only. As a result, one might ex-

pect some difficulties in applying II-1 in describing trajectories of

moist discharges. That the modeling complexity increased when

considering moisture became more apparent when consideration of

the psychrometric process was introduced. In addition to equations

11-15 and 11-16 above, expressions for saturation humidity ratio as

a function of temperature and height became essential. Empirical

formulations which were made to agree with observation by proper

choice of coefficients or by modeling from the Clausius-Clapyeron

equation can provide such input. Brunt 91 introduced the idea of con-

densation within the mixing process and the use of graphical methods

in handling moisture effects. Figure 11-4 illustrates the processes

observed in plumes. The plume outlet is at condition A while the

atmosphere is at some other condition, condition B for example.
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Psychrometric chart for air-watervapor mixture with
possible mixing lines of cooling tower plume with
ambient air.
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The mixing of A and B should result in some point E which lies on

the line connecting A and B. However such a state cannot exist in

equilibrium. Condensation must be occurring for such a mixture.

Other outlet conditions and inflow condition combinations could be

considered as A-C or A-D in which events even more condensation

will occur or none at all. The extension of these psychrometric mix-

ing processes to a dynamic efflux and the atmosphere have been

modeled by Baker92, Slawson 55
, Davis', and others. Appreciable

condensation coupled with downwashing can cause hazardous condi-

tions for traffic because of fog or in some instances ice. The inclu-

sion of moisture within a plume model is also important for correctly

modeling drift associated with dissolved solids, chemical additives,

and sometimes bacteria or virus.

Models using moisture effects have been categorized by Davis'

as Gaussian Bent Over Plume Models, Integral Models, and Numeri-

cal Cooling Tower Plume Models. Winiarski and Frick
23 presented a

Lagrangian model in which entrainment and drag terms were included;

initially the model included a virtual mass term to account for dis-

placing of ambient air as the plume rose. Subsequent work removed

this virtual mass term. The model essentially employed top hat

profiles and included a Gaussian shape factor to predict peak plume

properties at downstream stations. Moisture effects are included in

the model. Policastro et al. 93, 94 as part of an ongoing study to
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validate cooling tower plume models reported that of the eight plume

models compared, the Winiarski-Frick model had the best overall

record in predicting visible plume length, usually within a factor

of 2.

Multiple plume models are sparingly available. Briggs 95 pre-

sented enhancement factors for plume rise using an enhancement

coefficient for the rise of a single plume. This was expressed as:

N+S 1/3
Z = Z (--)

s 1+S
11-17

where Zm is the multiple plume rise, Zs is the single plume rise,

N is the number of sources, and S is calculated from

S = 6( (N-1) L_ 3/2

N1/3 Z
s

11-18

where L is the source spacing. Other forms for handling merging

effects within a mathematical model have been introduced by Davis

Jirka and Harleman97, and Cederwall37. Each is unique from the

others. Cederwall followed the guidance of Koh and Fan98 in assum-

96

ing that a line of single jets becomes a slot jet at some merging loca-

tion. Jirka and Harleman made an equivalent slot of the multipel dis-

charges at the source. Davis and later Kannberg and Davis33 pre-

sented a model which considered the detailed dynamics of a gradual

merging process using assumed merging profiles. In all cases, end

effects were not considered. Wu and Koh99 developed a model to
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handle the merging of moist multiple plumes having arbitrary source

configuration. Included within their analysis are drag and entrain.-

ment. As a result, effects of shear, buoyancy and ambient turbulence

are considered. The merging criteria is essentially geometric. When

the area of a trapezoid connecting, for example, two circular dis-

charges equals the sum of the areas of the two half circles of the

assumed circular profiles, the plumes are considered merged.

Property profiles are assumed to be top hat. For more complex

geometries the model is said to work reasonably well. The limited

data available for testing the model indicates that its trajectory is

quite high compared with observed trajectory. Field data to ascertain

dilution, jet width characteristics, and plume length are not available

for validation of the model.

Recently, Winiarski et al. 200 presented a useful concept for

modeling multiple source plume behavior. The essential feature of

the model accounted for entrainment area presented by the discharge

to a crossflow. The shadowing of individual plumes from the wind

by upstream plumes could, as a result, be taken into account. The

term "aspect ratio" was introduced as the parameter accounting

for shadowing. An example application was presented. The mathe-

matical model used was an equivalent plume concept in which the

fluxes of mass, momentum, and heat from the multiple sources were

satisfied by a single equivalent plume. Entrainment required the
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single equivalent plume to have a projected area normal to the wind

of the same magnitude as the projected area normal to the wind for the

multiple plumes. In seeking a graphical means of presenting results

pertaining to trajectory, width, and dilution, a non dimensional num-

ber related to Richardson's number was introduced. As a result the

effect of atmospheric stability on trajectory could be viewed and

allowed for comparison between various discharge conditions and ambi-

ent conditions. While such a model will have some successes in

describing far field conditions, near field results are lost because

of the equivalent plume concept. One interesting conjecture would

be the consideration of an aspect factor as described by Winiarski

with the multiple plume model of the sort presented by Wu and Koh

The merging criteria within the Wu and Koh model is geometric and

does not account for plume shadowing. Elimination of single equiva-

lent plume while accounting for shadowing of plumes could yield a

model that correctly described the plume in all regions.
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CHAPTER 3

EXPERIMENTAL WORK

The experimental program consisted of five trips to the

Centralia Power Plant, Centralia, Washington. The plant is operated

by Pacifi, Power and Light Company. During the course of each

trip, an instrument package, attached to the line of a tethered balloon,

was traversed through the invisible portion of the cooling tower

plumes within the near-field. The near-field considered by this

study is the region within thirty discharge diameters of the tower.

The instrument package transmitted to a receiving station which re-

corded temperature and relative humidity on a Rustrak Recorder.

The position of the instrument package was obtained by regular,

simultaneous, theodolite readings. In addition t in situ data, atmos

pheric data, source data, and operational data were obtained. De-

tails of data collection are discussed in section 3.4, Experimental

Technique. Important considerations for the experimental program

are enhanced by further description of the study location, the weather

patterns, and the plant operation. Because source conditions from the

cooling tower outfall were not continuously measured, a calculational

procedure was necessary whereby such conditions maybe approxi-

mated. Such results were then used in data reduction considerations

of Chapter 4.
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3. 1 Study Location

The cooling towers at Centralia (four in number) and other

pertinent features are illustrated on Figure III-1. Terrain features

are shown on Figure 111-2. Sections AA and BB represent cross

sections of Figure 111-2 which are illustrated on Figure III-3 to

depict to some extent the rolling terrain in the N S rtheast-Southwest

axis and the less dramatic features on the particular North-South axis

portrayed. The towers of Unit II are located closest to the plant.

They are approximately half way up the hill on the East. The West

and North terrain of the hill slope downward between ten and twenty

meters while that to the East and South slope upward twenty five to

forty meters above the tower base. The towers of Unit I are located

in the southern part of the complex. The stack exit height is nearly

on a level with the tree line to the west and south. Terrain to the

East was higher than the towers by ten to fifteen meters. The

proximity of power lines, the power plant, and dense forestation lim-

ited the range of study and vantage point of the plume to the near field.

3.2 Atmospheric Conditions at Centralia

Extensive amounts of data were accumulated by Pacific Power

and Light Company prior to and during construction of the power

plant at Centralia. Conditions of rain, temperature, wind direction,
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III- 1 Layout of cooling towers at Centralia Power Plant.
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and wind speed for the area of Centralia and Ch Ikalis have been

recorded 35 years by the National Weather Service which is now a

part of National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) at

Olympia. Wind speed and direction influenced the decision to take

data. When the wind speed exceeded 10 m/s safe control of the

tethered balloon was lost. Gustiness became a factor for line stress

on the tether. The probability of losing the balloon was high.

The influence of wind direction was associated with the accom-

panying weather pattern. The occurrence of sunny or partly cloudy

days when the wind was from the northern sectors and of rainy, un-

stable atmospheric conditions when the wind was from the southern

sectors was typical of the area. Wind roses showing frequency of

occurrence for particular directions are illustrated on Figure 111-4.

The length of the line in a given direction is proportional to the

frequency with which that direction is observed to occur during a

particular month, in this case, March, June, September, and

December. From the Figures11.1-4, September appears as the best

month for data collection because winds from the north have a greater

percentage of occurrence as compared with the other wind roses

shown. In considering all cases, this was found to be true. The

wind speed ranges associated with particular directions can be seen

on Figure 111-5. Only north and south winds have been considered.

Two observations are made. First, south winds are stronger than
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111-4 Wind roses showing frequency of occurrence of wind.
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north winds in most months. The higher speeds of the north winds

approach only magnitudes between 3.5 and 5.4 m/s and even then

are less frequently observed than lighter winds from the north. The

range in frequency of occurrence which is illustrated represents

monthly differences throughout the year. Relative humidity in excess

of 70% was observed to produce visible plumes which occupied the

near-field region and inhibited the gathering of meaningful data.

Such difficulties as not being able to see the instrument package to

physically losing the instrument package from the balloon occurred.

Weather conditions as a result posed a restraint upon data collection.

3.3 Plant Operation

The power plant has two separate coal fired units, each capable

of producing 650 MWe. Each unit has two cooling towers, specifica-

tions of which are given in Table III-1. The cooling tower servicing

a particular unit is referred to by the unit number and the geographi-

cal position. For example, II-N is the cooling tower for Unit II in

the most northerly position of cooling towers. Plant operation affect-

ing data collection included scheduled outages and emergency outages.
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Tower

Towers:
Stack Diameter:
Width:
Length:
Rated Air Flow:
Water Flow:

TABLE III-1

Parameters

Marley 6716-06, six cell
9.75 m
16.9 m
73.5 m
44 570 m3/min/fan
424 m3/min/tower

3.4 Experimental Technique

Data collection in the near-field of the cooling towers at

Centralia Power Plant modified the technique of Winiarski et a121

by attaching a radiosonde several hundred meters below a tethered

balloon. This modified technique was illustrated on Figure II-1.

A direct result of this technique was improved balloon stability,

improved control of radiosonde position, and less interference on

the flow field by the measurement system. The first two trips to

Centralia, in September and December 1976 employed Winiarski s

original method of attaching the radiosonde to the balloon. The

balloon was then traversed through the plume. Two significant

problems were encountered. The tether lines were excessively

stressed--on one occasion one of two tethers broke--and balloon

instability within the plume caused the radiosonde to fall off. Visual

observations suggested the balloon encountered strong turbulence

while in the plume. The modified method of attaching the radiosonde
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by means of a line clamp several hundred meters below the balloon

was successful inasmuch as the radiosonde traversed the plume, the

balloon was in a less turbulent region at all times and did not undergo

large scale oscillations. The radiosonde was more readily tracked

when on the line clamp because of less oscillations.

The ideal in traversing the plume was approximately vertical.

This proved difficult to accomplish for the following reasons. Wind

direction shifted with both time and height because of changing atmos-

pheric conditions. In response the balloon would shift its position

and the radiosonde would be likewise affected. The plume being

under the balloon would also respond, but its lower elevation caused

its response to be different from the balloon's response. Terrain

effects then interacted as the need to change location of one of the

control tethers occurred, Forestation, ease of passage, and timeli-

ness of changing locations hindered ensuring traverses would be

vertical. Portable walkie talkies were used for ground coordination

of the field crew for tether control; Horizontal variation of the

radiosonde was as much as 40 m for a 200 m height of rise.

A traverse cycle was usually a raising and lowering of the

balloon at one 'downstream1 position. The sonde was to go through

the upper portions of the plume and down at least to tower outlet level.

The humidity record was a good indicator of plume presence. Uncer-

tainty existed on ensuring the plume was completely traversed
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inasmuch as the plume may have blown away from the sonde. It was

difficult to ascertain that the plume had been completely traversed

as compared with being to the side of the plume. Longer plume

lengths allowed for better prediction of plume presence. Some regions

were sampled by as many as two or three traverse cycles. This was

done to ensure a reasonable estimate of average temperature and

humidity of the plume could be made. Each traverse cycle was con-

tinuous and required approximately thirty minutes. In some instances

heights of more than 350 m above the tower exit were reached.

During the traverse, two theodolites were used to measure

simultaneously the position of the radiosonde. Theodolite readings

were recorded at regular intervals of time and were made at specific

times such that correspondence between position information and

radiosonde data information could be obtained. Errors associated

with theodolite readings were minimal and resulted in only one or

two false position locations. Approximately one reading per minute

was obtained by theodolite. Corresponding temperature and humidity

data were distributed between the locations obtained. Theodolite data

which resulted in altitudes in excess of 200 m above the tower outlet

are of poor quality. Because of terrain limitations and resulting

theodolite location, greater elevations required theodolite attachments

which were not available on trips in 1977. Asa result vertical angles

became estimated and positions likely in error. For altitudes less
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200 m above tower outlet, good correlation between theodolite read-

ings, and tood ability to read the theodolites were achieved. Turbu-

lence, wind shifting, and being within the invisible portion of the

plume contributed to the difficulty in ensuring the top of the plume

had been passed. A vantage point to ensure the sonde always went

through the plume on its traverse could not be achieved because of

terrain and vegetation. Some of the data by Winiarski and Frick
23

showed the same difficulty in ensuring the plume was completely

traversed. Traverses of the ambient were made at least once e ch

day away from the path of the plume to obtain ambient values.

3.5 Experimental Equipment

Equipment used for profile measurement included a Contel two-

channel radiosonde and ground station and, as a backup, a Metro

Son de and ground station with up to eight channel capability. The

two channel radiosonde was used extensively because of its lighter

weight and reliability. A coated bead thermister was used for temper-

ature measurements with an accuracy of ±0. 2 'C and a time constant

of 2 seconds. Relative humidity was measured with a premium grade

carbon film hygristor with an accuracy of *2% and a time constant of

0.7 sec a nds. The ground station recorded the signaled temperature

and humidity on two Rustrak recorders. The recorders were pro-

vided with signals indicating the range within which the data were
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measured as well as the actual data. As a result full scale on the

recorder corresponded to prescribed ranges of temperature and

relative humidity allowing greater precision of measurement. Range

indicators were recorded for a duration of approximately 3 seconds

once each minute. The Metro Sonde was acquired to provide enhanced

data gathering capabilities. Unfortunately its weight and some initial

electronic problems limited its use. One traverse used it for tem-

perature and humidity measurements. Temperature was measured

with a coated bead thermistor as described above. Humidity was

measured with a HUMICAP, a thin film humidity sensor which is

described in detail by Salasmaa and Kostarno 103 . While altitude

could be measured, the sensitivity of the NCAR digital barometer was

not particularly good for this application. The use of this barometer

as an altitude indicator is discussed by Pike and Bargen.104
. Because

its capability for purposes of this study were limited to providing the

same information as the Contel radiosonde, the Contel unit was the

preferred unit as it was of lighter weight. For both stations, cali-

bration of humidity and temperature sensors as prescribed within

the operators manuals were performed prior to in situ measure-

ments.

Readings from the theodolites were recorded only to the nearest

minute. Although the nearest half second could be read, the accuracy

achieved in simultaneous sightings was not that precise. Calculations
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showed for the traverse regions considered the error in positioning

was less than half a meter for altitude determination.

Ambient weather conditions were measured at the surface. A

recording hygrothermograph provided a record of temperature and

relative humidity. A sling psychrometer was used to provide the

initial values of temperature and relative humidity. A small enclo-

sure from a previous weather station on the power plant grounds

provided a place in which to locate the hygrothermograph. Wind

speed and direction were measured by a cup anemometer and vane.

A small weather tower Q9.75 m) was installed on the hill east of Unit

II-N cooling tower. Figure III-1 labels this point A. The measuring

instruments were coupled to potentiometers. The signals went through

a translator and were finally recorded on a two channel Esterline

Angus recorder. Initial efforts in September and December 1976

were quite successful in measurement of wind speed and direction.

Field trips in 1977 and 1978 were limited to wind speed measure-

ments only. Following the decommissioning of the weather tower

the potentiometer for the vane was found to be defective. The envi-

ronment had been too severe for the length of time the instrument

was present. Wind direction estimates were made from the direction

the balloon was observed to point and the direction, in which the plume

was observed to travel. A cross check of wind direction and wind

speed was made with conditions measured at Olympia. Speeds
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compared favorably. The Ester line Angus recorder used a full

scale range of 0 to 50 miles per hour with an accuracy of 2% of full

scale.

Other measurements which were taken included spot checks of

temperature of the air leaving the cooling tower. A mercury in glass

thermometer was used once each visit to measure the plume tempera-

ture at a point near the level of the fan and about a quarter of a meter

radially inward. Each of six discharge ports on one tower was me4s-

ured in this manner. On one trip mercury-in-glass thermometers

were also used to check the water temperature flowing into the cooling

tower and leaving the cooling tower. Resource limitations and equip-

ment limitations prevented continuous monitoring of plume exit tem-

perature, plume exit velocity, fan power requirements, water flow

measurements, and water temperature measurements. Such data

were obtained based on plant operating records and calculational proc

procedures outlined below.

3. 6 Calculational Procedure

A knowledge of discharge temperature and humidity is desired

when reporting temperature and moisture fields within the vicinity of

a cooling tower. Such quantities would be measured. Meyer et al. 7

showed this by measuring velocity and temperature variation across

the discharge port. Figure 111-6 illustrates the temperature profile,
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Figure 111 -6 Velocity, temperature, and humidity profiles at cell
exit. From Meyer et al. (7).
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and velocity profiles measured and reported by Meyer. Assuming

that such a profile is representative of mechanical draft cooling

towers then the mercury in glass thermometer measurements made

during this study as spot checks of outfall temperature should be

within a degree of the average temperature of the effluent. Because

of variations of ambient dry bulb temperature and wet bulb tempera-

ture throughout the day, power plant load and performance will re-

spond with variations in heat rejection in the condenser, variations

in condenser hot leg temperature, and essentially will cause cooling

tower effluent to vary in temperature. As a result a method had to

be devised from which outfall temperatures could be calculated. One

method of inferring outfall temperature came from considering a heat

and mass balance for the cooling tower. The heat and mass balance

used was essentially that suggested by Leung and Moore 1 05 or Lee

and Sears 1 06. The condenser-cooling tower arrangement considered

is shown in Figure 111-7. The resulting energy balince for the cooling

tower is

hai+WI hwi+Wmhm=hao+WHwo
+Wb h

b
III-1

where hai is the enthalpy of the moist air entering the cooling tower,

hwi is the enthalpy of water coming into the tower, h is the enthalpy

of make up water, hb is the enthalpy of blowdown water, hao is the
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enthalpy of exit air, and hwo is the enthalpy of exit water. W1 is

the ratio of mass flow rate of water entering the tower to mass flow

rate of the discharge stream of air (dry basis), W2 is the difference

between W1 and the ratio of water evaporated to mass flow of dis-

charge air (dry basis), Wm is the ratio of evaporative flow rate to

mass flow of discharge air (dry basis), and Wb is assumed to be two

tenths of W . The enthalpy of air entering and leaving depends on

temperature and moisture. Specifically,

ha = cpT + u.) h
g

III-2

where ha is enthalpy of air, c is the specific heat capacity of air

at constant pressure, T is temperature, 0.) is humidity ratio, and

h is the enthalpy of saturated water vapor. The ratio of the mass
g

flow rate of evaporated water to the mass flow rate of air (dry basis)

can be expressed as the difference between the humidity ratio of

exhaust air and the humidity ratio of incoming air. Finally, humidity

ratio can be related to saturation pressure by the relationship:

0.62198 (1) Ps
0.) 111-3

Patm -(I)Ps

where 4 is relative humidity, Ps is saturation vapor pressure, and

atm is atmospheric pressure. When (1)-- has a value of unity, satura-

tion humidity ratio 0.)s results.
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Application of equations III- 1 through 111-3 may be difficult

because reasonable estimates of inlet conditions of air are not meas-

ured. In a recent study by Wilber et al. 120 an array of wet bulb

temperatures was used to measure inlet wet bulb temperature at

distances of up to 2 m from the two faces of the rectangular mechani-

cal draft towers. His measurements showed that inlet wet bulb

temperature was as much as eight degrees Fahrenheit (4.5 °C) above

surrounding ambient wet bulb temperatures. One scheme around

this difficulty is to use, as an indicator of recirculation present, some

meaningful temperature ratio. Studies performed in water flumes by

Kennedy et al. 121, or Kannberg and Onishi46 reported recirculation

values based on the ratio of inlet temperature excess to discharge

temperature excess as being between .1 and .2 depending on tower

orientation, current, and numbers of towers investigated. In water

flume studies, temperature is a good indicator of density, conse-

quentially such values reflect what should reasonably be considered

recirculation - -a measure of the amount of effluent which by entrain-

ment reenters the cooling tower thereby reducing its effectiveness.

Using either wet bulb temperatures or dry bulb temperatures for an

actual cooling tower will not physically model the amount of effluent

that is being recycled by the cooling tower as the density is dependent

on both moisture content and temperature. A ratio of temperature

excess of the inlet to temperature excess of the outfall compared with
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the measured ambient temperature will provide an indication of the

recirculation that is occurring. Terrain effects on recirculation

may be significant. Model studies to date have not reported inclusion

of terrain effects on recirculation.

The following analysis demonstrates the need for inclusion of

recirculation effects in an energy balance approach for determination

of outfall properties of a cooling tower. The following information was

either measured or reported from plant operation schemes; volume

flow rate of water, volume flow rate of air, temperatures of cooling

water entering or leaving, makeup water quantity, makeup water

temperature, blowdown water quantity and temperature, ambient

temperature, ambient humidity. The influence of makeup and blow-

down is small so that approximations regarding their magnitudes does

not affect the analysis. With these conditions as known, outfall condi-

tions may be calculated. Measurements of Meyer et ale 7 showed that

outfall humidity ratio was nearly saturated in all cases. Assuming

this to be true, the complex set of equations specified by equations

III-1 through 111-3 may be solved iteratively for outfall temperature.

Relationships between saturation pressure and temperature are

available either in equation form such as that proposed by Richards107

or in tabular form as developed by Goff and Gratch108,109 and Goff110 .

The equation proposed by Richards is exponential whose exponent

is a fourth order polynomial of inverse temperature. The back
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solution for temperature as a function of saturation pressure would

be required for the equations above to be solved, in closed form. As

a result the solution of the equations is approached iteratively, by

estimating the outfall temperature working through to a solution

which predicts outfall temperature and repeating until the tempera-

ture predicted has reached a value within ± .01 °C for several succes-

sive calculations of the previous temperature. An example of this

calculation procedure is illustrated in Table 111-2. Known conditions

are presented first. Based on estima4es of outfall temperature, out-

fall enthalpy and humidity ratio may be determined. Once outfall

humidity and enthalpy are specified the equations allow a calculation

of outfall temperature. An essential result of Table 111-2 states a

predicted temperature of 35. 74°C. For the particular time consid-

ered, each of the six discharge ports was sampled with a mercury

in glass thermometer. The average temperature read was 43. 90°C.

What appears to be a valid heat and mass balance equation is yielding

inconsistent results as compared with observation. From Meyer

et al.'s 7 data (see Figure 111-6) measured plume temperatures were

within 1 °C of an average temperature of the plume. Assuming that

the measured plume temperature is a reasonable indicator of the

actual plume temperature, an assumed inlet condition could be calcu-

lated. The hypothesis suggested is an energy balance such as equa-

tion III-1 is valid, however, inlet conditions must reflect effects



TABLE 111-2

Sample Calculation

Known information:

Date: October 5, 1978 5 pm PDT

Temperature Value (°C)

Ambient 16.00

Water from tower 30.44

Water to tower 46.83

Makeup water 16.67 (assumed)

Blowdown water 30,44

Flow Value (m3/s)

water (per tower) 7.066

air (per fan) 743.0

Other

ambient relative humidity: 70%

ambient humidity ratio: .0078 g water/g dry air

Estimate Tout Enthalpy Humidity Calculated T
Out Ratio Out

(°C) (kJ /kg) (g water) (°C)

37.78 153.46 .0464 36.00

36.00 152.20 .0390 35.75

35.75 152.11 .0384 35.74

71
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of recirculation. Since recirculation is not known, nor have methods

been advanced for its direct calculation when the evaporative process

is present, the following indicator of recirculation is introduced.

T Trecirc ambientR -
plume Tambient

III-4

where wet bulb temperatures have been used. Wet bulb temperatures

are proportional to the enthalpy of the air. The calculational proce-

dure seeks an energy balance by requiring the appropriate inlet air

enthalpy corresponding to the observed enthalpy of the discharge and

the water flows. From knowledge of inlet air enthalpy, equation 111-2

can be written as

h = c T (4.) h.
as p recirc s g

The recirculation temperature can be obtained as the wet bulb tem-

perature corresponding to the inlet enthalpy.

Using the given information from Table 111-2 and the observed

outfall temperature, a recirculation temperature as discussed above

may be calculated. This iterative procedure yielded T andrecirc
finally R as shown in Table 111-3. For this case the observed wet

bulb temperature of the ambient is 12, 8°C. The calculated recircula-

tion temperature is 26.2°C. For comparison ASHRAE 1 22 prescribed

a technique for relating inlet wet bulb temperature, hot leg
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temperature, and cold leg temperature. Assuming it to be valid,

the inlet wet bulb temperature corresponding to the observed hot and

cold leg temperatures of water is calculated as 23.4°C. The recircu-

lation indicator from Table 111-3 is .432 as compared with the recir-

culation indicator using the ASHRAE empirical relation which is .34.

Caution remains in generalizing this result because actual

measurements have not been made to substantiate either the energy

and mass balance approach outlined above or the ASHRAE approach.

Other studies of recirculation by Jain and Kennedy 111 or Chan et al

et al. 112 have reported recirculation values that were lower than

those suggested by this method. Moisture effects were not included

in those studies.

TABLE III-3

RECIRCULATION ESTIMATOR OCT. 5, 1978

Estimate Humidity Enthalpy Predicted
Recirc Ratio Entering Recirc
Temp Saturation Temp
(°C) (g/g) (kJ/kg) (°C)

26. 1 0215 99. 95 2,6.24

26.24 02168 99. 92 26. 23

26. 23 .02168 99.92 26.23

26.23 - 12.80R - 43.89 - 12.80

R = .432
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On each of three days for which tower discharge temperature

was measured at one time of day, estimates of recirculation as de-

fined by equation 111-4 were obtained. Based on these estimates,

equations III-1 through 111-3 could be used to calculate outfall tem-

peratures during other time periods of the day with a better accuracy

when compared with the use of ambient conditions. Error is intro-

duced into such calculations because of uncertainty of how well the

one measured temperature corresponds with the average plume tem-

perature at the time of measurement. Neglect of varying wind condi-

tions and its influence on recirculation throughout the day also is a

source of error. Recirculation estimates however provide a better

estimator of outfall conditions. For the three days considered, these

values are shown in Table 111-4.

TABLE III-4

Recirculation Estimates

Recirculation Time Date Unit Froude UaRjo
.51 1230 Jun 9 I-W 2.4 .82

.56 1300 Jun 10 I-W 3.0 .28

.43 1700 Oct. 5 II-N 3.4 .26
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CHAPTER 4

EXPERIMENTAL DATA REDUCTION AND ANALYSIS

The initial field trip in September, 1976 resulted in experience

acquiring theodolite data, coordinating balloon traverses, and operat-

ing the instruments in the field. But little useful information was

gathered. The December, 1976 trip was worse. The field trips

made June 9, June 10, and October 4 in 1977 and October 5, 1978

were interesting, informative, and succesful. Temperature and

humidity ratio measurements were obtained at each of three or four

traverse regions on each of the days above. Data were reduced to

present estimates of dilution of temperature, humidity ratio, and

density deficit. The data reduction and analysis presented include

samples of record, samples of turbulent profiles, samples of mean

profiles, tabulated data providing power plant information, ambient

conditions, calculated outfall conditions, and estimates of dilution.

Appendix A provides a complete presentation of in situ measure-

ments. For each traverse region considered, an average ambient

gradient, a turbulent profile, and a mean profile is presented. The

traverse regions sampled are, with the exception of three regions

discussed in this chapter, also presented in Appendix A. On one

day, June 10, 1977, the wind was light enough (less than 1 m/s) for

a sufficient period of time that traverses through the plumes of the
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two towers could be made. From this run, estimates of dilution

within the first ten discharge diameters were made. Comparison of

such dilution estimates with reported laboratory data34 for flow into

a calm environment is good. Other data obtained allowed for point

estimates of dilution characteristics.

4.1 Data Reduction

The method of data reduction and limitations of data quality

should be understood. Temperature measurements were recorded

on a Rustrak recorder. As a wide range of temperatures may be

encountered within the atmosphere, recording resolution is enhanced

by dividing the one large range into several smaller ranges. In this

event the data presented on the recorder needs to indicate the range

in which it is to be found. The recorder accounted for this by provid-

ing a range mark once every sampling minute. Temperature variation

from the ambient was not large (less than 10°C for most measure-

ments encountered) and translation from the Rustrak record was

straightforward. Inaccuracies or uncertainties present within the

temperature data were minimal and attributable to possible drift from

calibration temperature and other electronic bogus signals. Efforts

were made to calibrate the temperature scale in accordance with

operating instructions. Drift was not observed as periodic compari-

sons between temperature read from the instrument were made with
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a thermometer. While electronic malfunction may have occurred,

the output record does not indicate such. One day there seemed to

be a problem at the potential sensed for range change. The result

was a tendency for straight line record at the lower scale of the

higher range. This remained until "higher temperatures °' were en-

countered. As only 0.1 to 0.2 °C temperature range v as involved,

the total effect on the data would be small considering temperature

excesses were of the order of 5.0 to 8.0°C.

A separate Rustrak recorder was used for humidity records.

Range changes were observed frequently as the hygristor encountered

the plume or the ambient parcels of air. Each minute of record in-

cluded a three second display of range indication and a fifty seven

second display of data. Nearly three hundred data marks were re-

corded within the fifty seven second recording interval. The range

indicator was usually identifiable although some regions required

measuring the strip chart to ascertain the range. Low range numbers

were assigned for low values of relative humidity. A total of four

ranges were present. With a response time of less than one second,

the instrument could be recording ambient relative humidity one sec-

ond and less than five or six data markings later could be recording

high humidity values associated with nearly saturated air. As an

illustration of the data interpretation problem posed by such records,

Figure IV-1 portrays one minute of record t ken on October 5, 1978.
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Relative humidity was the property being measured. The start of

this record is the range indicator, range one. The ambient was

sampled for the first several seconds. A brief time showed plume

presence. A longer time showed ambient presence. The plume

returned and was present as time increased and a range indicator was

again presented, this time range four. Relative humidity variation

was observed thus to vary from the ambient, of 45% to the plume,

which was in excess of 85% during the encounter of a range indicator

of four. Interpretation of humidity records was difficult. An instru-

ment system using a continuously varying analog signal or an analog

signal fed into an analog to digital converter and stored on tape for

subsequent data processing would have reduced this difficulty.

Correlation between theodolite readings and temperature and

humidity records was obtained by recording the time of the theodolite

records, periodically putting the time on the temperature and hu-

midity records, and otherwise placing a mark on the temperature

and humidity records at each theodolite reading. Data were read

and an estimate of the average of each ten second cluster of data

was obtained. The values for relative humidity and temperature

were obtained for these 'smoothed' estimates from data interpreta-

tion charts provided by the manufacturer. Relative humidity, tem-

perature, and position were used to calculate humidity ratio by

Richards 107 simple expression for saturation pressure. Temperature
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and humidity ratio were then plotted showing their variation with

height.

As an example of the temperature and humidity variations

encountered consider initially a description of the regions traversed

and the coordinate schemes used for those regions as illustrated in

Figure IV-2. Regions A and B were traversed October 4, 1977 while

region C was traversed June 10, 1977. The coordinates show x in

the direction connecting the line of discharge ports and y normal to x.

The discharge diameter is used as the characteristic length depicted

on the coordinates. Figures IV-3 and IV-4 illustrate the data as it

varies with height above the tower outfall for region A of Figure IV-2.

Traverse B is illustrated on Figures IV-5 and IV-6 while traverse C,

which represents the traverse between the two cooling towers of

Unit I, has temperature and humidity data shown on Figures IV-7

and IV-8. Illustrated on each of these figures, Figures IV-3 through

IV-8 are the wide variations observed in temperature and humidity

ratio during a traverse. The causes for such variations have been

stated before. The effect of wind on the plume and the balloon, the

difficulty in staying under the plume or even ensuring the instrument

package goes through the plume, and the plume generated turbulence

giving rise to intermittency of property as plume goes by, as ambient

parcels pass and as parcels which have diluted pass contributed to

the large turbulent variations shown. Approximate mean profiles
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IV-3 Temperature variation with altitude for Unit II-N,
Traverse A October 4, 1977 (see Fig. IV-2 for
traverse region).
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IV-4 Humidity Ratio variation with altitude for Unit II-N,
Traverse A, October 4, 1977 (see Fig. IV-1 for
traverse region).
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Figure IV-5 Temperature variation with altitude for Unit II-N,
Traverse B, Ocotber 4, 1977 (see Fig. IV-2 for
traverse region).
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Figure IV-7 Temperature variation with altitude Unit I, Traverse
C, June 10, 1977 (see Fig. IV-2 for traverse region).
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contrasted with ambient gradients are depicted on Figures IV-8

and IV-9 for traverse region B discussed above.

Other data obtained included particulars of power generation,

hot leg and cold leg temperatures, and -a computed densimetric

Froude number for the cooling tower. This data is presented

on an hourly basis for each of the field trips for the times during

which measurements of plume characteristics occurred. Table IV-I

presents such data. Ambient weather conditions measured at the

surface included temperature, relative humidity, wind speed, and

wind direction. Saturation deficit is calculated. Weather data is

reported on an hourly basis for the days on which plume measure-

ments occurred during the times in which such measurements were

taking place. This information is reported on Table IV-2. Outfall

conditions of temperature excess, humidity ratio excess, and density

deficit along with velocity ratio (ambient to plume velocity) are re-

ported on Table IV-3. Such conditions are determined from calcula-

tional procedures previously discussed, the results being presented

on an hourly basis.

From the in situ data collected and presented in detail in

Appendix A, an average location, temperature, and humidity ratio

may be determined. Additionally ambient conditions can be used to

estimate saturation deficit. As dilution estimates represent single

point values, an effective presentation is tabular. Such dilution
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TABLE IV-1

POWER PLANT DATA AND COOLING TOWER DATA

Unit Date Time Power
Generated

M We

Circulating Water
Temperatures

Tc ( C) Th ( C)

Froude
Number

II Oct. 5, 1978 1300 562 28.3 44.0 3.43

II Oct. 5, 1978 1400 612 29.7 46.1 3.41

II Oct. 5, 1978 1500 610 30.1 46.0 3.44

II Oct. 5, 1978 1600 604 30.2 46.5 3.40

II Oct. 5, 1978 17 00 610 30.4 46.9 3. 37

I Oct. 4, 1977 1200 592 27.7 43.1 2.12

I Oct. 4, 1977 1300 586 28.2 43.6 2.10

I Oct. 4, 1977 1400 578 28.6 44.0 ?.17

Oct. 4, 1977 1500 628 29.4 46.0 2.11

I Oct. 4, 1977 1600 640 29.5 45.9 2.12

I Oct. 4, 1977 1700 640 29.3 45.7 2.10

I Oct. 4, 1977 1800 638 29.2 45.6 1.99

II Oct. 4, 1977 1200 636 27.9 43.9 2.08

II Oct. 4, 1977 1300 636 28.4 44.7 2.07

II Oct. 4, 1977 1400 638 29.0 45.4 2.09

II Oct. 4, 1977 1500 640 29.2 45.8 2.11

II Oct. 4, 1977 1600 648 29.6 46.3 2.11

II Oct. 4, 1977 1700 a 29.4 b 46. 1 b 2.09

II Oct. 4, 1977 1800 a 29.3b 45. 9 b 1.96



TABLE IV-1 (Continued)

Unit Date Time Power
Generated

MWe

Circulating Water
Temperatures

T
c

( C) Th( C)

Froude
Number

I June 9, 1977 1200 632 29.4 45.6 2.41
I June 9, 1977 1300 632 29.4 45.7 2.43
I June 9 1977 1400 642 29.6 46.2 2.45
I June 9, 1977 1500 630 29.2 45.4 2.49
I June 9, 1977 1600 628 29.2 45.4 2. 50

I June 9, 1977 1700 630 29.2 45.6 2.49
I June 9, 1977 1800 634 29.0 45.5 2.46

I June 10, 1977 1200 628 29.7 45.8 2. 52
1 June 10, 1977 1300 572 29.3 40.8 3.00
I June 10, 1977 1400 364 27.8 37.1 3.51
I June 10, 1977 1500 356 28.2 37.7 3.48
I June 10, 1977 1600 356 27.9 37.5 3.29
I June 10, 1977 1700 354 28.7 38.4 3.27

II June 9, 1977 1200 618 29.7 46.2 2.40
II June 9, 1977 1300 628 30.0 46.4 2.42
II June 9, 1977 1400 626 30.1 46.8 2.44
II June 9, 1977 1500 632 29.9 46.8 2.45
II June 9, 1977 1600 628 30.0 46.4 2.48
II June 9, 1977 1700 614 29.7 46.1 2.49
II June 9, 1977 1800 616 29.6 45.9 2.47



TABLE IV-1 (Continued)

Unit Date Time Power Circulating Water F roude
Generated Temperatures Number
M We T

c
( C) Th ( C)

II June 10, 1977 1200 624 30.1 46.5 2.50
II June 10, 1977 1300 636 30.2 46.6 2.52
II June 10, 1977 1400 620 30.3 46.8 2.58
II June 10, 1977 1500 614 30.4 46. 7 2.61
II June 10, 1977 1600 614 30.3 46.6 2.53
II June 10, 1977 1700 616 31.2 47,4 2.53

allot recorded because of recorder malfunction

bEstimates from malfunctioned record



TABLE IV-2

Date Time

AMBIENT WEATHER CONDITIONS-CENTRALIA

Temperature Relative Wind Wind Direction Saturation
(°C) Humidity Speed (from which Deficit

(m/s) wind comes,
degrees)

(g/kg )

June 9, 1977 1200 16.6 48 5. 27 350 c 6. 16

June 9, 1977 1300 17.3 46 5. 57 350 6.71
June 9, 1977 1400 18.3 38 5 77 350 8. 13

June 9, 1977 1500 18.5 34 5.74 350 8.90
June 9, 1977 1600 18. 5 27 5. 90 350 9.75
June 9, 1977 1700 18.5 24 6.26 350 10. 10

June 9, 1977 1800 18.0 24 6. 53 350 9.68

June 10, 1977 1200 19.3 34 1.50 305 c 9. 36

June 10, 1977 1300 20.0 27 1.90 350 10.50
June 10, 1977 1400 21.0 25 2. 16 350 12.01
June 10, 1977 1500 21.5 23 1.79 350 12. 52

June 10, 1977 1600 24.0 33 2.24 350 9. 80

June 10, 1977 1700 19.8 38 . 50 350 9. 27

Oct. 5, 1978 1200 14.0 72 5. 36 040 c 2. 70

Oct. 5, 1978 1300 16.0 67 4. 92 040 4, 11

Oct. 5, 1978 1400 16.8 66 1.79 040 4. 32

Oct. 5, 1978 1500 17.0 63 5.59 040 4.62
Oct. 5, 1978 1600 17.0 66 6. 71 040 4.47
Oct. 5, 1978 1700 16.0 70 2.01 040 3.61

sz



Date Time

TABLE IV-2 (Continued)

AMBIENT WEATHER CONDITIONSOLYMPIA d

Temperature Relative Wind Wind Direction
Humidity Speed (from which

(°C) % (m/s) wind comes,
degrees)

Saturation
Deficit
(g/kg)

Oct. 5, 1978 1200 18.3 54 5.15 070 6.16

Oct. 5, 1978 1300 19.4 51 4.12 030 7. 04

Oct. 5, 1978 1400 20.5 50 3.60 040 7.68

Oct 5, 1978 1500 20.5 47 2.57 060 8.18

Oct. 5, 1978 1600 20.5 43 3.60 030 8.68

Oct. 5, 1978 1700 19.4 48 2.57 030 7,34

Oct. 4, 1977 1300 13. 9 69 1.54 330 4.63

Oct. 4, 1977 1400 16.1 45 4.12 050 6,34

Oct. 4, 1977 1500 16.7 44 4.63 040 6.76

Oct. 4, 1977 1600 16.7 44 4. 12 030 6.76

Oct. 4, 1977 1700 15.6 48 3,09 010 5,93

Oct. 4, 1977 1800 14.4 65 2,06 030 5.15

c Wind Vane Potentiometer malfunction, directions estimated from balloon orientation.
d Equipment malfunction required obtaining Olympia Data for Oct. 1977. In Oct. 1978 wind direction

data were also needed. Temperatures and humidities seem consistent for different locations and
local effects.



Unit Date Time

TABLE IV-3

OUTFALL CONDITIONS

Temperature Humidity
Excess Excess

Density
Deficit

Velocity
Ratio

(°C) (g/kg) (kg/m3) (Ua/up )

II June 9, 1977 1200 24. 1 45.7 . 12126 . 783

II June 9, 1977 1300 23.6 46.2 . 11950 .869
II June 9, 1977 1400 23. 1 48.3 . 11868 . 842

II June 9, 1977 1500 23.2 49.7 . 11946 .862
II June 9, 1977 1600 22.9 49.6 . 11855 . 889

II June 9, 1977 1700 22.9 49.9 11887 .966
II June 9, 1977 1800 23.1 49.1 . 11953 .992

II June 10, 1977 1200 21.2 45.7 . 10953 .223
II June 10, 1977 1300 20.8 47.1 . 10903 .282
II June 10, 1977 1400 20.2 48.9 . 10666 .320
II June 10, 1977 1500 19.8 49, 4 . 10577 . 264

II June 10, 1977 1600 20.7 46.3 . 10809 .398
II June 10, 1977 1700 20.6 45.2 . 10666 < . 1

I June 9, 1977 1200 23.7 4404 . 11940 .783
I June 9, 1977 1300 23.5 45.6 . 11880 . 869

I June 9, 1977 1400 23. 1 48. 1 . 11839 . 842

I June 9, 1977 1500 22.6 47.9 . 11632 . 862

i June 9, 1977 1600 22.7 48.9 . 11741 . 889

I June 9, 1977 1700 22.9 49.9 . 11887 .966

I June 9, 1977 1800 23.1 49. 2 . 11983 .992



TABLE IV-3 (Continued)

Unit Date Time Temperature
Excess
( °C)

Humidity
Excess
(g/kg)

Density
Deficit
(kg/m3)

Velocity
Ratio

(Ua/Up)

I June 10, 1977 1200 21.0 45.2 . 10854 .223
I June 10, 1977 1300 16.7 36.4 .08818 .282
I June 10, 1977 1400 14.0 33.1 .07519 .320
I June 10, 1977 1500 14.1 34.3 .07642 .264
I June 10, 1977 1600 14.8 31.4 .07777 .398
I June 10, 1977 1700 14.9 30.9 .07748 . 1

I Oct. 4, 1977 1200 24.1 38.8 .13036 .570
I Oct. 4, 1977 1300 24.2 38.7 .13052 .600
I Oct. 4, 1977 1400 23.0 -1.7 .13580 .540
I Oct. 4, 1977 1500 23.6 45.0 .13019 .660
I Oct. 4, 1977 1600 23.5 44.7 .12955 .700
I Oct. 4, 1977 1700 24.1 43.2 .13155 .630
I Oct. 4, 1977 1800 29.2 41.7 .15327 .630

II Oct. 4, 1977 1200 29.1 53.0 .15583 .570
II Oct. 4, 1977 1300 28.8 52.4 .15464 .600
II Oct. 4, 1977 1400 27.7 55. 9 . 15344 . 540

II Oct. 4, 1977 1500 27.5 57.2 .15053 .660
II Oct. 4, 1977 1600 27.5 57.2 .15085 .700
II Oct. 4, 1977 1700 28.3 56.2 . 15346 .630
II Oct. 4, 1977 1800 33.6 55.3 .17650 .630



Unit Date Time

TABLE IV-3 (Continued)

Temperature Humidity
Excess Excess

Density
Deficit

Velocity
Ratio

( °C) (g/kg) (kg /m3) (Ua/Up)

II Oct. 5, 1978 1300 25. 5 46. 3 . 11671 . 410
II Oct. 5, 1978 1400 25.8 49.1 . 11905 . 360
II Oct. 5, 1978 1500 25.2 48.1 .11613 .260
II Oct. 5, 1978 1600 25.4 48.8 .11680 .360
II Oct. 5, 1978 1700 26.1 47.6 .11942 .260
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values are presented in Table IV-4. The traverse in region C shown

on Figure IV-2 allowed estimation of dilution characteristics as a

function of height. As decay of excess quantities of temperature,

humidity ratio, and density deficit were to be portrayed graphically,

the letter P was used to denote such quantities. The decay ratio

was plotted on Figure IV-11-- showing its variation with streamwise

distanceessentially height. Observed was a decay ratio of excess

quantities of the order .3 to .4 at a streamwise position of 100 m.

This was of the same order of magnitude as laboratory measure-

ments. 34

Terrain effects, weather conditions, instrumentation limita-

tions and manpower restraints prevented sufficient sampling for

developing meaningful correlations of plume trajectory, plume

length, and decay characteristics as functions of wind speed, wind

direction, and weather conditions. Data reported by Winiarski and

Frick23 showed some of the similar difficulties encountered in this

program. Of importance is the confirmation concerning dilution

estimates above. Uncontrolled field studies can be described by

laboratory studies when moisture is passive. Because laboratory

studies are controlled effects such as wind speed, wind direction,

and stratification can be investigated systematically. Phase change

effects remain a problem.



TABLE IV-4

DILUTION ESTIMATES

Date Traversee
Section

VA To Aq/Aq. Ap/ap. s/D X/D Y/D Z/D

Oct. 5, 1978 A (1500) .121 0.0 .111 11.6 11 -.5 4.9
Oct. 5, 1978 B (1600) .142 .033 . 160 17.9 10.5 -10.5 9.5

Oct. 5, 1978 C (1700) .163 .016 . 177 20.9 19.5 12 9.1

Oct. 4, 1977 B (1630) .067 .040 .034 17.3 13.3 -8.4 7.2

Oct. 4, 1977 A (1715) .059 .031 .032 16.3 10.4 -8.7 9.0

June 9, 1977 A (1500) .205 .187 .214 14.4 13.5 -1.2 4.9

June 9, 1977 B (1600) .117 .149 .138 20.9 20 -.7 6

June 9, 1977 C (1630) .149 .156 .165 26.7 25.8 -1.5 6.7

June 10, 1977 A (1440) .056 .105 .074 8.15 6.4 1.7 4.75

June 10, 1977 B (1510) .089 .081 . 095 10. 0 9.2 .7 3.8

Two Tower Tabulation
C(1715) .46 .46 .47 2.1 2.1

.52 .38 .49 3.2 3.2

.37 .22 .33 5.2 5.2

.30 .19 .28 7.9 7.9

.36 .26 .34 9.2 9.2

e See Appendix for traverse section details
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Figure r1-11

Excess temperature, humidity, and density deficit decay
with stream wise position, Traverse C June 10, 1977
(see Fig. IV-2).
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CHAPTER 5

MULTIPLE CELL MECHANICAL DRAFT
COOLING TOWER MODEL

The motivation for mathematically modeling mechanical draft

cooling tower plumes was to extend a previous model to account for

moisture effects within the model. There is controversy regarding

the importance of such moisture effects on plume rise. A model

capable of simulating these effects for multiple as well as single

plumes will help in determining such effects. Moisture is the cause

of visible plumes and as such must be included in modeling. An e sti-

mate for visible plume length can then be made for various atmospheric

conditions. Mixing and merging within the zone of flow establishment is

significant for mechanical draft cooling towers due to the close spac-

ing of discharge ports. The properties at the end of this zone should

be well determined as downstream properties are dependent on them.

As a result an inclusion of the detailed dynamics of mixing and merg-

ing within the initial zone of flows would lead to a -more accurate

model. It is hoped that when validation is completed the inclusion

of moisture and careful accounting of merging within the zone of flow

establishment will lead to better estimates of visible plume length,

plume size, and trajectory. The need for such modeling is illustrated

by considering application of the model presented by Davis 96 and tuned
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by Kannberg and Davis 33 as applied to a cooling tower plume typical

of mechanical draft cooling tower plumes in which the port spacing

to port diameter ratio is approximately 1.33. Other input came

from Davis et al. 34 with a discharge densimetric Froude number

of six. The dilution of concentration from this model is illus-

trated on Figure V-1 while dilution of velocity is shown on Figure

V-2. The discontinuity of property is the important feature ob-

served. The abbreviation KDH refers to the Kannberg-Davis-Hirst

computer code as Hirst developed it, Davis extended it to multiple

discharges, and Kannberg provided some estimates of entrainment

coefficients.

5.1 Model Basis

The governing equations of mass, momentum, energy, and

species concentration were presented as equations 11-3 through 11-6.

Assumptions of steady flow, fully turbulent flow field, Boussinesq

approximation, hydrostatic pressure, and boundary layer approxima-

tion within flow were made and an integral form of the equations was

presented as equations 11-7 through 11-12. Closure of these equations

was obtained by introducing an entrainment function such as equation

11-13. This particular entrainment function will be modified as a

result of tuning and extending the model to include merging within

the zone of flow establishment.
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Figure V-1 Temperature decay curve predicted by KDH model.
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The inclusion of moisture effects requires additional equations

that account for evaporation and condensation. An additional conser-

vation equation is also needed since the total amount of liquid, and

the total amount of vapor must be considered. Equations 11-15 and

11-16 presented in chapter 2 were required to account for these effects.

Alternatively, 11-159 an energy equation with moisture present c

be derived as

Co h

ds
fg[U('T T a c

) U(q-qa) dA =
p

dT h dq
a fga r

00

sing UdA
ds c ds

o

S uld

V-1

The solution of the set of integral equations specified by 11-7, II-9,

II-10, II-11, 11-12, 11- 16, and V ®1 requires s me specification of

property distribution so that integration may take place. The result

of specification of profiles is a set of ordinary, simultaneous, first-

order, differential equations with variables of flcAiv ale, moisture

excess, temperature excess, velocity excess, and jet width,

Several researchers have used top hat profiles. Integrals

are then evaluated rapidly, peak effects are included by matching a

profile such as a Gaussian profile with the top hat profile and com-

puting the peak condition from the mean or averaged condition. Some



details in the near-field dynamics may be lost when approaching

moist plumes in this manner. Davis96 suggested the use of a

113/2
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power profile. This allowed for a, finite plume edge. The

profile form used was based on earlier work by Stolzenbach and

Harleman113. An interesting detail is that Abramovich
29 is credited

by Stolzenbach and Harleman for introducing the profile. In fact,

Schlicting
114 in his book states that such a distribution was com-

pared with experiment by himself in his dissertation in 1930. This

profile is of the form

r
f = (1 ( b)

3/2
)
2 V-2

where r/b is the ratio of the radial position to the jet half width.

The advantage of a profile of this form compared to a Gaussian is

its finite edges. Further, continuity of property is better simulated

as compared with top hat profile merging models. When the ratio

r/b reaches unity, the profile reaches zero. Merging can occur

when the jet edge has reached the point half way between adjacent

plumes. On the other hand a Gaussian plume extends to infinity and

such a criteria for merging does not exist. The comparison of the

profile with experimental data is shown in Figure V-3 taken from

Schlicting's thesis 114 Kannberg and Davis showed that the merg-

ing model worked well when merging occured within the zone

of established flow. Continuity of property was achieved as the
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Figure V-3 Comparison of theoretical velocity profile with experi-
mental data for a cross section. Profile of the form
((r/b)3/2 - 1)2. From Schlichting (114 b)
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computer code ended the zone of flow establishment and entered

the z ne of established flow.

The details for modeling multiple moist plumes require care-

ful attention to profile specification and the handling of moisture

terms. The particular zone of flow is of importance and an entrain-

ment model is needed. As in previous work by Davis
96 the present

work assumes that knowledge of the properties of the central plume

is desired since it differs the greatest from ambient conditions.

Also, central plumes are assumed affected only slightly by the total

number of cells on the tower. For this reason, end effects are

neglected and left for future work. The coordinates used for single

plumes are shown in Figure V-4 along with profiles of velocity excess

for both the zone f flow establishment and zone of established flow.

When merging is encountered, additional coordinate description

becomes necessary as shown in Figure V-5 along with property

profile describers for the merging process. With these coordinates

and moisture as discussed next, profiles may be completely speci-

fied.

5.2 Moisture Effects

Assuming thermodynamic equilibrium, the saturation humidity

ratio can be deterrnin.ed as a function of temperature from the

Clausius-Clapeyron equation. Wigley
63 showed that considering
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Coordinates and cross sections for single plume flows.
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vapor and liquid to be in thermodynamic equilibrium was a good

working assumption for cooling tower plumes. The Clausius-

Clapeyron equation which is a result of thermodynamic equilibrium

assumption may be derived in a number of manners. One such man-

ner of derivation is consideration of equality of Gibbs function for

a liquid and a vapor phase. The result is

dP hfg

dT T(v
g
-v )

f
V ®3

where P is pressure, T is temperature, hfg is the latent heat of

vaporization, v is specific volume of vapor, and of is specific
g

volume of liquid. The following assumptions were made. F r the

range of temperatures and pressures considered, the vapor may be

modeled as an ideal gas. The latent heat of vaporization may be

modeled as constant. This assumption reduced the programming

complexity. Alternatively latent heat could have been written as

hfg = 2501. 3 - 20 343 T kJ/kg V-4

where T is in °C. This model can be included in a later refinement.

The specific volume of the vapor is assumed much larger than the

specific volume of liquid. The difference of the two is replaced by

the specific volume of vapor. The ideal gas approximation replaces

vg with RT/P and equation V-3 becomes



dP P
dT hfg

R T2
V-5
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where P is the vapor pressure of water, R is the gas constant

for water vapor and the other terms are as defined. Using the letter

q to denote humidity ratio, saturation humidity ratio may be given by

qs .62198 Sp V-6

where P is saturation vapor pressure. 4 P represents the pressure
s

of the atmosphere.

The concern with moisture occurs in situations when both

liquid and vapor c -exist. When this occurs the expression of hu-

midity ratio must be determined. Writing the expression for the

excess humidity ratio (the amount by which the humidity ratio of the

plume exceeds the humidity ratio of the ambient) yields two parts.

One part provides the excess humidity ratio caused by saturation of

the ambient at ambient temperature. The other part expresses the

excess humidity ratio caused by the plume being at a higher

4Distinction may be made between saturation pressure of water
vapor at a given temperature T and vapor pressure of water in a
saturated, moist atmosphere. The former is a function of tempera-
ture while the latter depends on temperature and pressure. Approxi-
mations made later in this analysis as well as the small differences in
temperature do not demand precise distinction of this point, and, where
needed, saturation pressure of water vapor at temperature T will be
used as though it were the vapor pressure of water in a saturated,
moist atmosphere.
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temperature than the ambient. Considering each of these in turn,

ambient humidity ratio may be approximated by

q = cj)q V-7
a as

where .13. is relative humidity and qas is saturation humidity ratio

of the ambient. This approximation neglects the difference between

saturation vapor pressure and vapor pressure present in the atmos-

phere. For extremely dry atmospheres (relative humidities less than

ten percent) such an approximation may be in error by five or six

percent on days when the temperature exceeds 38 °C. Low humidity,

high temperature days are not particularly interesting as moisture

condensation and later evaporation are not as likely to occur because

of the large saturation deficit of the atmosphere. When relative

humidities of sixty percent and temperatures of 20°C are considered,

the error in approximation equating saturation vapor pressure with

vapor pressure in a saturated moist atmosphere is less than two

percent. The error is reduced as higher relative humidities are

encountered. Consequently, the excess humidity of the plume caused

by the ambient being unsaturated may be given by (1-(0) q .as

The effect of higher centerline temperature compared with

ambient temperature also contributes excess humidity. Integration

of equation V-5, the Clausius-Clapeyron equation, yields an expres-

sion for saturation pressure of the plume in terms of saturation



pressure of the atmosphere. This was found to be

Pcs hfg (Tc-T a)

P exP R T T )
as v c a

V ®8
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where the subscript c refers to plume centerline conditions, sub-

script s refers to saturation conditions, subscript a refers to

atmospheric condition and other terms are as previously defined.

Humidity ratio may be expressed from an expression for plume cen-

terline vapor pressure and equation V-6. The resulting expression

however provided concern when integration profiles of the form equa-

tion V ®2 was considered. Simplification of the exponential term in

equation V-8 was desired to allow general integrations to be made.

The following steps were performed. The exponential was expanded

in a Taylor series. The product Tc Ta was approximated as Ta
2

Four terms of the series were used. The error arising from these

approximations was considered. The resulting expression was

2P h
c fg- 1 + T

c
-Ta ) + -g T

c
-T

Pas
s

R
a

2

NTT a
R v2 T

3
hfg

(T -T 3

R3T 6 c a )

v a

V-9

The excess humidity ratio because of centerline temperature was



now approximated since

scq
sc

= qsa Psa
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V-10

was correct providing both P and Psa were small compared to
Sc

the pressure of the atmosphere. Using equation V-6, V-9, and V-10

along with the approximation for humidity excess of the plume due

to the ambient being unsaturated, the humidity excess of the plume

was written as

qc qa = (1-4)) qas f(p.AT) qas

where f(A) = A + A2/2 + A3/6

®T = T T
c a

N-

R T

hfg

v a

This compared with the exact expression for humidity excess

P-P
qc qa = (1-4) clasP-4)Ps

P P
+ q eY

a s
-

Y
s

P P e

where y = h (T -T RvTcTa.fg c

V-11

V-12
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A detailed comparison of equation V-11 with equation V-12

can be made. Further, consideration of the effect of modeling mois-

ture as a linear function of temperature difference can be illustrated.

Specifically the humidity ratio excess was calculated for typical

cooling tower discharge conditions. The excess predicted by equa-

tion V-11 was found to be approximately two percent less than the

excess as calculated by V-12 for initial excess temperature of

nearly twenty degrees celcius. As the excess temperature is re-

duced and conditions reach those typical of the far field, the error

produced by equation V-11 became less. A linear model for tempera-

ture dependence of excess humidity ratio predicts excess humidity to

be approximately thirty seven percent less than that calculated by

V-12 for the same conditions. As a result the cubic form as ex-

pressed in equation V-11 is preferred when compared with the linear

form and provides a form which is more readily integrated than

equation V-12.

Moisture modeling can be completed by specification of ambient

saturation humidity and its variation with altitude and temperature.

The range of altitudes considered is small being only between 300

and 400 m at a maximum within the near-field for many cases in

which a cross flow is present. The temperature of the ambient

undergoes small variations. The saturation pressure of the ambient
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as it is changed by temperature can be expressed from the Clausius-

Clapeyron equation as

Pas
hfg- exp(

RvT
( T - TPas 2 a

al

V-13

where the subscript 1 denotes conditions at tower discharge exit

height and the assumption has been made that Tall approximates

Tal Ta. The effect of hydrostatic pressure variation combined with

equation V-13 and V-6 yielded

hfg (Ta-Tal)
qas = qa

s 1
exp( R

v Tz R Ta alal

V -14

where Ra
is the gas constant of dry air, and the other terms are as

previously defined.

50 3 Integral Analysis of Multiple Moist Plumes

50 30 1 Typical Profiles

5.3.1.1 Zone of Flow Establishment

Single Plumes

Approximate distributions of velocity, temperature, and total

moisture must be assumed for integration of the governing equations,

II-7, II-9, II-10, II-12, II-16, and V-1. This analysis used the
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same approximate form for profiles as found in Davis96. All profiles

used the profile form stated in equation V-2. When saturation condi-

tions are present the vapor portion of the plume was modeled using

equation V-11 with the accompanying temperature difference being

represented by a temperature profile. The zone of flow establish-

ment incorporates a potential core region in which a property such

as temperature remains constant. The profile forms must be modi-

fied to account for this fact. The resulting profile expressions for

a single plume within the zone of flow establishment were:

Temperature:

Velocity:

T- T =T T; r < r
a a t

r-rt 3/2 2
T- Ta= (To- Ta)(1 -(b ) )

rt <r<r +b

U = U; r < r
o u

r-ru 3/2
U = (U0-Ua cose) (1- ( )

2
V- 1 6

V -15

+ Ua cos 0; r <r<ru
+b



Density:

Pa-P
Pa

_ p (T-Ta) +7( -q a) +
o(cr

-cra)

Total Moisture: (Liquid,cr + vapor, q)

(c3-a,);
r < r,

r rt 3/2 2
(1

,r"--) )

r < r < r + b
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V-17

V-18

Specification of moisture profiles required consideration of whether

or not the plume was saturated. In the event that no portion of the

plume condensed, the total moisture profile above will be the vapor

profile. Condensation and hence visible plumes implied that part

of the total moisture profile was saturated vapor and part was satu-

rated liquid. The vapor profile would then take on the attributes of

equation V-11 for the portion in which the saturation conditions were

met. Some radial location would be reached at which the plume only

has vapor and no liquid. This portion of the plume would be invisible.

The vapor profile must then coincide with the total moisture profile

over this invisible portion of the plume. The radial extent of satura-

tion is the distance from the edge of the constant property inner core

to the juncture of the saturated vapor profile given by V-11 with the



total moisture profile given by V-19. Because this radial extent is

not known from step to step, an iterative pr

121

cedure is used for esti-

mating the radial extent of saturation, rs, to accommodate subsequent

property calculations. The concept of saturation extent within the

zone of flow establishment may be visualized by considering Figure

V-6(a). For completeness, the vapor profile is written below.

Vapor Profile

When some portion of the plume is condensed

where

and

q - qa =q0- r <

q qa = (1-0 qas + qas
f(p. T) V- 19

= h /R T
fg v a

2

f(A) = A + A2J2 +A3/6

°T = Temperature Profile from

Equation V- 15

and r < r < r +
s

q q = Total Moisture Profile, Equation V-18

for r + r < r< r + b
s

The terms rt, ru, and r introduced in equations V-15 through V-19

represent the radial extent of the temperature core, velocity core,
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q-qa
clo- qo
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(a) Z 0 NE OF FLOW ESTABLISHMENT

0 R/8

( b) ZONE OF ESTABLISH ED FLOW
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Figure V-6 Saturation extent for single plume profiles.
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and total moisture core respectively. The letter A is used as a

dummy variable for expressing the expansion of function f. The

remainder of the terms are as previously defined. Density is speci-

fied by equation V-17 and uses profiles of temperature, vapor, and

liquid. The coefficients 13, y, and
o

are coefficient of thermal

expansion, vapor coefficient of volumetric expansion, and liquid

coefficient of volumetric expansion respectively. A sample profile

for temperature is shown on Figure V-7.

Merging Plumes

Due to the complexity of merging the coon dinate system depicted

on Figure V-5 was introduced. Profile shapes were no longer sym-

metric requiring the change in coordinate system. Merging was

modeled as occurring when adjacent plumes came in contact with

each other. When the property values of the midpoint location between

two plumes equaled those of the centerline, merging in the R direction

was deemed complete. Assuming that the technique introduced by

Davis 96 for dry plumes merging within the zone of established flow

a pplies to moist plumes merging within the zone of flow establishment,

then profiles for velocity, temperature, density, total water, and

vapor may be introduced which describe merging within the zone of

flow establishment. Each sub-part of an equation is specified by a

letter designator while each type profile is specified with an equation



AT
AT0

central
core
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rt
r

Figure V-7

Sample profile, zone of flow establishment single plume
illustrating equation V-15.
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number.

Temperature Profile (V-20)

aNT = T -Ta) r < rt

Thilt
LT (To-T ) (1-( )

3/2 2
C °Tit

r < rt

rat 5_ 11 .5_ C

®T = (T
o
-Ta) (1-( rb rt

3/2)2)
2 (1-(//c) 3/2

)
2

r t < r < L-b-rt

0 < < c

r-rt 3/2 2
®T = (To- Ta) ( ) )b

L-r-rt 3/2 2 3 2 2
+ (1-( )

)2 x (1 - (Ti/c

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

L-b-rt < r < L/2

0 < < c

where L is the center to center spacing of discharge ports

as seen on Figure V-5 and
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2 2
c = (b+ rt) - r

Tt = (r < r)

rt is radial extent of central temperature

core for single plume coordinate or

merging plume coordinate in the r direc-

tion

Velocity Profile (V-21)

AU = AU ; for r < ra u

AU = AU a

r-ru 3/2,2 3/2 2
-b-- [1c) °

forr <r<L-b-ru
0 < < c

71 iluAU = AU [1- ( )3/2j2
a

for r < r
u

< < c

(a)

(b)

(C)



/ L-r-ru 3 2 21
= zr,U a

[ [1-( [1-(
b

3/2 2X [1-Wc ;

for L r < r < L/2
u = =

0 < < C

where c = 41(b+ru)2 - r2

= /ru
- r 2

ru is the radius of the central velocity core.

and AU is U - U COS ;a

AU. a is U0 - Ua cos 0 .

Density Profile

(d)
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This remained the same as equation V-17 . The distributions

of temperature, vapor, and liquid now account for merging effects.

Total moisture is identical to the temperature profile, equation V-2 0

with the substitution of for T or t throughout. As such it will not

be repeated but will be referred to as equation V-2 The vapor

profile needs careful detailing due to mixing of uncondensed portions

of a plume with condensed portions of the adjacent plume, and
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eventually due to mixing of condensed portions of adjacent plumes.

In the event of no condensation, the vapor equation is exactly V-20-0

With saturation present the single plume saturation extent will be

applicable providing the portion of the plume which is partially vapor

and partially liquid is not within the merging region. Should the con-

densed region be involved in the merging process modifications to

saturation extent should be required. A saturati S n extent in the Ti

direction would remain as the single plume value, rs. The satura-

tion extent in the R direction would provide an additional parameter

r which will be discussed in detail in a later section. The result-
sm

ing vapor profile is specified.

Vapor Profile (when some portion of plume is condensed) V-22

when saturation extent does not participate in merging region

(la

q° qa

r +r <L-b-r,
s

r <

< =

(1- (I)) gas + qasf(1"T)

r <

2
r

< 1-1 < =

r

r +r ) 2 - r 2

s

(a)

(b)



q qa

q qa

q qa

AT is V-20- b

f(A) from V-19

p. from V-19

= Equation V-204-b for

r <

< < c

= (l-co gas + qas f (p..aT)

r < r + rs

0 <1-1<iis

AT is specified by V-20-c

= Equation V -20- -c for

rfr<r<r +r
s

'11s < '11 < C

Same as (e) above with limits now from
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(c)

(d)

(e)

r+rs<r<L-b-r, (f)

0 < < c



Same as V-20-E-d with limits

L-b-r r<L/2
0 < < c

when saturation extent participates in merging,

rs + rt> L b m rt (but rt < L b r)

then (a), (b), (c) above still hold

(d) is extended to limits: r < r < L m b
r;/-

0 <

2r +r
2 E s 2

where ris is now defined as (r + rs) r+rs) rm

(e) has its limits now r < r < L

(f)

rl < < C

is now replaced as

q qa (1- gas + gas f(11 AT)

L b < r < rsm + rE

o <

©T given by V- 20-d

(g)

(dl)

(el)

(fl)

130
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(g) now has limits replaced with

L - b - r, < r < rsm + (gl)

1-1.< < c

(h) is introduced as V-20+d with limits

r + r < r < L/2sm

0 < < c

when saturation extent participates in merging and

r + r > L/2, but r, < L b r,
s

then (a), (b), (c) still hold.

(d) has the limits most recently stated in (dl) except that ris is

now redefined, (e) has the most recently stated limits in (el)

(f1) above now has limits

and (gl) has limits of

and

L-b -r < r < L/2

0 < <

Lmbmr <r < L/2

< < c

2 2ns = (rs (r +r,)
(L/2)2 s G

xm r 2

(h1)

(£2)

(g2)

where xm is determined by extent of saturation as discussed below.

Density is handled using equations for temperature, vapor and total
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moisture as appropriate. A sample profile of velocity in the zone

of flow establishment for merging case is depicted in Figure V-8.

Minor differences in core size for temperature, total water, and

velocity are ignored until one or more have expired with the others
87.

still present. This follows from Hirst

5.3.1.2 Zone of Established Flow

Single Plume

Approximations of profiles are more readily specified for this

situation than in nearly and. other situation. The only somewhat

cumbersome profile is of course vapor, all others are easily ex-

pressed.

Temperature (V- 23)

T Ta = (Tc-T
a)

[1 - (r/b) 3/2] 2

0 < r < b

In this case, To is replaced by Tc, the centerline temperature

which is the dependent variable.

Velocity (V -24)

U - Ua cos 0 = (U c -Ua cosO) (1-(r/b) 3/2)2;

0 < r <b

again, Uo replaced by the dependent variable Uc.
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dUo
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V -8 Sample profile, zone of flow establishment merging
plume, illustrating equation V- 21.



Total Moisture (V-25)

0< r< b

(1-(r/b)3/2)2

the dependent variable replaces

Vapor (V- 26)

When saturation conditions do not exist, V-25 applies

When saturation conditions are present then

q qa = (1-flqas + q asf([111T);

0 r < r

_Lor

Density

&T given by V-23

q qa is given by equation V-25

r < r < b
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Density is specified by equation V-17 and appropriate profiles

of temperature, vapor, and total moisture. A sample profile for

a single plume velocity distribution is illustrated on Figure V-90

Merging Plumes

As was the case for the zone of flow establishment, the co-

ordinates used must be changed to those indicated in Figure V-5 for



AT
OTC

r

Figure V-9

Sample profile, zone of established flow, single plume
illustrating equation V-23.
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this zone of flow. The largest difficulty encountered will again be

vapor profiles. Saturation extents for a merging plume, rsm and

xm will again be used as will the saturation extent rs. A later sec-

tion details these parameters.

Temperature (V-27)

T Tae (Tc- T
a)

(1 - (r/b) 3/2)2(
)3/2)2 ; (a)

0 <r<L-b
0 < < c

-T- T =(T -T ) (1 - (r/b) 3/2)2
+ (1 - (

L
b

r
)
3/2

)
2

)
a c a

X(1 - (n/c) 3/2)2

L b < r < L/2

0 < < c

and c =

L is discharge port spacing

Velocity (V-28)

3/2 2
AU = AU c

(r/b) 1 - (r)/,c)3/2 2

for 0 <r<L-b=

0 < < c

(b)

(a)



AU = AU { [1 - (r/b) 3/2 2
] + [1 - (Lb r )3/2] 2}

X [ 1 - (rdc) 3 /2] 2

for L b < r < L/2
= =

0 < TI < c
= =

where c = r 2, L is discharge port spacing.

and AU = U a cos 0

AU c = Uc U2acos 0

Moisture (V-27
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(b)

The moisture profile is identical to the temperature profile,

equation V-27 except that is used instead of T.

Vapor (V-29)

- When no condensation occurs, the vapor profile is given by equation

V- 27-.

- When condensation occurs but saturation extent is not included in

the merging process (rs < L b) the profiles are specified as:

q qa (1 qb) gas + qas f (PA Tc)

0 < r < r
s

0 < < ris = jrs 2 -r 2

(a)
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c
= profile specified by V-27-a

q qa =
a)

(1- (r/b)3/2)2 (1 - (Tjc)3/2)2

0< r< r
s

< T < c
s

q qa = same as (b) with limits

r <r<L-b
s

0 < -q< c

(b)

(c)

q qa is given by V-27±b (including limits) (d)

when condensation occurs and rs > L b (but less than L/Z)

then (a) above will hold but limits will be

0 <r<L-b
0 < T <fl

A Tc
still specified by V-2 -a

2
= (r /r )2 r

s sI s s sm

(b) will also hold but with new limits, 0 < r < L b

< < c
s

(c) will be changed to

q qa (1 -4)) qas + qas f(PTc);

L-b < r < r sm
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0 < <

A T
c

is given by V- 27-b

(d) will be changed to the following limits

L-b<r<r sm

s
< < c

(e) will be introduced as (d) with limits

r < r < L/2sm

0 < < c

When condensation occurs and saturation extent causes

rsm to exceed L/2

(a) will hold with limits as modified above but

is =
2

2r 2 xm r 2,RLR) 2

where xm is determined by saturation

extent as discussed below.

(b) will hold as modified above

(c) will hold above with new limits:

L-b < r < L/2

0 < 1-1 <

(d) will have the following limits

L-b < r < L/2

< < c
s



Density

Density is calculated using equation V ind the appr S
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priate

temperature, moisture, and vapor profiles as specified above.

A sample profile of equation V-28, velocity, f

plumes within the zone of established flow is shown

5. 3.2 Saturation Extent

r merging

n Figure V-10,

The occurrence of condensation of a plume within an unsaturated

atmosphere will result in a plume cross section which is partially

visible and partially invisible. The extent of saturation in a radial

direction for a single plume was presented on Figure V-6 for both

the zone of established flow and the zone of flow establishment.

Within the zone of flow establishment, the vapor equation, V-19 was

equated with the total moisture profile, V-18 and solved, iteratively

for the saturation extent, termed rs. Equations V-25 and V-26 were

solved iteratively for rs within the zone of established flew.

The effect of merging of adjacent plumes on saturation extent

can be visualized by considering Figure V-11. In Figure V-11(a)

adjacent plumes just begin to merge. The shaded inner region repre-

sents the condensed portion of the plume somewhere within the zone

of established flow. The saturation extent for this portion of the flow

field was determined from single plume equations as the saturated

parts were not yet participating in the merging process. Saturation
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Sample profile, zone of established flow, merging plumes,
illustrating equation V-28.



(a ) MERGING STARTS

( b) MERGING OF INVISIBLE
PLUMES

Figure

( c) MERGING OF INVISIBLE PART OF ONE
PLUME WITH VISIBLE PART OF
ADJACENT PLUMES

( d ) MERGING OF VISIBLE PARTS

OF ADJACENT PLUMES

V- 11 Saturation extent growth for merging plumes.
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extent remained rs in both the direction and the r direction. Figure

V-11(c) showed the effect of merging the condensed portion with the

uncondensed portion of adjacent plumes. In them direction the satu-

ration extent remained the single plume value. In the r direction,

however, the condensed portion grew. Providing the growth of the

condensed portion remained less than half the plume spacing, a value

termed r could be computed by matching moisture profiles withsm

vapor profiles within this region and solving iteratively for the satura=

tion extent, r in the r- direction. As a simplification the condensed
sm

portion was then assumed to have an elliptical cross section. As soon

as the condensed portion of adjacent plumes began to merge, the situa-

tion depicted on Figure V-11(d) resulted. In this event, r extendedsm

past the midpoint of two adjacent plumes. The solution for the value

of r in this situation was not possible. This was largely because
sin

of constraints placed on the various profiles and their limits for de-

scribing the quantities present. As a boundary required a zer

amount of condensed portion present, there existed no zero and

imaginary roots would be calculated for r . Alternatively, asm

measure of the extent of the condensed portion in the redirection at

the midpoint between two adjacent plumes could be calculated itera-

tively. This parameter was termed xm. A dummy profile parameter

was introduced, in solving the total moisture-vapor equation pair.

When the value of this parameter was less than the value which would
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be present were rsm, to occur exactly at the midpoint, the second

portion of the two step iterative process would produce imaginary

roots. The ratio of this dummy profile parameter to the quantity

which would just yield r at the midpoint, denoted xm, and an
sm

elliptical profile was contstucted based on this value, xm and the

value rs at the plume center in the mdirection.

5. 3. 3 Integrations

Once the profiles for the plume variable have been specified,

equations 11-7, 11-9, II-10, II-11, 11-12, 11-16, and V-1 may be inte-

grated for each region across the plane normal to the direction of

flow. A set of simultaneous first order differential equations is ob-

tained. The integrations of the profiles have been carried out. A

combination of closed form solutions and numerical solutions were

required. The numerical solutions could be handled either by gener-

ating a table of values and then using table look up routines depending

on limits of integrations or by calling the appropriate numerical

scheme when needed and computing the value based on the current

limits. The table look up scheme was employed since initial estimates

suggested the number of computations required would be less.

Samples of both of these types of integrations are presented below.
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5. 3. 3. 1 Sample Closed Form Integration

Consider the integration of equation II-7, for a single plume

within the zone of established flow. The appropriate profile is given

by equation V-24. The expression to be evaluated becomes

ds
( (1.3.

c
-U

a
cos 0) (1-(r/b)3/2)2 + Ua cos 0)r dr. V-30

Schatzmann88 pointed out care must be used in performing the inte-

gration and differentiation. The variables in the above integral de-

pending on streamwise position, s, are the centerline velocity excess,

the jet width, and the flow angle which is specified by the angle 0. The

angle 0 in this application corresponds to 02 in the governing equa.

tions. By applying Leibnitz's rule 5 to the above expression and then

differentiating and integrating, needed terms and integrals will re-

main. On the same basis that Hirst82 neglected the dependence of 0

on streamwise position, this analysis also neglects such dependence.

Equation II-10, however, is still applied, which is consistent with

5Leibnitz's Rule:

b(t) b(t)

dt S f(xp t) dx S

a(t) a(t)
dt (x, t) dx

+ f(b, t)db - f(a, t)da
dt dt
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Hirst. 82 As a result, curvature effects are assumed decoupled

from other differential equations. One consequence is that the model

does not work well for certain classes of flow in which the plume

bends over rapidly. The result of application of Leibnitz's rule to

the above expression is

b
d(QATJ (1-(r/b)3/2)2 U cos 0)r) dr
ds c a

0

db
+ (&Ij (1-(b/b)3/22) + U cos 0)bma cis

Performing the indicated differentiation yields

c(AU c
r(1-(r/b) 3/2)2 + Alic (1 -(r/b)3/2)3(r/b)1/2(-r/b2)rb'

o

+ 0) dr + I.Ja cos 0 b b' ;

where denotes d/ds.

Thus V-30 can be expressed by

b b

AUc r(1-(r/b)3/2)2 dr - 3AUcb' (r/b) 5/2 (1-(r/b)3/2) dr
0

+ Ua cos 0 b bi.

The two integrals above are readily evaluated by appropriate change

of variable, expansion, and integration.

Let x = r/b; then the first integral becomes
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1

b
2

(x 2.x
5/2

+ x4) dx
o _

= (1/2 - 2(2/7) + 1/5) b2

= .1285716 b2;

and the second integral becomes
1

r (x5/2 - x4) day

= (2/7 - 1/5) b

= 0857142 b.

Thus expression V-30 may be stated as

1 2 8 5 7 1 6 U
1

c
b2 - .2571426 LUc b b° 1-1.1a cos 0 b b°.

(V-311

5. 3. 3. 2 Sample Integration Requiring Numerical Solution

The effects of merging give rise to integrals requiring numerical

integration. Consider f * r example the integration of equation 11-7

with the conditions of merging within the zone of established flow.

The appropriate profile is specified by equation V-28. For simplifica-

tion, observe that equation II ®7 must be re-expressed in terms of the

coordinates n and r. Application of Leibnitz's rule will still yield an

initial term dependent upon the specified profile. Continuity between
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the merging coordinates system and the single plume system will be

det,iled in later section. Consider only one of the initial integrals.

Ignore the non-essential constant terms that are not inv

integration. The integral to be evaluated is s

L-b c

r/b)3/2)2 (1 - c)
3/2 2

)

where c =

lved in the

The integration over T1 can be accomplished and results in

L-b

0

Substitute x = r/b

L/b-1

45c (1-(r/b) 3/2 2 dr

lo2 .45 (1-x2 )1/2(1-x3/2)2 dx.
-0

v-32

A closed form solution for this integral has not been found. Numer-

ical integrations become necessary for the ranges of limits involved.

For this reason and the rather extensive numbers of integrations en-

countered a notational scheme was employed to identify particular

integrals combined with limits of integrations. From equation II-7,

integration performed for all terms yielded for example
L/2b

S
(1-x3/2)2 dx = I

1
V-33
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Other integrals requiring numerical integration were assigned letter

designation I and a subscript associated with its region of use or

sequence of occurrence. As further compression was required and

differentiation was encountered additional notations were introduced.

The letter J was assigned for differentiated forms of I. The double

letter II was used for expressing combinations of I . The double

letter JJ was usually used for combinations of J's. A complete

listing of the integration forms and notation is included in Appendix B.

Additionally, notation used for closed form integrals is specified in

Appendix B.

5.3.3.3 Closure

The integrations performed resulted in sets of simultaneous

differential equations. Within the zone of flow establishment the de-

pendent variables as expressed by streamwise derivatives were of

central core size, shear layer thickness, and flow angle. These

were specified by r
1

'rt r 1 b', and respectively. Within the

zone of established flow the dependent variables as expressed by

streamwise derivatives were those of excess velocity, temperature,

total moisture, plume width, and trajectory. These were specified

as LUc, AT
c

,
c

1

b1 , and 0 respectively.
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5.3.4 Continuity Between Single and Merging Plumes

The single plume required integrations in polar coordinates.

Merging plumes required integrations in cartesian coordinates. At

the instant the two solutions coexist the requirement was imposed that

integrals by either single plume or merging plume analysis yield the

same result. Continuity factors were required in meeting this objec-

tive. Consider the transition from single plume model to merging

plume model within the zone of established flow. When the jet half

width, b, reached the midpoint between tw plumes, L/2, the profile

integrations in polar coordinates were required to equal the profile

integrations in the cartesian coordinate system. Care was taken in

comparing such expressions as a factor of 277 was divided out in de-

riving equations such as equation II-7. When this same expression

was written in the cartesian coordinates used, limits employed inte-

grated over only one quarter of the plume. As a consequence, the

matching of the velocity integration for a single plume with the velocity

integration for a merging plume within the zone of established flow

may be expressed as:

217 (aUc (1-(r/b)3/2)2rdr U
a

cos 0 rdr)
° o 0

b c /2
= 4 c c AU (1-(r/b) 3/2

)
2 (1-Tv c) 3

)
2

U
a

cosO)didr

0

for b L/2. (V-34)
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°Comparingintegrations with like coefficients (AUc, or ac sO)

1

2 ? 2 1
2r U cos° b /2 = 4 Uacos0 b2 S (1-x )2dx

a 0
V -34- a

The question mark above the equal sign is used to indicate the ques-

tion of equality of the two integrals. The integral on the right hand

side can be evaluated an lytically and is Tr/ 2. As a result the two

expressions in equation V-34 -a are equivalent and the only continuity

factor needed was the factor 2/7 multiplying the merging plume case

for achieving the same result as the single plume case.

Conversely,

1

2 7 &U. b (1-x3/2) 2xdx
0

c

1

2 1/1 2 7
b

2 c (1-x -)2(1-x- )- dx

(V-35-b)

The left hand side was integrated analytically while the right hand

side required numerical integration. When such integrations were

done, equation V-35-b resulted in

9

.807839 = .755032

Since the two sides were not equal, a continuity factor for the merging

coodinate case was required in addition to the factor of 2/7 . The

continuity factor for this type of integral was found as 1. 069941. The
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only other continuity factor found arose from considering integrals

of the form

I=
1

r 3/2 4 2
(1- ) (1- ) dx

o

for which the resulting continuity factor is 1.09247. Additional con-

tinuity factors arose from consideration of the vapor integrals. Un-

fortunately such factors were not found to be single constants but var-

ied depending upon the extent of saturation. Because of the approxi-

mations already imposed on moisture properties it was assumed that

approximating such coefficients as having unit value would reduce

programming complexity by not seeking a coefficient each time.

Calculations indicated that such coefficients were usually close to

unity.

5. 3. 5 Solution

With integrations completed either analytically or numerically

and with continuity factors determined, the resulting differential

equations can be expressed in matrix form as:

A(i, j) B(j) = AA(i) V- 35

where A(i, j) is a matrix of coefficients of i rows, each row repre-

senting one of the governing equations, and j columns, each column

representing one of the dependent variables. Unknown derivatives of

velocity, temperature, total moisture, plume width, and flow
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angle are specified in B(j). AA(i) represent the remaining informa-

tion from the governing equations such as entrainment. An example

of the matrix equations for the case of merging within the zone of

flow establishment is detailed below. The first subscript of the terms

within the matrix of coefficients details the equation from which it

came as continuity, energy, total moisture, momentum, and flow

angle as i goes from 1 to 5 respectively. The second subscript denotes

the dependent variable which for the zone of flow establishment are

velocity core, temperature core, moisture core, shear layer thick-

ness, and flow angle for j going from 1 to 5 respectively. The equa-

tion parameters I., J., II., JJ, are enumerated in Appendix B. Equa-
1

tions within other zones of flow are detailed in Appendix Co

5. 3. 5. 1 Sample Case

Merging Plumes, Zone of Flow Establishment (V 36)
Continuity

.A(1,1) = Ua COS 0 2 J20R1 +
a

[b JJ
1 1 u --a

A(1, 4) = b UaCOS 0 220B1 + 1201] + AUab [ JJ1B1

AA(1) = E
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Energy

A(2, 2) = UaCOS 0 ATa tirt jj1R2

+ aATa 2 rt + JJ
2,R2

131

hf

A(2,3) = [UCOS 0 (4a jj4R1D
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5. 3. 6 Entrainment

The forms of entrainment used are

Zone of flow establishment, single plume

C ( 1 + C + 00 0144 b/r )r U 10 0

X ( 1 1 - R COS 0 1 ( 1 - C4(b + Rco)/L)

+ C3 R SIN 0).

Zone of flow establishment, merging plume

E - C (1 + C /F2) ((O. 0204 + O. 0194 b/r )
ro U0 1 2

X 1 m R COSO I (1 - C4/2)[1 COS
-1
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V-37

V-38



+ t R
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3
R SIN - (0. 0204 + 0.0144

(L/2 R )r )1co o

Zone of established flow, single plume

E = (Al + A 2/FL2 ) (b l Uc U a
COS 0 (1 - A

4
b/L)

+A Ua b SIN 0).

Zone of established flow, merging plume

E = (Ai + .A2/FL2)
(b I Uc Ua COS 0 1(1 - A4/2)

X (1 -
2

COS
-1 (L/2b) + A3 Ua

2
SIN 0).

Tr

V-39

V-40
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Al' C
1

represent coefficients for jet induced entrainment; A2, C2

are coefficients for Froude number effect A3, C3 are coefficients

for ambient velocity effect; and A4, C4 are coefficients accounting

for the merging of neighboring plumes. These coefficients must be

determined empirically. Values suggested based on work of Kannberg

and Davis (33) are: Al = .05, A2 = 0.0, A3 = 11.5, A4 = .16; C1

1.06, C2 = 34.0, C3 = 6, and C4 = .20.

Of interest is equation V-37. The Davis model
96 used the expres-

sion (1-C4
ro/L) to account for entrainment by adjacent plumes of the

surrounding ambient which was in part shared. The result was that

entrainment within the zone of flow establishment was modified by a



constant term which depended on port spacing but did not depend on

plume growth. Equation V-37 uses (1-C4 (b+Rco)/L). Here, R
CO
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is the radius of the potential core in contrast to ro above which was

the radius of the discharge. As the plume grows, entrainment is

reduced because of the competition of adjacent plumes for the same

ambient air. This allowed transition to either the entrainment model

for merging within the zone of flow establishment, equation V-38 or

transition to the zone of established flow models shown in equations

V-40 and V-41.

The coefficient A3 described above is tested by consider-

ing the Ginsberg and Ades
115 correlation

A = 25.81 [ F° 195(1/R)-
0.3521 10.83 V-41

3

where R = 1.3/U

The value of 11.5 suggested by Kannberg et al, 33 was considered the

best choice for submerged discharges which had higher densimetric

Froude numbers compared with cooling tower plumes. Some improve-

ment in model performance is anticipated by this relationship choice.

A comprehensive history of entrainment is offered by Kannberg

et al.33
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5. 3. 7 Drag

This model extended the one developed by Davis and tuned by

Kannberg. Drag is included in an analogous manner. Correspond-

ingly the changes to the governing equations, particularly II-10,

II-11, are noted below. For the zone of flow establishment

where

and

CD
2

FD U 1\1/2
D

- L/D a

1
N = (N12 + N

2

2
+ N

3

2
) 2

N1 = - cos 2 02 sin 0 cos 01
1

N2 = sin 202
+ cos 202 cos 201

N3 = - sin 02 cos 02 sin 01

Zone of Single Plume Established Flow,

CD NF =bU2
D L 00 2r

the Zone of Merging Plumes,

2 NFD = CDLU00
2Tr

V-42

V- 43

V-44



The only equations which change are the curvature equations.

These now become

dO
1

ds

and

dO
2

ds

Am.

EU«) co3 01 +1"D

2
(sin2.0 + cos

20 cos
20 - sin 20 sin 0)

cos 0

/ia cos 02'

rdr cos 02

(EUa
+ FD) sin 01 sin OF .

2

5.3.8 Closure

v.45

V-46
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Only the ambient turbulence terms in the governing equations

need modeling. The computer program is written such that turbulence

terms can be included. However such terms are set equal to zero

because insufficient data was found for justification of appropriate

eddy coefficients of momentum, species, and thermal diffusivity.

Work of Shirazi et al. 116 presented a model based on Gaussian pro-

files for a single plume. Within the near-field the mixing of the

plume is governed by plume generated turbulence and neglecting

ambient turbulence terms is not bad. As data can be obtained that

justifies applicable turbulence models inclusion becomes possible.

The range of validity of this model would then be extended from the
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near-field toward the far field.

The basis of the model, moisture effects, entrainment, drag,

and assumed profiles have been presented. Detailed presentation of

equations and their associated parameters are found in Appendix B

and C. The model is limited to the region in which plume dominated

turbulence governs the mixing process.
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CHAPTER 6

MODEL PERFORMANCE

The analytical model presented in Chapter 5 with details in

Appendix B and C was written into a computer code. A routine for

solving simultaneous equations was used for the solution of the matrix

equation V-35. The resulting ordinary first order differential equa-

tions were solved using a fourth order Hamming Predictor-Corrector

routine. Both the simultaneous equation techniques and the Hamming

Predictor-Corrector Routine were IBM developed programs. A

CDC Cyber 70 Model 73 6000 series computer was used. The pro-

gram was tested and debugged for those areas where data was known

or other analytical models were available for comparison. Some

modifications or alterations to the program are left for future work.

Some results were surprising. Essentially three broad categories

were considered in assessing model performance. Single discharges

under a variety of controlled conditions were considered and com-

pared with other models to insure the operation of the code. Multiple

discharges under a variety of controlled conditions were considered.

Moist multiple discharges simulating observed field conditions were

considered.
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6.1 Single Discharges

6.1.1 Non Flowing Ambient

Several test cases were used. Comparison was made between

the computer code from this analysis which was assigned the name

MKDH and the computer code on which this model was based which

was assigned the name KDH. In the absence of crossflow and without

concentration of dissolved salt the two models coincide. Small varia-

tions in output listing were observed for the zone of established flow.

This is believed attributable to the minor variations in calculational

schemes. The MKDH model was written to account for moisture

effects. In spite of these differences both of the programs do equally

well for certain applications. The decay of excess velocity and excess

temperature for a buoyant plume was observed to be coincident. The

test case of a momentum jet is illustrated on Figure VI-1. Both the

MKDH and the KDH models were coincident for velocity and tempera-
32

ture decays. The theoretical solution of Albertson et al. for velocity

decay is shown for comparison. One reason for the difference between

the analytical model and the Albertson theory is a compromise choice

for entrainment coefficient. Entrainment coefficients for momentum

jets and for buoyant plumes differ by a factor of nearly 1.5. The

computer codes used entrainment forms accommodating a flow region

closer in character to a buoyant plume than a momentum jet. The
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Figure VI- 1

Temperature and velocity decay as predicted by MKDH
and KDH computer codes, momentum jet, no cross flow;
compared with theoretical solution of Albertson.
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coefficient Al from equations V-39 and V-40 was at a higher value

than would be the case for momentum jet application only. The condi-

tions assumed for Figure VI-1 were velocity ratio, R = 0; densimetric

Froude number F =00 .

A buoyant plume with a concentration was simulated. Data

from Davis et al. 34 is shown on Figure VI-2. Comparison was made

with the KDH code. A range of densimetric Froude numbers from

1.5 to 36 was considered. No crossflow was present. The KDH and

MKDH models coincide for prediction of velocity decay for all Froude

numbers. The model compared well with the measured data at low

Froude numbers. At higher Froude numbers the models predicted

too rapid of decay compared with measured result. This was consis-

tent with the modeling of entrainment coefficient. The predictions of

the two computer codes were different from each other for concentra-

tion decay. Concentration decay was predicted well by the MKDH

model as compared with reported data
34 for the high Froude numbers.

Data were not reported for low Froude numbers. The disparity be-

tween the two models is attributed to the manner in which the KDH

code models concentration. Calculationally concentration was

treated passively and equated with temperature decay. The MKDH

model on the other hand allowed for differences in the temperature and

concentration decay rates. The results of this comparison were illus-

trated on Figure VI-3.
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Temperature decay data in a non-flowing ambient were reported

by Pryputniewicz et a1.31 for a range of densimetric Froude numbers

and differing depths. Data reported for Froude numbers of 1 and 25

for a depth of 40 discharge diameters are illustrated on Figure VI-4.

The MKDH and KDH models were coincident for temperature decay

and did not agree with the reported data at the low Froude number.

Better agreement was observed at the higher Froude number. Cau-

tion must be exercised in forming conclusions. The rate at which

the overflow tank was drained was not clearly reported and presum-

ably could be controllled allowing significant effects in the reported

data.

6. 1. 2 Crossflow

Comparison of the models with reported data is considered for

the case of momentum jets. Velocity decay data from Keffer and

Baines is compared with velocity decay predictions of the MKDH

model and the KDH model for velocity ratios of 0.125, 0.167, and

0.25 and is illustrated on Figures VI-5, VI-6, and VI-7, respectively.

In all cases the velocity decay from the KDH model lie under the

data points. The MKDH code seems to predict the velocity decay

reasonably well.

Buoyant jets in crossflows have been the subject of more studies

than have buoyant plumes in a crossflow. Data from Fan5 were used
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Single discharge, crossflow, momentum jet, R = .125,
velocity decay comparison with data of Keffer and
Baines (39).
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Single discharge, crossflow, momentum jet, R = .25,
F = co; velocity decay comparison with data of Keffer and
Baines (39).
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for comparison. Cases were run for Froude numbers of 10, 20,

40, and 80 with velocity ratios ranging from 0.0625 to 0.25. Com-

parisons were made with trajectories and with dilution of concentra-

tion. The Wu and Koh99 model was included on the comparisons of

concentration decay. The effect of crossflow on trajectory seemed to

indicate better model performance for low velocity ratios. Trajec-

tories were higher than data for high velocity ratios and lower than

data for low velocity ratios. Froude number effect on trajectory

does not seem great. The MKDH model is above the KDH model for

trajectory. The Wu and Koh model reported trajectories for several

of Fan's5 data but the differences between it and the data and the

models presented were small. The figures were more clearly read

without such comparisons inserted. The dilution of concentration

showed the MKDH model below the KDH model. Both models seemed

to simulate the data well over the wide range of Froude numbers and

velocity ratios sampled and for three cases reported by Wu and Koh,

the MKDH model did as well as the Wu and Koh model in simulating

the data. A sample of the comparisons of the data, trajectories, and

dilutions are presented on Figures VI-8 and VI-9. Half widths re-

ported by Wu and Koh99 for Fan data do better than this model in

the far field. The MKDH model generally predicts a plume which

gets too wide in the far field.
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6.1.3 Single Plume and Two Plumes in Atmosphere

Models are developed which can specify properties under

typical atmospheric conditions. The MKDH code and the KDH code

were tested simulating data reported by Slawson and Csanady
50 for

discharges from two smoke stacks separated by twelve discharge

diameters. Plume trajectory, temperature for the source and tem-

perature profiles for the ambient were reported. Moisture conditions

of the ambient were not discussed. Both models do reasonably well

in simulating reported trajectories. Also present in the results was

the effect of differing velocity ratios. Velocity ratios ranged from

0.29 to 0.55, Froude numbers were all between 4.3 and 5.1. The

2/3 power law, similar to that stated in equation II-1, was plotted in

comparison to the data measured and the two computer models. For

the range of velocity ratios encountered, it does as well as either

computer code. A sample trajectory is shown on Figure VI-10.

Single plume data were available for discharges from natural

draft cooling towers. Unfortunately neither the MKDH model nor the

KDH model work for densimetric Froude numbers less than or equal

to unity. The assumption that decoupled flow angle from the other

equations of motion becomes invalid. The plume bends over upon

entering the atmosphere. Bent-over models such as those reviewed

1by Davis would be preferred in this case.
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6.2 Multiple Discharges

6.2.1 Non Flowing Ambient

Albertson et al. 32 measured properties for a slot jet. By

modeling closely spaced ports a comparison between the computer

code and the slot jet theory, which lay on the data, could be made.

Assuming a spacing of 1.2 diameters for a line of discharges would

model a slot, the KDH model and the MKDH model were compared

with the Albertson slot jet theory on Figure VI-11. The MKDH model

had input skipping the merging within the zone of flow establishment.

This was to achieve a comparison with the KDH model which did not

have merging within the development zone. The KDH model showed

a starting length lon4er than that suggested by Albertsbn theory. A

discontinuity in predicted velocity was then presented by the KDH

code and the velocity decay progressed, always a bit under the

Albertson curve. The MKDH model in contrast showed a starting

length of approximately the same magnitude of the Albertson theory,

showed no discontinuity in velocity, and proceeded to decay along a

path approximately parallel to the velocity decay of the KDH model.

In this case, the velocity decay was less rapid than the Albertson

theory. Discontinuity of property was not observed as the develop-

ment zone was completed. This meant that the complexity of including

merging within the zone of flow establishment was not particularly
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important as its goal was to make certain that continuity of property

was achieved. The entrainment form presented, equation V-37,

allowed the plume to expand within the zone of flow establishment.

This accounted for adjacent plumes competing for the same fluid.

Several tests were performed for merging within the zone of flow

establishment but satisfactory results were not obtained. Kannberg

and Davis 33 observed that the entrainment for a slot jet was a constant

value. The Davis merging model predicted a lower constant. As a

result the decay predicted by Albertson et aL 32 would be expected

to occur at a faster rate than the computer models. The difficulties

of the KDH model in predicting discharge properties for closely spaced

ports caused it to be a fair approximation to slot jet theory.

Davis et al, 34 presented some data for velocity decay and

concentration decay for multiple numbers of discharges. Simulations

of the conditions of Davis were input to the computer models of MKDH

and KDH and comparisons were made between the models aril the data

The results were illustrated on Figure VI-12. Conditions for this flow

were densimetric Froude number of six, port spacing of 1.33 dis-

charge diameters, and no crossflow. The data reported were based

on seven discharge ports. Both models behave in a similar manner

within the zone of established flow. The error associated with the KDH

model seems to be compensating for the slow velocity decay predicted

as compared with observed. Possible explanations for the poor
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performance of either model may be because of entrainment modeling

not accounting for Froude number effects as the coefficient A2 for

equations V-39 and V-40 had been set to zero since the expression

introduced by Fox80, E = (A
1

+ .A /FL
2) Ucb was found to not match

well with data of Kannberg and Davis 33 and later with data of Davis

et al 34 Alternately, Davis proposed that the entrainment dependence

on Froude number be expressed as E = (0.57 + 0.083 F -0.3 )U
c

b.

If this were translated to a form for use with the 3/2 profile it would

be E = (0. 029 + 0.0421 F-0. 3)U
c

b. This would compare with the

form of Fox which was modeled by Kannberg to use Al = 0.05 and

A2 = 0.0. The result is a 6 1/2 % increase in entrainment if the

empirical result of Davis were used compared with the Kannberg

analysis. The model performance might be improved. Unfortunately

tight budget constraints have inhibited testing this particular change.

Other contributions to differences between model performance and

comparison with data may be associated with experimental uncertainty.

As a contrast, model performance was tested with data from a

round mechanical draft cooling tower model. In this case the com-

puter model does not allow for plumes on all sides. Expected com-

parison is more rapid dilution than that observed. Baines and

Keffer35 presented the data which was velocity decay ratios from

symmetric multiple discharge source. The comparison was illus-

trated on Figure VI-13 and indeed the computer code does predict
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a faster rate of dilution.

6.20 2 Crossflow

Multiple source data in the presence of a crossflow has been

presented by Kannberg and Davis 33. A range of multiport spacing

to discharge diameter ratios was investigated. Other parameters

modeled were densimetric Froude number and velocity ratio. Tem-

perature decay was measured and reported. Examples of these data

and corresponding model simulations are illustrated on Figure VI-14

through VI-17. Model trajectories in response to cross flow variation

seem to do well. Temperature decay simulation of the computer

model is in better agreement with the reported data at the higher

velocity ratio.

Gregoric47 performed a photographic study of multiple saline

plumes. Velocity, temperature, and salinity were not reported.

The trajectories from Gregoric's data6. were compared to predictions

by the KDH model and the MKDH model. Both were above the trajec-

tories reported. Better model performance was achieved by using

the Ginsberg and Ades 115 correlation for A3 in the entrainment func-

tion. At the time it was used adjustment for differences between the

Gaussian profiles of Hirst82 and the 3/2 profiles of this thesis were

6 Gregoric reported the plume edge and width. Centerline
estimates were made from these two quantities.
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inadvertently omitted. The adjustment when compensated for the

Kannberg tuning as compared with the Hirst tuning would have

A
3

= 16.72 F0.19464R.35155 - 7.03

189

VI-1

where limits on densimetric Froude number are 2.83 < F < 80; and

limits on velocity ratio are .037 < R < .25. The principal reason

for such limits appears to have been no information outside of this

range for inclusion within the correlation. The comparison of the

MKDH model with Gregoric data is shown on Figures VI-18 and

VI-19. The modified entrainment function helped the model simulate

the reported data.

6.2.3 Atmospheric Discharges

Data from studies of natural draft cooling towers is abundant

for trajectory and plume length. This model doesn't perform for

the Froude numbers considered, as was previsously stated. A

smaller amount of data is reported for studies of mechanical draft

cooling towers. For example, Meyer et al. 7 presented a fairly

complete study which measured source conditions. Downstream,

in situ conditions were not measured. Plume length and height was

reported for the end of the plume. Ambient moisture profiles were

not reported. An example of computer simulation for data from

Meyer et al. 7is illustrated on Figure VI-20. Visible plume
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Figure VI-18 Multiple discharge, crossflow, buoyant jets, R = .5,
F = 6, comparison of trajectory with Gregoric data
(47).
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Figure VI-19 Multiple discharge, crossflow, buoyant jets, R = .2,
F = 6, = 1.3, comparison of trajectory with
Gregoric data (47).
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comparison with Meyer et al. data (7).
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boundaries as predicted by the MKDH code are shown by solid lines.

The field of dots is used to indicate the visible plume. The centerline

of the plume with an assumed ambient humidity ratio profile goes

through the middle of the visible plume. The dashed line below the

centerline is the result of a profile when the model assumed a dry

plume. For comparison, Briggs enhanced plume rise model is used

to show the trajectory it predicts, Briggs single plume model is

used and a single plume computer code is used for comparison. The

length of the plume shown by the MKDH model corresponded well with

the length reported by Meyer et al.7 The trajectory was high. The

high trajectory may be related to the inapplicability of the Ginsberg

and Ades correlation for entrainment. Also affecting it is the assump-

tion that a uniform velocity exists. The model should attempt to in-

clude velocity variation with height to become a better predictor.

Measurements made at Centralia, Washington during the course

of this investigation were used to simulate computer runs. Specifi-

cally, conditions similar to those observed on October, 1978 were

input to the computer code and a trajectory as predicted by MKDH

was compared with that of KDH and the Briggs, multiple and single

plume, models. The visible length predicted was approximately one

and one half times the length observed. While observed lengths were

not photographed or measured, sampling in situ was observed. For

the conditions illustrated on Figure VI-21, the approximate position
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F = 3.2, L/D z 1.25, moist, visible portion, trajectory
comparison with data in appendix A.
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of the tether and balloon are s perimposed. The tether and in.stru-

merit package were near the end of the visible plume but never within

the visible portion of the plume. The measured properties seemed

to suggest the highest concentration of temperature and humidity

ratios were occurring at a horizontal location of 15 discharge diame-

ters from the tower and a vertical location of 12 to 15 discharge

diameters above the tower. For this reason the observed profile is

approximated in the manner shown. Again, the possible inclusion of

the correlation, equation VI-1, and inclusion within the c de for

ambient velocity gradients may improve the performance. Decay

of temperature as predicted by the MKDH model and the KDH model

are shown on Figure VI-22 along with the point estimate of tempera-

ture decay from this study for these conditions. Both models fare

equally well in approximating the data.

Slawson 117 recently reported some results from study of

mechanical draft cooling tower plumes at plant Gaston. Reasonably

good atmospheric data was reported and source conditions were either

measured or determined. Consequently a good comparison could be

made between this computer code and the reported length and edges

of the visible plume observed. Figure VI-23 shows this comparison.

The solid lines are the reported plume edges. The dashed line repre-

sents the centerline as predicted by the Slawson model. The center

line of the MKDH model is illustrated with a dashed line interrupted
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with a large dot while the edges of the plume have dashed lines

interrupted by two large dots. Briggs single plume model shown as

a dashed line interrupted by three large dots does a fairly good job

of predicting trajectory. The MKDH model underpredicts the plume

length by a small amount and is actually slightly narrow for plume

width in comparison to the observed plume. For this case, it seems

to have done a fairly good job. Of note was the fact that the velocity

ratio used was .65. This represented an in-between value of the

wind as the wind was reported varying linearly over the height of

the plume. The range of velocity ratios went from 0.4 to 0.85. Were

the model restructured to allow an ambient gradient of wind, better

results would be obtained.

Within all of the comparison for which moisture was modeled

one parameter required special attention. Calling attention to the

energy equation used, equation V-1, the model assumed during. phase

change the energy associated with latent heat, h
fgp

entered or left

the air and consequently affected the buoyancy of the plume. Thus

when condensation initially occurred, the large amount of latent heat

would be modeled as providing a large increase in buoyancy. The

model reported by Wu and Koh 9 9 showed the effects of this. Trajec-

tories of the model were substantially above trajectories reported

by the data with which comparison was made. This was attributed

to incomplete source condition information, and incomplete ambient
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condition information. Trajectories suggested by this code are

also above the few reported trajectories when all of the latent heat

released in condensation is modeled as contributing to the buoyancy

term. This model like other integral models, neglects the vorticity,

and internal turbulence within the plume except as such effects may

be accounted through entrainment assumptions. Latent heat release

is perceived as influencing these rotational plume characteristics.

Since such terms are neglected within the energy equation, the energy

released by condensation could be modeled as having only some frac-

tion (to be determined) contributing to the plume dynamics of rise.

Based on the limited data available for analysis estimates of this

fraction of latent heat release that especially aided in plume length

prediction and to some extent aided in trajectory prediction was found

to be 0.2. Trajectory analysis was hindered because of less informa-

tion concerning actual wind characteristics with altitude as compared

with plume length information.. The ratio of predicted to observed

plume length was illustrated with its dependence on the fraction of

latent heat modeled for each of the three cases considered. As

larger amounts of latent heat were modeled, the plume length predic-

tions became shorter due to more rapid rise and subsequently faster

rates of entrainment. The choice of 0. 2 seemed to be a compromise

for getting the various plumes to match lengths. These comparisons

are illustrated on Figure VT-24. The influence of velocity ratio and
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fraction of latent heat released is illustrated on Figure VI-25. In

this case data of Slawson117 were used since information concerning

the ambient wind profile was best known. With the latent heat frac-

tion of .2 and velocity ratio of .65 a reasonable match of plume

length was obtained. Perhaps of more importance is the fact that

were the model to include velocity gradients the concern for the °best'

choice of velocity ratio would not occur. Better validation and

performance of the model can be obtained, but complete and exten-

sive amounts of data are required to obtain such a result.

6.3 Closure

The MKDH model was tested and compared with a wide range

of data. For the scope that it covers it does reasonably well. The

modeling of moisture seems to perform well in predicting plume

length and width for the cases discussed. This was influenced by

tuning the contribution from latent heat to the plume. Based on the

limited data tested, the fraction of latent heat recommended for use

with the model was 0.2. The lack of a velocity gradient within the

model was noted--this is left for future work and refinement. Several

modifications to entrainment, especially within the zone of estab-

lished flow may be desired. These modifications were presented

and tested in part. The model retains the entrainment suggested by

Kannberg within this zone of flow, although the Ginsberg and Ades 115
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formulation is modeled intact for its limited region of applicati no

Left for future work is the refinement of the Ginsberg and Ades corre-

lation as it may have its limits for Froude number and velocity ratio

expanded. The correlation proposed by Davis et al, 34 as it may

contribute to improved entrainment modeling is left for future valida-

tion efforts. The m dification of entrainment for the zone of flow

establishment accomplished the goal of ensuring continuity of property.

Property discontinuity was not observed as the zone of established

flow was entered even for the case of closely spaced discharge ports.

The computer code can then be used without consideration of the merg-

ing within the zone of flow establishment. Some work remains to

extract this portion of the program and ensure proper loading of the

program on the computer. Computer code length is cut in half by

neglecting merging within the development zone.

A comparison between this computer code and other codes for

prediction of multiple plume characteristics is somewhat difficult.

The multiple plume codes include the 'puff' model of Winiarski and

Frick22 which was extended to multiple plume by using ,a single

equivalent plume concept. Length predictions by this model have

been good, always within a factor of 2 for natural draft towers93
.

It has the advantages of simplicity. Its ability to correctly model

temperature and moisture fields for atmospheric discharges is

unknown. Its capabilities of modeling near-field conditions for
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multiple sources are especially difficult.

The Wu and Koh99 model is a multiple cell model for which

insufficient model validation has occurred. Trajectories with mois-

ture present are high. Visible plume length is not discussed. Excess

temperature reported by this model decayed at a much slower rate

than observed decay rate. The advantage of the Wu and Koh model

is its ability to merge a finite number of plumes. Improvements are

needed to account for plume shadowing and as top hat profiles are

used some sensitivity to near field conditions may be lost.

In comparison, the MKDH code has the advantage for handling

near field conditions, predicting plume length, and providing reason-

able approximations of trajectory. Disadvantages seem to be its

lack of wind gradient and its inability to model buoyant plumes with

Froude numbers less than unity. The formulations such as Briggs 4

single plume rise does well for trajectory and with superposition

Gaussian property distributions an estimate of properties along the

path may be made. Such estimates have the disadvantage that wake

effects, are not adequately modeled.

Currently, the belief is that the MKDH model is as good as

others in all areas of performance. Improvements can be made that

should enhance its capabilities. It will always be limited to Froude

numbers in excess of unity. Near-field to intermediate field condi-

tions can be predicted reasonably well. Far field conditions will be
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better when ambient turbulence effects are included. Detailed

property fields may require three-dimensional finite difference

numerical schemes. The operational size of the MKDH code corres-

ponds to a card deck of about two and a half boxes of IBM cards.

Nearly fifty percent of this provides table look up routines and data

for moisture integrals. In comparison, the Wu and Koh model code

is approximately one box of IBM cards. For most operational

schemes and computer systems on which this routine may be used

such a size is not viewed as a particular problem. Better modeling of

moisture effects is considered to have been gained.
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CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

7.1 Field Study

A field study at Pacific Power and Light Company's operation

at Centralia Power Plant was undertaken to measure in situ tempera-

ture and humidity within the invisible portion of cooling tower plumes

for one and two towers. A radiosonde supported by a tethered balloon

with two theodolites for position determination was used to acquire

the data. Terrain, vegetation, and power line proximity limited to

the study, in the near-field. Weather, plant operations, and field

crew availability limited the times and scope of the measuring pro-

gram. Data measured by radiosonde are of good quality, most

significant errors attributed to interpretation of humidity data.

Surface wind conditions were measured on location. Wind direction

was estimated from direction of plume, heading of the balloon, and

reports from Olympia. The data reported included three parts.

Turbulent profiles with altitude, mean profiles of the turbulent plume

properties, and the ambient profile were plotted for each traverse

region and presented graphically in Appendix A. Tabular data includ-

ed ambient conditions, plant operating conditions, tower specifications,

and calculations of tower outfall conditions and downstream dilution
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estimates. The results were presented in Tables IV-I, IV-2,

IV-3, and IV-40 A technique for heat and mass balance calculations

for cooling towers was presented which incorporated recirculation

effects.

The analysis from the data taken to date was encouraging.

Dilution estimates within the invisible portion of the plume were

found to be consistent with laboratory measurements. The influence

of wind direction, a range of humidity values and ambient tempera-

ture could not be investigated.. Intermediate and far field effects

could not be measured. Improved modeling or empirical relations

will require detailed data. The data taken to date provided a start.

Further comprehensive field and in situ studies are necessary to

provide complete sets of plume data at the source and downstream.

Concurrently, length, plume outline, ambient conditions, and plant

operating conditions which affect the energy transfer within the tower

should be monitored. Cooling tower siting for future power plants

or possibly power parks may well be influenced by plume modeling.

The most recent literature in the field of mechanical draft cooling

tower plume studies by Slawson117 pointed out that extensive amounts

of comprehensive field data were still needed for correct and adequate

modeling of plumes analytically.

An indepth field study suggested should have sufficient funding
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to provide the manpower, the instrumentation, and the computer time

for data reduction. Ideally a portable mini computer with multi-

channel analog to digital conversion should be used in the field to

directly record measured data and perform data analysis.

7. 2 Analytical Model

An extension of the lumped differential model of Hirst 82 which

was expanded by Davis 96 for multiple merging plumes and later tuned

by Kannberg 33 was presented. The model presented in this manu-

script was referred to as the MKDH model. The model on which the

MKDH model was based was referred to as the KDH model. The KDH

model neglected moisture effects and for closely spaced ports showed

discontinuity of property when the model left the zone of flow estab-

lishment. The MKDH model incorporated moisture effects and modi-

fied the entrainment function within the zone of flow establishment.

While merging effects within the zone of flow establishment were

derived, the improved entrainment function provided the sought

after continuity of property. The short length of the development

zone coupled with the reasonable continuity of property led to the

opinion that nothing further could be gained by complicating the

zone .f flow establishment with the merging process.

Moisture effects were modeled using the Clausius-Clapeyron

equation. The resulting expression for humidity ratio proved
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formidable to incorporate in an integral model as either an integra-

tion scheme would be required and called upon thousands of times

or table look up routines would be needed for adequate evaluation.

Table look up techniques were considered at the time as being the

best alternative. Data for these tables came from integrating numer-

ically the integrals I and J as listed in Appendix B. The majority of

these integrals were formed because the humidity ratio was expanded

in a Taylor series and truncated as a cubic. Appropriate assumed

profiles of temperature were used within the cubic, the resulting

integrals were performed once numerically, and tables were gener-

ated.

The resulting model was compared with single discharges,

for a wide range of cases including jets, plumes, no flow, cross

flow, and atmospheric discharges. Dilutions of temperature,

velocity and concentration were compared with data. The model

was then compared with merging, multiple plumes, slot plumes,

and merging jets for cases with no cross flow, cross flow, and

stratification. Dilutions of temperature, concentration, and velocity

were compared with data. Trajectories and visible plume lengths

were also compared. For the wide range of data encountered, com-

parisons were good. Comparison with moist multiple merging

plumes showed that the latent heat released by condensation could

be better modeled if only a fraction of it were used rather than
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assuming all such energy went into the buoyancy term. Based on

the limited data available this fraction was estimated to be 0.2. It

is conjectured that the remainder of the latent heat released provides

an energy source for plume turbulence or rotational motion within

the plume. The resulting visible plume length predictions of the

model were in good agreement with observed and the model under

such conditions was predicting length within at least a factor of 1.5

to 2 for all cases. Trajectories of the moist multiple plumes varied

from being too high to being correct. The model neglected to include

vertical gradient of wind. This is thought to be one contributing

factor for modeling difficulties. Complete knowledge of ambient

conditions for the observed plumes was not always known. This

would also influence the trajectory and other properties estimated

by the model.

The MKDH model was essentially coincident with the KDH

model for dry plumes. Model performance as compared with bent

over models, or models such as Briggs was considered better as

details of temperature, velocity, and concentration are included

within the model. Merging plumes by Briggs enhanced model were

not found to be very good. Model comparison with other integral

models which included merging supported that this model was as

good as either of the other models. The Wu and Koh9 9 model was

observed to have trajectories much too high when moisture effects
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were included and did not address plume length considerations.

Temperature decay for merging plumes was too slow. The MKDH

model showed these same effects (e. g., see Figures VI-21, VI-22).

The Wiltilarski and Frick22,100 model was not available with reported

cases for comparison of moist, merging, multiple plumes. The

techniques used by the Winiarski and Frick model for multiple plumes

are novel, in that shadowing of downwind plumes was taken into

account. The use of a single equivalent plume concept is somewhat

limiting especially for consideration of near-field conditions and

eventual inclusion of wake, or vorticity modeling which will help

predict plume behavior near the cooling tower and influence cooling

tower sizing and design. The Winiarski and Frick Model has the

advantage of success in trajectory and plume length prediction for

natural draft towers, and is simple. The results of simplicity are

a loss of detail. The MKDH model provides better detail within the

near-field than does the Winiarski and Frick model. For applica-

tions of mechanical draft cooling tower plumes, the MKDH model

is believed better than the Winiarski and Frick model. Comparison

of MKDH model with numerical models was not performed. Numeri-

cal models according to Dunn118 are still in the early development

stages and have some problems modeling the phenomena as the

processes which are occurring are sometimes poorly understood

and unacceptable simplifications such as assuming a principal
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direction of flow are made.

In conclusion, the MKDH model is believed to be as good as

or better than other models capable of handling moist, multiple,

merging plumes from mechanical draft cooling towers. Improvements

should be made to enhance its functionality. These include removal

of the zone of flow establishment merging portion of the computer

code, including a velocity gradient, revising the input coding for

ease of operation, expanding the Ginsberg and Ades
115 entrainment

coefficient to include a wider operating range, and modeling the

Froude number effect on entrainment as suggested by Davis
34

.

Caution is offered that because of early assumptions made decoupling

flow angle from other variables, the fourth order Hamming Predictor-

Corrector integration scheme employed by this model is unable to

reach a solution for Froude numbers less than one.

Further detail and structure of plume properties and character-

istics will likely not be found from integral models. The averaging

effects and frequently assumed symmetry of cross section will be

limiting features. The opinion is offered that improved models may

come by consideration of three dimensional finite difference models

which account for the rotational motion observed in plumes. Such

detailed models would then be capable of aiding in the tower sizing

problem as well as the tower siting problem.
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APPENDIX A

TEMPERATURE AND HUMIDITY PROFILES
CENTRALIA, WASHINGTON

Graphical illustrations of the temperature and humidity

measurements obtained at Centralia, Washington on June 9, 1977,

June 10, 1977, October 4, 1977, and October 5, 1978 are presented

within this Appendix. The first four figures, A-1 through A-4

illustrate the traverse regions on each of these dates with the

exception of the three traverse regions discussed within the text and

presented in Figure IV-2, The scale indicated for the horizontal co-

ordinates is discharge diameters.

Each of the figures, Figure A-5 through A-41, present mea-

sured values of temperature or humidity ratio shown as turbulent

variations with altitude. From the turbulent variations with altitude

values were averaged over height increments of one discharge dia-

meter and estimates of mean or average profiles were obtained and

plotted, The approximate ambient gradient is shown as the linearly

varying profile on the left of the plot. Plume direction on October 4,

1977 prevented a unique measurement of the ambient profile at the

start of the measurement day.
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Figure A-6 Ambient traverse, June 9, 1977, humidity ratio.
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Figure A-11

Field data, Centralia Power Plant, temperature traverse
showing turbulent profile, mean profile, and ambient
profile, traverse region C on Figure A-1.
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Figure A- 14 Ambient traverse, June 10, 1977, humidity ratio.
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Figure A- 15 Field data, Centralia Power Plant, temperature traverse
showing turbulent profile, mean profile, and ambient
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Field data, Centralia Power Plant, temperature traverse
showing turbulent profile, mean profile, and ambient
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Field data, Centralia Power Plant, temperature traverse
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traverse showing turbulent profile, mean profile, and
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Figure A-32 Field data, Centralia Power Plant, humidity ratio
traverse showing turbulent profile, mean profile, and
ambient profile, traverse region A on Figure IV-2.
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Field data, Centralia Power Plant, temperature traverse
showing turbulent profile, mean profile, and ambient
profile, traverse region B on Figure IV-2.
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Field data, Centralia Power Plant, temperature traverse
showing turbulent profile, mean profile, and ambient
profile, traverse region C on Figure A-4.
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APPENDIX B

NOTATION AND INTEGRAL EXPRESSIONS
FOR INTEGRAL MODEL

The following pages include a list of all parameters used in

defining terms and integrals subsequently referred to in the matrix

equations governing the plume dynamics. In preparation of the

equations, twelve basic cases were considered. Each of these twelve

cases included necessary modification to allow for perturbations of

saturation and merging. For convenience, these cases are identified

and titled below, the terms are then defined, and Appendix C is used

to present the equations.

Case : Zone of Flow Establishment, Merging occurs, dependent

variables are shear layer thickness, flow angle, and

potential cores of velocity, temperature, and total

moisture.

Subcases considered include A) condensed portion exists

but saturation extent not participating in merging; B) con-

densed portion of one plume merging with uncondensed

portion of adjacent plume; C) condensed portions of

adjacent plumes actively merging; D) no condensed

portion exists.

Case 2: Zone of Flow Establishment, plumes merged in vr'
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direction, dependent variables are the same as Case 1;

Subcases include the option of saturation along slot

potential core or no condensed portion as A and B sub-

cases, respectively.

Case 3: Zone of Flow Establishment, merging occurs, dependent

variables are potential core of velocity, excess centerline

temperature, excess centerline total moisture, shear

layer thickness, and flow angle. Subcases are identical

with Case 1.

Case 4: Zone of Flow Establishment, plumes merged in 'r'

direction, dependent variables same as in Case 3 and sub-

cases are same as Case 2.

Case 5: Zone of Flow Establishment, merging occurs, dependent

variables are potential cores of temperature, total

moisture, shear layer thickness, flow angle, and velocity

excess. Subcases are the same as Case 1.

Case 6: Zone of Flow Establishment, plumes merged in 'r'

direction, dependent variables are same as in Case 3,

Subcases are the same as Case 2.

Case 7: Zone of Established Flow, merging plumes, dependent

variables are jet half width, flow angle, excess centerline

temperature, velocity, and total moisture. Subcases are

the same as Case 1.
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Case 8: Zone of Established Flow, plumes merged in direction,

dependent variables are the same as Case 7. Subcases

are the same as Case 2.

Case 9: Zone of Flow Establishment, Single Plume, dependent

variables are the same as Case 1. Either condensation

occurs (subcase A) or it does not (subcase B).

Case 10: Zone of Flow Establishment, Single Plume, dependent

variables are the same as Case 3. Condensation has

cases A and B as in Case 9.

Case 11: Zone of Flow Establishment, Single Plume, dependent

variables are the same as Case 5. Condensation subcases

are the same as Case 9.

Case 12: Zone of Established Flow, Single Plume, dependent vari-

ables are the same as Case 7. Condensation subcases

are the same as Case 9.

Functions

F(a,b,c,d) = ab + a
2c

2
aid

6

G(A,B,C,D) B + AC + A
2D

2
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D Parameters

D1 0.45 Uo + 0.55 U
a

Cos 0

0.257143 Uo + 0.742857 Ua Cos 0

D3 0.133516 Uo + 0.123626 U
a Cos 0

D4 0.315584 Uo + 0.134416 U
a Cos 0

D5 0.315584 Uo2 + 0.268813 UoUa Cos 0 + 0.415584

(U
a

Cos 0)2

D6 0.133516
o

2 + 0.247253 UoUa COS 0 + 0.619231

(Ua Cos 0)2

a = rs/b

D7 .--- a
2 (1 - 8a3/2 + 0.4 a3)

5 3 7/22(1 + 2.4 3(1
-4-8-

17.-1
+ -Ts-D8 a a + a ) ) - a (1

a3)
3 315 8 ,32(1

D9 = a + 6a (1 + 27-1 a (1 + TET5- a ) ) /

24 7/2 70 3 39 31

7 a 39 a 190 a ' '

D10 =
2 56 3 25 3 16 3 11 3

1 + 1a ( c a ( + 7 a ( 1 + 3 a (1 + 392 a ) ) ) )

32 7/2 49 3 13 3(1
+

19 3
+- 7 a (1 -i-3- a (1 + 7-9 a

175
a ) ) )

D
11

--:: a - 0.8 a5/2 + 0.25 a4

D12 a(1 + 1.5 a3(1 +.2-1.- a3) ) - 1.6 5/2(1 + a3)

D13 = a(1 + 3.75 a3(1 +7a.3 (1 + -14 3)
) )

/2 50 33-2.4a5 (1+7 a 3 1+fi-o-a3 ))
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1
D14 all + 7 a3 (1 +

17
a

3 (1 + 0,28 a 3
(1 + -3--6-7 a 3

) ) ) )

-3.2 a5t2 (1 + TT5 a3 (1 + a3 (1 + TF3.17 a3) ) )

D15 0.133516 - D8

D16 0.315584 - D12

D17 0.257143 - D7

D18 0.45 - Dll

m hfg(To-Ta)/(cpT a2)

D19 = F(m, D8' D9' D10)

D20 = F(m,D D8' D9)

D23 = G(m, D8' D9, D10)

D24 G(m, D7' D8' D9)

D31 0.2571428

D32 0.45

n = (1 a
3/2 2

D33 = Z a n

D34 2 a n2

D35 = 2 a n 3

D36 2 a n4
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D37 = G(m, D12' D13' D14)

D38 G(m, D11' D12' D13)

D47 =

2D48 n

3
D49

4
D50 =

D59 = F(m, D34' 35' D36)

mm (1 + 2 T/Ta)

D60 = - mm G(m, D8' D9' D10)

D61 F(m, D33, D34,

D62 mm G(m, D7' D8' D9)

D65 F(m, D12' D1 , D14)

D66 F(m, D11, Di

D67 = F(m, D48, D49, D50)

D68 F(m, D47' D48' D49)

D69 mm D37

D70 = mm D38

me W m (Tc Ta)/(To T )
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D19c F(mc, D8' D9' D10)

D20c = F(mc, D7, D8 D9)

D59c = F (mc, D34' D35, D36)

D61c F (mc, D33' D34' D35)

DD - Parameters

Al (1 -qS) gas; A2 = Uo - Ua Cos 0; A3 = UaCos0

A4

DD
1

= AlxA2 xD +AlxA3xa2 +A2 xqas xD
19

+ A3 x as x D20 + A2 x A4 x D15 + A3 x A4 x D17

DD
2

= AlxA2xD
11

+AlxA3xa+A2 xqas xD
65

+ A3 x qas x D65 + A2 x A4 x Di6 + A3 x A4 x Di8

DD
3

= Alxa2 +qas xD20
+A4 xD

17

DD
4

= Alxa+qasxD66 +A4 xD18

DD5 = A4 xD
7

-gas xD20 -Alxa2

D136 = A4 xD
11

-qas xD
66

+Alxa

DD
7

= A4c x D7 Al x a2 - qas x D2 0c

DD
10

= DD
1

with Uo replaced by Uc

DD11 = DD2 with Uo replaced by Uc



DDlc = DD
1

with D19 replaced by D 19c,
D20 replaced by

D20c and® replaced byc.

DD3c = .A1 x a + gas x D20c + D17 x A4c

where A4c is A4 with replaced by

DD12 = DDlc with Uo replaced by Uc

i - Parameters

AT rt /2 + AT b rt D32 + b2
AT D

31
/2

12
(q0-qa) r2C2 + b r DD4 + b 2

DD 3/2

i3
= b r DD

6
+ b2

DD5/2

i4
/2 + .31558 b r + .133516 b2/2

15 rt + 31558 b rt + .133516 b2/2

i6 .31558 + .133516 b

i7 = .45 r, + .257143 b

18 (r 2 2 + .45 b r + .25714 b2/2)

274
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B Parameters

All = (1- c) dqas/cls ; AS = dqas/ds

B
1

All x A2 x D7 + All x A3 x a2 + A2 x A5 x D19

+ A3 A5 x D20

B2 .A2 x m x qas x mm x D23

- A3 x m x qas x mm x D24

B3 Al x A2 x qas x D33 + A2 x qas x D59

+ A3 x Al x 2 a + A3 x qas x D61

- A4 x A2 x D34 - A4 x A3 x D33

B4 All x A2 x D
11

+ A2 x A5 x D
65

+ .A3 x All x a

+ A3 x A5 x D66

B5 -A2 x m x qas xmmxD37 A3 x D38 x 171 X qas x171/11

A2 x (Al x D,_ + q x D67) + A3 xB6 47 s (gas x D68 + A1)

- A4 x (A2 x D48 + A3 x D47)

B7 A2 x (All x D7 + A5 x Dick) + A3 x (All x az + A5 x D2 c)

111
B8 - 2 qas T

C (A2 x G(mc, D8' D9'
D10) + A3 x G(mc, D7' D8' D9))

a
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B9 = (qas x m/(To-T )) x (A2 x G (mc, D8' D9, D10)

x G(mc, D7' D8' D9) )

B
9p

= A2 x D15 + A3 x D17

B10 2 a x A3 x Al + D33 x A2 x Al + A2 x qas x D59

+ .A3 x qas x D61 A4c (A2 x D34 + .A3 x D35)

B11 All x A2c x D7 + .A3 x All x a2

+ A5 x (A2c x D19 + A3 x D20)

B12 Al x D7 + qas x D19 + .A4 x D15

B13 qas x m x (.A2c x D60 + A3 x D62) '/(To-T a)

B14 B3 with A2 replaced by A2c which uses Uc

instead of U
0

B15 = B4 with same modification as B14

B16 = AlxD
11

+qas xD
65

+A4 xD
16

B17 = (A2c x qas
x m x D69 + A3 x qas xmxD

70
)/(T

o
-T

a)

B18 Al x (A2c x D47 + A3) + gas x (A2c x D67 + A3 x D68)

- A4 x (A2c x D48 + A3 x D47)
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The remaining terms in this Appendix are used for specification of

integrals which require numerical integration. Included are repeated

functions, arguments of functions, index notation for use in more than

one case, integrands, integrals, and combinations. Two basic

families of such terms occur, one for the integral and the second

for derivatives of the integral which yielded different integrals.

I - Family

Functions and Arguments of Functions

Fl 0.45

F2 0.315584

F3 0.250611

F4 0.2 112 17

Fl(z) = z - 0.8 + z4/4

F2(z) = 3/2 8z(1-z 3/2(1.6 - z (TT
1 3/2,

z )

F3(z) = z 2.4 z5 3.75 z4 3. 63 z11/2 + 2.143 z7

- 0 . 7 0 5 9 z17/2 + 0,1 z10

F4(z) = z - 3 . 2 + 7 z4 10.18 z11/2 + 10 z7

6.588 z17/2 z10 23/5O. 69566 z

+ O. 0769 z 13
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aa = rsm/b

xm is as discussed in text

P.
1

Z1

Z2

Z3

Z6i

=

=

=

ru r
t

or r as i varies from 1 to 3

( (a2 - x2 )/(1 - x2) )0.5

( ( a2 -(a x/aa)2)/(1 x2)
)
0.5

( (a2 xm (a /(L/2 b) )2)/(1 x2) 0.5

1 -Pi/( (1 +Pi)2
-

2
)
0.5

for i varying from 1 to 3

Z12 = ( ( (P3 + a,) 2 - x2 )/( ( 1 + P3)2 x2) )0.5

Z13 = ( ( (P
3

+ a)2 - ( (P3 + a)x/(P
3

+ aa) )2)0.5

- (P32 - x2
0.5 )/( ( (1 + P3)2 x2)0.5

- (P32 x2)0.5)

Z14 = ( ( (P3 + a)2
- ( (P3 + a

x2) )0.5

/(P3 + aa) )2 )/( (P3 + 1 2

2Z15 ( ( (P3 + a)2(1 - xm(x/(L/2b) ) )
0.5

(P3 - x2
)
0.5 )/

( ( (P3 + 1)2 - x2)0.5 - (P32 x2)0.5)

Z16 ( ( (P3 + a)2 (1 - xm(x/(L/2b) ) 2 /( (P3 + 1) 2
- x2) )0.5
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Z17 = ( ( (P3 + a)2(1 -(x/(L/2b) )2 xm)

( ( (P3 1)2 x2)0.5 - P3)

Integrand Forms

ZZ1 = (1 - x3/2)2 (1 - x2)0.5

ZZ2 = (1 - (L/b x)3/2)2 (1
x2)0.5

Rad (1 - x2)0.5

ZZ3 = (1 - x3 '/2)4
Rad

ZZ4 = (1 - - x)32)4 Rad

ZZ5 = ZZ1 ZZ2 / Rad

ZZ6 = ZZ1 ZZ3 / Rad

ZZ7 = ZZ32 / Rad

0.5
) P3)/

x3/2)2 303/2)2
ZZ8i = )i Rad

four integrands as i takes on values from

1 to 4.

ZZ9 = Rad

ZZ10 ji = ( (1 +
Pi)

2
- x2)0.5(1 (x-pi) 3/2 2j

i may be 1, 2, or 3; j may be 1, 2, 3, or 4



Z Z 11 ji
2 2 0.5 3/2 2

( (1 + Pi) x ) ( (1 )

+ (1 - (L/b-x-pi) 3/2
)
2

)
j

i may be 1, 2, or 3; j may be 1, 2, 3, or 4

ZZ12 i ( (1 + p
3)

-
2 2 0.5(1 (x-p

3
)3/2)2i Fi(Z12)

ZZ13

i may be 1, 2, 3, or 4

( (1 + p3) 2 - x2
)
0.5 Fi(Z13) - (p32

- x2)0.5 Fi(Z13)

as i takes on values of 1, 2, 3, or 4

ZZ14 i ( (1 + p 3)2 x2)0.5 (1 -(x-p 3)3/2
2i

as i takes on values of 1, 2, 3, or 4

ZZ15 i = ( (1 + p3)
2

-
x2)0.5 ( (1 - (x-p

p 3

)3/2)2)i

as i varies from 1 to 4

3 /2 2
) ) + (1 - (L/b - x

ZZ16 i ( (1 + p 3)2 - x2)0.5 Fi(Z15) - (P32 - x2 0. 5 Fi(Z15)

as i varies from 1 to 4

( (1 + p3)
2

x
2

)
0.5 Fi(Z17) P3Fi(Z17)ZZ17 i

ZZ18 i

Z Z 19 i

as i varies from 1 to 4

(((1 )2 x2)0.5 i_x3/2 )2

as i takes on values of 1, 2, or 3

( ( (1 + p.)
2 3(2)0.5 pi) ( (1-x3/2)2 +
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(1 - (L/2b - p. - x) 312)2) F2

as i takes on values of 1, 2, or 3

Integrals

IV2b

1
ZZ1 dx

I
2

13

0

jiL/2b
ZZ2 dx

L/b-1

(L/213) (1 -(1V2b)2)° 5 + Sin-1(L/2b)

1/2b
14 ZZ3 dx

0

15 ZZ4 dx

L/b-1

112b

16 ZZ5 dx

I7

L/b-1

ZZ1 F1(Z1) dx
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0

ti



I7p1

iL/b-1
ZZ 1 F1(Z3) dx

o

L/b-1

I 8p1
ZZ3 F2(Z3) dx

I9p1

0

1

ZZ6 F3(Z3) dx

0

I
10p1

ZZ7 F4(Z3) dx

0

as

I
11

ZZ81 F1(Z2) dx

112

113

ZZ82 F2(Z2) dx

Lib-1

ZZ83 F3(Z2) dx

1,/13-1
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114

I 12p

13p

as

ZZ84 F4(Z2) dx

IVID -1

ZZ81 Fl(Z3) dx

L/O-1

ZZ82 F2(Z3) dx

IVID

L/2b

ZZ83 F3(Z3) dx

L/10-1

I14p

112b

ZZ84 F4(Z3) dx

L/b - 1

115 ZZ9 F1(Z3) dx

0

116 ZZ9 F2(Z3) dx



117

118

L /Zb

ZZ9 F3(Z3) dx

0

Li/Lb

ZZ9 F4(Z3) dx

0

I 19i
145(0.5p.( +2pi) O. 5 + (1+p )20.5 Sin -1 (p./(1+p.) )

- ;0.25it p.2) for i = 1, 2, or 3

= 0.5(L/2b ( (1+13102 - (L/2b)2)0.5
+

'20i

(1+p.I)2 Sin-1 ( (L/2b)/(1+p.
1

) ) );

for i = 1, 2, or 3

I2 1i
0 (1

+p.)2
- (1V2b)

2)0.5 - Lpi/2b

+ 0.5 (1+pi)2 Sin-1 ( (1V2b)/(11-pi) ) )

for i = 1, 2, or 3

I22i 0. 7012987 I19i ; for i = 1, or 3

I2 ZZ10 li dx ; for i = 1, 2, or 3
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z 'T = T Jo; UZI L86ZIOL0 

`Z = T ..To; xp 

JO Z T -To; xp 

e Jo 

98Z 

xp 

TZ ITZZ 
clerl 

Z£ 

I£ I 

6Z 

T8Z 
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TLZ 

I 

T9Z 

d 

TZ OIZZ 
TSZI 

d-T-qh 
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I33 p
3

(a
2 + 2 p

3)

0. 5
+ (a + p 3)

2
Sin 1 (P 3/(a + p3) )

134 1193

a + p3

135 ZZ1013 dx

136

P3

ZZ1013 dx
p

3
+ a

p
3

1371
ZZ13i dx ; for i = 1, 2, 3, or 4

O

L/b-l-p3
I
38i

ZZ14i Fi(Z14) dx ; for i = 1, 2, 3, or 4

P3

P3I 39i f ZZ15i Fi(Z15) dx ; for i = 1, 2, 3, or 4
L/b-1-p3

I40i

p
3

+ aa

ZZ15i dx ; for i = 1, 2, 3, or 4
L/1) 1-p3
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`Z = T xp TSIZZ 
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0 
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Ti 
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= ZZ19i dx ; i = 1, 2, 3, or 4
1,/b-1

Combinations

II0 li 119i + .45(12 + 1241)

II02i I22i + 31558('25] I .)25i 2

1103

1104

1105

1106

1107

1108

1109

1110

134 - 1281 + .45(135 + 136 + 1243) - 1301

0.5(a2
+ 2 a p 3) TT

F(m, 1281' 1282' 1283) + F(m, I301' 302'

129 - 1282 + . 31558(1
31

+ I32
) I

32 2 63 303

F(m, 1282' 1283'
1284)

+ F(m, 1302' 1.303'

I34 I381 I391 .45(1 + I40134 1371 381 391 2 33 401

I
44 3

- 0.5 p 2
Tr

F(m, 1371' 1372' 1373) + F(m, 1381' 1382'

I )303

1304)

I411)411

1383)

+ F(m, 1391' 13921 1393)
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1111 = I29 - 1372 - 1382 - 1392 + .31558(1253 + 1402 + 1412)

1112 = 1371 + 1381 + 1391

1113 7---- F(m, 1372' 1373' 1374) + F(m, I382' 1383' 1384)

+ F(m, 1392' 1393' 1394)

1114
134 1461

+ .45(1 +
1243)34 451 461 471 233 243

1115 149 -p3 0.5,r

1116 F(m, 1451' 1452' 1453) + F(m, 1461' I )
461' 462' 463

+ F(m, 1471' 1472'
14 3)

129
I -

1472
31558(12.53 I )

17 29 452 '462 472 253 263

1118 1451 +1461 + 1471

1119 F(m, 1452, 1453, (1454) F'm' 1462' 1463' 1464)

F (m, 1472, 1473'
14 74

1125 A4 r,, 2
Tr/4 + b2(A4 II03 + Al II /2 + )

as

26 b
2(

(II013 -II 03) A4 - Al 1104/2 - as II 05)
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1127 A4 r Tr/4 + b2 (A4 1108 + Al 1109/2 + qas II 10)

1128 b2 ( (11013 - 1108) A4 - Al 1109/2 - qas II 10)

2
1129 A4 4 + b2 (A4 1114 + Al II /2 + q

II 16)15 as 16

1130 b
2

( (II013
- 1114) - Al II

15
/2 - qas II

16
)

11311
p 2b + I211

II 32i
piL/2b + 127i

113131 (.A4 113 + Al 1136 + qas II 37)

1133 1132
3

- 1482

1134 F(m, 1482' 1483' 1484)

1135 11313 - 1481

1136 = 149/2 - 3L/2b

1137 = F(m
'

1481' 1482' 1483)

1138 = A4(11313 - 1135) - Al 1136 - q as 1137
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1139 = . 31558 (14 + 15 + 2 I6)

1140 = 0.45 1 + I
2

)

1141 = 1140 - 17

1142 F(mc,I
7' I 19)

114
3

a
2

Tr/4

II44 II
40

(I + )
40 7p 11

1145 = )F(mc, 17p, 18p, I9p) +F(mc, Iii, Ill' 113)

1146 = a aa 7/4

1147 = 1140 - (I7p1 + I 11p)

1148 = F(xxic, I7p1, I8p1, I9p 1) +F(mc, 'lip, 112p, II

1149 = a (L/213) xm°' 5 7/4

1150 = II - I8
8

1151 = F(mc, I8, I9' 110)

II
52

= 17



115
3

1154

1155

115
6

1157

1158

115
9

1160

1161

1162

116
3

1164

1165

1166

1167

1139 - I
8p -112

F(mc, , I , I ) +F(mc, I I I14)
8p 9p 10p ' 12' 1 '

I7p + Ill

II - I
39 8p1

112p

F(mc, 18p1, 19p1, Ilopi) + F(mc, 112p, 113p' Imp)

I
7p1

+ I llp

A4c II41 + Al 1143 +qas II42

A4c 1140 - 1159

A4c 1144 + A 1 1 146 + qas 1145

A4c 1140 - 1161

A4c 1147 + Al 1149 + qas II48

A4c 1140 - 1163

0.5 (. 31558 13 - 2 I16)

F(mc, 11 117' 118

.225 I -
3 115
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1168 = F (mc , I , . , 117)
... .1

1169 1149

1170 A4c 1167 + A 1 1169 + q as 1168

1171 A4c 225 13 - 1170

II
72

1281 + 1301

II 73i
0.45 pi + 150i + 151i

J - Family

Inte g rand s

W1 (1- )

W2 (P
3+a)

W3 r: (1+P
3)

2 2 O. 5
W4 (W3 -

2 2 0, 5
W5 (W2 x )

W6

W7

2
(p3

2 O. 5- x )

+ aa

W12 W 1 (W2 W3 + x
2 )/(W4 3

W5)

WW12 W5 (2x
2 - W3)/W4 3
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2

W13 = ( (W4 W6) (W2 (1 - ( 1/W7 - W2 /W7) ) /(W2

2) O. 5) P3/W6)

(W2 ( 1 - (x/W7)2
)

O. 5 W6) ( W3/W4 - P 3/W6) )/

( W4 - W6)2,

WW 13 = (1/(W4 - W6) 2) ( (W4 - W6) (W6 - W2(1
2) O. 5)

(W2 ( 1 - (x/W7) 2) O. 5 - W6) ( (x2 p
3
W2)/W4 + W6) )

W14 = W2 W3/W4 3 /W2 /( 1 (x/W7)
2

)
.0 5

W1 + (x/W7) 2( (W2 W7 - W3) /W7

+ (aa - a) x2/W7/W3) x
2/W3)

WW14 = W3 W2 /(W4
3 W2 (1 - (x/W7)

2
)

0. 5 (W2 (x/W7)
2

1)

W8 = W4 W6

W15 1/W82 ( W8 ( (W2 - W2 xm (x/(L/2b) )2)

WW15 =

2 0. 5
(W2 (1 xm (x/L/2b) ) ) 3/W6)

2 O. 5-(W2 (1 - xm (x/( L/2b) ) W6) ( W3/W4 - P 3/W6) )

1/W82 (W8(W6 - W2 ( 1 xm(x/(L/2b) )2)
O. 5)

-(W2 (1 - xm (x/(L/2b) )2) 0. 5 - W6) ( (x2

p3 (W3) )/W4 + W6) )



W9 =

W16 =

WW16 =

W17 =

WW17 =

W2 (1 - xm (x/(L/2b) )2)0.5

(1/(W43 W9) ) (W42 W92 W3 W9)

W9 W3/W43

(1/(W4 p3)
2) ( (W4 - p3) (W9 1)

- (W9 - p3)(W3/W4 ) )

(P3 - W9)/(W4 - P3)2 ( (W4 P3)

+ ( (x2 - p 3 W3) /W4 + P3) )

Marekglte rands

A == L/b

Rad = (1 - x2)0.5

Rd 2 = ( 1 - x3/2)

Rd 3 ( 1 ( A -x) 3/2 )

ZJO1i = Rd22ix2/Rad + 3i ( Rd22i-1 x3 /Rad Rd22iRad

ZJO2i. =

f or i = 1, 2, 3, or 4

2i 2Rd3 x /Rad 3iRd3
2i-1 (A-x) 3 /2 Rad

(Rd3)
2i Rad ; for i = 1, 2, 3, or 4
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ZJO3 =

ZJOLIji =

Rd2
2
Rd3

2
x2 Rad + 3 Rad Rd2 Rd3 (Rd2(.A-x)

3/2

+ x31 (Rd3) ) Rad Rd2 Rd32

Rad Rd22) (1 Zi)
3/2)2j Zi (2x2 -1) /Rad2

for j = 1, 2, 3, or 4

and i any value for which Zi is previously defined.

ZJO5i = 3i(Rd2 x3/2 + Rd3 (A -x)3 "2)

ZJO6ji =

297

(Rd2
2

+ (Rd32) + (Rd22 + Rd32 )i (x2 /Rad Rad)

(Rd2
2

+ Rd3
2

)
j
Rad (1 Zi3

/2
)
2j

Zi(2x2 - 1)/Rad2

for j = 1, 2, 3, or 4

and i any value for which Zi is previously defined.

ZJO7 = x2 /Rad Rad

Z,T08ji = Rad(1 Zi
3/2

)
2j Zi (2x

2 - 1) /Rad2

for j = 1, 2, 3, or 4

and i any value for which Zi is previously defined.

Tli 1 + pi

T2i (T12 - x2)0.5

T3i = (1 (x Pi)
3/2

)



T41

T5i

T6i

=

=

=

3/2(x -

( -(A x p.) 3
/2)

3/2(A x

For the above terms in T, i may have values 1, 2, or 3

ZJ10j1 ( /(x
2 Tli p.) T21) T3i

2j

.2j-1
+ 3j T21 T31 T41

For j = 1, 2, 3, or 4

and i = 1, 2, or 3

ZJllji = ( Tli/T2i) ( T312 + T5i2)

ZJ12j1 =

ZJ13j1 =

+ 3j( T312 + T512)i--1 T21 (T3i T4i + T5i T6i)

For j = 1, 2, 3, or 4

and 1 = 1, 2, or 3

( /(x
2 - Tli p.) T21) ( T3i

2
+ T5i2)

j

+ 3j T2i(T3i2 + T512)j -3( T3i T4i + T5i T6i)

For j = 1, 2, 3, or 4

and i = 1, 2, or 3

T23 T332j(1 Zi
3/2 2j

) Wi

For j = 1, 2, 3, or 4

and i has any value for which Zi previously defined.
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ZJ14ji =

ZJ15 =

ZJ16 =

ZJ17ji =

ZJ18ji =

ZJ19ji =

ZJ20ji =

ZJ21 =

ZJ22 =

299

T23 T332 (1 Zi
3/2) 2j

WWi

For j = 1, 2, 3, or 4

and i for any value for which Zi, WWi are both defined.

T13/T23 p3(p32 - x2 0.5

(x2 p3 T13)/T23 + 1

(T23 - (p32
x2

)
0.5 )(1-Zi3/2 2j

Wi

For j = 1, 2, 3, or 4

and i has any value for which Zi and Wi are defined.

(T23 -(p32
-

x2)0.5)(1 zi3/2)21
WWi

For j = 1, 2, 3, or 4 and i such that Zi and WWi

are defined.

(T332 + T532)j T23(1 - Zi3/2)2i Wi

For j = 1, 2, 3, or 4 and i such that Zi and Wi

are defined.

ZJ19ji WWi/Wi

T13/T23 - 1

(x2 - p3 T13)/T23 + p
3



ZJ23ji = (T23 - p3)(1 - 3/2)2j
Wi

For j = 1, 2, 3, or 4 and i such that Zi and Wi

are defined.

ZJ24ji = ZJ23ji WWi/Wi

Integrals

yl = 1_,/2b

Y2 - 1

Y3 = y2 Pi

y4 = pi

Y5 = a + pi

y6 = aa + pi

Y7 = P3

y8 = y2 p3

y9 = a

y10 = as + p3

0 = 0

yl
ZJO11 dx
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J

J

2

3

Y1

ZJO21 dx

Y2

y1 /(1 - y12)0.5

J

yl

4
ZJO12 dx

0

yl
J5 ZJ022 dx

y2

yl
J6 ZJO3 dx

fy2

J7 (ZJO11 F1(Z1) + ZJ0411) dx

0

J8 (ZJO12 F2(Z1) + ZJ0421) dx

a

J9 (ZJO13 F3(Z1) + ZJ0431) dx
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J10 (ZJO14 F4(Z1) + ZJ0441) dx

J7p

0

Y2

(ZJO11 F 1(Z2) + ZJO412) dx

0

TZ TA Fl(Z2)
y2

where TZ = ( 1 (L/b - 1)2)0.5

TA = (1 - (L/ID - 1)3/2)2

Ya

38p (ZJO12 F2(Z2) + ZJ0422) dx

J9p 1

0

TZ TA2 F2(Z2)
y2

y2

(ZJO13 F3(Z2) + ZJ0432) dx

0

TZ TA 3 F3(Z2) y2

Y2

10p
(ZJ014 F4(Z2) + Z10442) dx

0

TZ TA4 F4(Z2)
y2



zA(zz)za 
z 

VI, zs + 

ZA 

xp Z Z9 OfZ + ZZ)Z ZSOfZ ) 

zA(ZZ)TI 
Sfs ZI + 

xp (ZT90.CZ + (ZVI-1'901'Z) 

xp 

zA 

zA(2)T73 
T7 zi - 

(£T717017 + (Z) VT0fZ) 

zANzKJ 
vs, zs, 

xp (UtOfZ + (Z)£3 OfZ) 

0 

zAJ 

0 

zAJ 

zA(£z)z,a 
z - 

xp (£ZT70f2 + (Z)Z3 ziorz) 

zA(CZ) 
I3 VI ZI - 

xp (£TT7OfZ + (Z)T3 TIOCZ) 

£0£ 

Zif 

TI 
f 



J13

J14

J1
1p
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Y2

(ZJ053 F3(Z2) + ZJ0632) dx

+ TZ TA3 F3(Z2)
y2

y2

(ZJ054 F4(Z2) + ZJO642) dx

+ TZ TA 4 F4(Z2)
Y2

(ZJO51 Fl(Z3) + ZJ0613) dx

+ TZ TA Fl(Z3)y2

y1

J12p (ZJ052 F2(Z3) + ZJ0623) dx

y2

+ TZ TA2 F2(Z3)y2

Y1

J13p (ZJ053 F3(Z3) + ZJ0633) dx

y2

+ TZ TA 3 F3(Z3)
y2
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J 14p
(ZJ054 F4(Z3) + ZJ0643) dx

J15

Y2

+ TZ TA4 F4(Z3)
Y2

(ZJO7 F1(Z3) + ZJ0813) dx

Y1

1J16 (ZJ07F2(Z3) + ZJ0823) dx

0

Y1

(ZJO7 F3(Z3) + ZJ0833) dx

0

(ZJO7 F4(Z3) + ZJ0843) dx

0

J17

J18

19Ri
0,45 ( (Tli Sin -1 pi/T1i) 1r/2 +

+ 2 .)
O. 5)

for i = 1, 2, or 3

0.45(p
5- p (1 + 2pi)° - Tli.

19Bi

Sin-1 (pi/T li) )

for i = 1, 2, or 3



j20Ri Tli Sin-1( (L/2b)/T1i) ; for i = 1, 2, or 3

( 1A/2)(( (A/2)2 - p. T i)/TB - TBj20Bi

- Tli/TB) ;

where TB = (T112 - (A/2)2)0.5

and i may be 1, 2, or 3

J21Ri = 0.45 (Tli Sin-1 ( (A/2)/T1i) - A/2)

j21Bi 0.45 (A pi - (A/2) TB - Tli pi Sin-1( (A/2)/T1i)

j22Ri .7012987 J19Ri

J22Bi = .7012987 J 19Bi

TC1 = (T112 - (A - 1 - pi)2)0,5

TDi = (1 -(A - 1 - 2pi)3/2)2

T E i 1( + 2 p.)0 "5

j23Ri

Y3

ZJO91i dx

y4

TC1 TDi - TEi
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j23Bi

j24Ri

j24Bi

J25Ri
=

j2513I

j26Ri

y3

ZJ1011 dx - I23i
y4

- TCi TDi

yl
ZJ111i dx

y3

+ TCi TDi

yl
ZJ1211 dx - 1241

Y3

+ TCi TDi

Y3

ZJO921 dx

y4

TCi TDI.
2 - TEi

Y3

y4

ZJ102i dx - 1251

TCi TDiz

yi

y3

ZJ1121 dx

+ TCi TDiz
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J2
6B i

yl
ZJ122i. dx I26i

y3

+ TCi TDI2

j27Ri .7012987 ,T
21Ri

J27Bi .7012987 J21Bi

J28Ri Fi
0,45 6" i9R3 ; i = 1, 2, 3, or 4

Fl
j28B1 0,45 ul9B3 2, 3, or 4

J29R j22R3

J29B jZ2B3

Y9

j30Ri (ZJO9i3 Fi(Z12) + ZJ13112) dx

30Bi

y7

+ TF TG21 Fi(Z12) TE3 Fi(Z12)
Y9 Y7

where TF = (W32 - W22)0,5

TG = 1 - a3/2,

and i= 1, 2, 3, or 4

Y7

(ZJ1013 Fi(Z12) + ZJ14i12) dx - 130i
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J31R

J31B

J32R

J32B

Y9

ZJO92 3 dx

y7

+ TF TG4 - TE3

Y9

ZJ1023 dx 131

ZJ092 3 dx - TC3 TD32 TE3 TG

ZJ102 3 dx 132 TC3 TD32

J33R TH + a p3 /TH + 2 W2 Sin 1 (p3/W2)

4

+ a W2/TH; where TH = (a2 + 2 a p 3)
0.5

J33B -2p
3

TH - 2 W22 Sin -1
(p 3/W2)

J 34R 19R3

J34B 19B3



J
35R

J35B

36R

J36B

37Ri

37Bi

ZJ0913 dx

+ TF TG2 TE3

Y9

ZJ1013 dx - 135

Y7

y8

y9

Y8

Y9

y7

0

ZJ0913 dx - TC3 TD3 TF TG

ZJ1013 dx 136 - TC3 TD3

(ZJ15 Fi(Z13) + ZJ17i13) dx

+ TE3 Fi(Z13)
Y7

y7

A

2

(ZJ16 Fi(Z13) + ZJ18i13) dx - 137i
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311

j38Ri

38Bi

y8

(ZJO9i3 Fi(Z14) + Z113114) dx

Y7

TC3 TD31 Fi(Z14) - TE3 Fi(Z14)
Y8 Y7

y7

(ZJ1013 Fi(Z14) + ZJ14i14) dx - I381

- TC3 TD31 Fi(Z14)
y8

y10

j39Ri (ZJ11i3 Fi(Z14) + ZJ19i14) dx

39Bi

Y8

+ TM Fi(Z14)y10 TN- + TC3 TD31 Fi(Z14)y8

where TM = (W32 - (p
3

+ aa)2
)
0.5

and TN = ( (1 + aa3/2)2 + (1 - (A - aa - 2p3)3/2 )2)

y10

y8

(ZJ1213 Fi(Z14) + ZJ20j14) dx

1391 + TC3 TD31 Fi(Z14)
y8

y10

j40Ri ZJ1 li3 dx + TNi TM + TC3 TD31

Y8



y10

ZJ12i3 dx I40i + TC3 TD3ij40Bi fy8

j41Ri
y10

ZJ1 1i3 dx - TM TNi

yl

j41Bi f ZJ12i3 dx - I41i

J 44R
7: (2p3 + a + aa) IT/2

J
44B

-(p3 a)(p3 aa) Tr

Y7

j45Ri (ZJ15 Fi(Z15) + ZJ17i15) dx
0

+ TE3 Fi(Z15)
Y7

Y7

j45Bi (ZJ16 Fi(Z15) + ZJ18i15) dx

- 145i
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J46Ri (ZJO9i3 Fi(Z16) + ZJ13i16) dx

- TC3 TD31 Fi(Z16)
y8

TE3 Fi(Z16)
Y7

Y8

J46Bi (ZJ10i3 Fi(Z16) + ZJ14i16) dx

j47Ri

J47Bi

j48Ri

J48Bi

Y7

- I TC3 TD31 Fi(Z16)469 Y8

yl
Fi(Z16) + Z19i16) dx

Y8

+ TC3 TD31 Fi(Z16)
Y

yl
(ZJ12i3 Fi(Z16) + ZJ201.16) dx

Y8

- I47i + TC3 TD31 Fi(Z16)y8

yl

0

(ZJ21 Fi(Z17) + ZJ23i17) dx

(ZJ22 Fi(Z17) + ZJ24i17) dx

148i



xmm = 1 /xm
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0.5 0.5 -1 0. 5J49R A xm 0.5( (xmm 1) + xmm Sin (xm ) )

J
49B A y9 ( (xmm 1)0°

5 + xmm Sin-1 (xm0.5
) )

Y2

j50Ri 31558 (Tli/T2i - 1)Z Zl/Rad dx

y2

j50Bi 1.31558( ( (x
2

- .T i)/T2i + ZZ1/Rad

0

+ 3(TZi - p.)(1 - x3/2) x3/2) dx

- I50i . 31558( ( (1 + pi)2 - (A - 1)2
)
0.5

- p.)(1 (A - 1)3/2)2.

Y1

31558 (Tli/T2i - 1)ZZ81/Rad dxj51Ri
y2

Y1

j51Bi . 31558 ( (x2 - piT li)/T2i + pi)ZZ81/Rad

Y2

+ 3 (T2 i p. ) ( ( 1 -x3 / 2 ) x 3 / 2 +

(1 -(A - x)3/2 )(A x)3/2) ) dx

- I51i + 31558 ( ( (1 + p )2 -(A - 1)2)0.5

131) (1
1)3/2)2
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Combinations

JJ1Ri JoRi + 0. 45(J2 j24R1)

JJ = J + 0.45(J + J )1Bi 19Bi 23Bi 24B1

+ 2(1191 + 0.45(123i + 12 1) )

JJ2Ri J22Ri + 0, 31558(J + J .)25Ri 26

JJ2Bi J22Bi + 0. 31558(J25Bi + J26 )

JJ
3B

= 2(1221 + . 31558(I251
4* 1261) jj2B1

JJ4R J - J
34R 328R1 j30R1 + 45(J35R + J36R + J24R3 )

JJ4B J J
34B 328B1 j30B1 + 45(335B + j36B j3713)

+ 2(1
34

I281 - I
301

+ .45(1
35

+ I
36 + I37)

JJ
5

G(m, 1281' 1282, 1283) + G(m, 1301, 1302, 1303)

JJ5R F(m, j28 j28R2' j28R3) + F(m, J30R1' J30R2'

J30R3)

JJ
5B

= F(m J28B1' j28B2' 28B3
) + F (m J30B1' J30B2'

j30B3)

JJ J -
3

+ 31558(J 31R J + J )
6R 29R 28R2 30R2 31R 32R 26R3
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JJ6B j29B j28B2 30B2
+ 31558(331B J + J

31B 32B J2 6B3)

+
2(129

-
I282

-
302

+ 31558(1
31

+ I
32

+ I
2 63

) )

JJ
7

G(m, I
1283'

) + G(m I302'2 82' 283' 284 ' 302' 303' 13

JJ
7R "11' j28R2' 8R3' j28 4) + j30R2' j30R3'

J30R4 )

JJ
7B

F(m, J28B2
' 28B3' j28B4 "m' j30B2' J30B3'

J30B4)

JJ8R J J - J - J + 45(J
34R 37R1 38R1 39R1 °45(J2 3R3 j40R1

JJ8B

+ J
41R1

)

J - - J
34B j37B1 38B 1 39B 1

+ 45(. j2 3B3
+ J40B

1

+ J ) + 2(I34 - 1371
41 1 34 371

1381
381

1391
391

. 45(1.45(1233

+ 1401 + 1.411) )

JJ
9R j44R p3 1T

2JJ
9B

J44B + p
3

Tr

JJ
10 G(m, 1371' 1372' 13 3) +

' 1381' 1382' 1383)

+ G(m, 1391' 1392, 1393)
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JJ F(m' J J J37R1' 37R2' 37R3)
F(m, j38R1' 38R2'

J38R3 ) + F(m, J J J39R1' 39R2' 39R3)

JJ10B F(m, J37B1' J37BZ' 37B3)
+ F(m, J38B1' J38B2'

J38B3) + F(m, J J J )
39B1' 39B2' 29B3

JJ j j j - J 31558(325R3 + J40R2
11R 29R 37R2 38R2 39R2

+

+ J )
41R2

JJ11B j29B - J 37B2 38B2
J

39B2 + 31558(J25B3 + J40B2

+ J41
2

) + 2(1
29

- 1372 - I
382

- I
392

+.31558 (125 +

1402 + 1412) )

JJ12R
37R1

+ J + J
38R1 39R1

JJ12B + J + J
37B1 38B1 39B1

JJ
13

G(m, 1372, 1373, 1374) + G(m, 1382, 1383, 1384)

+ G(m, I392' 1393, 1394)

JJ13R F(m' j37R2' j37R3' j37R4) F(m' 3-38R2' j38R3'

3313B

J38R4) + F(m
'

J39R2' J39R3' 39R4)

J
37B4

) + F(m, J38B2' J38B3'F(m, J37B2' 37B3'

J38B4) + F(m, J39B2' J39B3' J39B4)
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JJ
14R

+ . 45(J + J )
j34R j45R1 - j j46R1 47R1 23R3 24R3

JJ14B J - J +j +
34B 45B1 46B1 47B 1

45(J23B3 24B3 )

+ 2(134 - 1451 - 1461 - 1471) + .45(1233 + 1243)

JJ
15R

-.2: J49R p
3

Tr

2
JJ15B J

49B
+ p

3
Tr

JJ16 G(m, I451, 452' 1453) + G(m' 1461' 1462' 1463)

+ G(m, 1471' 1472' 1473)

JJ F(rn
16R

3
45R1' j45R2' 345R3) F(rn' j46R1' 346R2'

J46R3) + F(m, J47R1' J47R2' J47R3)

JJ
16B

= niF(
s---'

j
45B1' j45B2' j45B3) + F(m, j46B1' j46B2'

j46B3) + F(m' J47B1' J47B2' j47B3)

JJ17R r- - 'T - + 31558(J25R3 J )
129R j45R2 46R2 47R2 25R3 26R3

JJ17B - - + 3I558(J25B3j29B 345B2 346B2 f47B2

+ J26B3 ) + 2(129 1452 - 1462 1472

+ 31558(1253 I )253 263

JJ
18R j45R1 + J46R1 + J47R1
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JJ
18B

= j45B1 + J
46B1 + J47B1

JJ
19

G(m,
bZ

, I453' 1454)
+ G(m, 1462' 1463' 1464)

+ G(m, /472' 1473' 1474)

JJ
19R

= F(m, j45R2 j45R3' J45R4 ) +F(m, J46R2' 46R3'

j46R4) +F(m, j47R2' j47R3' j47R4)

JJ
19B

F(m, J45B2' 45B3' J45B4 ) + F (m, J46B2
' 46B 3'

j46B4) F j47B2' j47B3' j47B4)

jj20Ri A/2 + j27Ri

JJ20Bi = 2 + J .
2 1B1

jj2 1Ri A/2 + j2 7Ri

JJ2
1Bi

= 2 127i + j27Bi

JJ22R = J j2 1R3 - j48R2

JJ22B = J - - 2 1482j2 1B 3 j48B2

JJ
2 3

= ..A(7, 'MI...., T , 1483, 1484)

JJ2
3R

= F (rns-----rr48R2' j48R3' j48R4)

JJ
2 3B

= F. (m
'---'

j
48B2 ' j48B 3' j48B4)
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JJ24R j20R3 - j48R1

JJ24B j j 2 148120B3 48B1

JJ25R J49R"2 - A/2

JJ25B
= 349131/2 + 149

JJ26 = G(m,
1481,

1482, 1483)

JJ26R = F(m, J J J )48R1' 48R2' 48R3

'-fr-n-'
j
48B1' 348B2' 348B3)JJ26B = F

JJ27
= . 31558(J

4
+ J5 + 2J6) + 2(. 31558) (I

4
+ 15 + 21

6
)

JJ28
77 .45 (J1 + J2 + 2(Ii + I2) )

JJ29 _ JJ28 - (J7 + I 7)

1130 = G(mc, I7'
I8' 19)

JJ30B = F(mc, J ..T 39)
7' 8' 9

JJ31 = JJ
28

-(J
7p

+ J
11

+ 2 (I
7p

+ I11) )

JJ
32

= G(mc, I
7p,

I
8p,

I9p) + G(mc, Ill, 112, 113)

JJ 32B
= F(mc, J7p, J8p, J

9p)
+ F(mc, J11,' j12' 3-13)
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JJ33 JJ28 (J7p1 + Jl
1p + 2 (I7p1 + I 11p) )

JJ
34

G(mc, 170, I8p1, 19p1) + G(mc, Iizp, I13p)

JJ
34B

= F( mc, J7p1, J8p1, J9p1) + F(mc, J11
, 3-12p' j13p)

JJ
35

= JJ
27

(J8 + 2 18)

JJ
36

= G( mc, 1
8'

I9' 110)

JJ
36B

F( mc, J8' J10)8' J9, 10

JJ
37

J7 + 2 17

JJ38 = JJ27 (J8p + J12 + 2 (I8p + 112) )

JJ
39

= G( mc, I
8

, 1
9

I
10p

) + G(mc,
p p'

JJ39B = F (mc , J
8p,

J9p, J
10p)

+ F (mc , J12, J13, J14)

13'
)

JJ
40

= JJ28
JJ

31

JJ
41

= JJ27 (J8p
1

+ J12p + 2 (I8p1 + I 12p) )

JJ
42

= G(mc, I8p1,
19p 1'

Ilop 1) + G(mc, Ii2p, 113p' I14p)

JJ42B = F(mc, J , J , J ) + F (mc ,
8p1 9p1 10p1 312p' j13p' j14p)

JJ43 = JJ28 - JJ
33
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JJ 44

JJ
45

JJ
45B

JJ46

JJ47

JJ47B

JJ48R

JJ48B

JJ49Ri

JJ49Bi

=

=

=

=

=

=

. 31558 J3 2 J16 + 2(. 31558 13 - 2

G(mc, I16, I17, I18)

F(mc, J16, J )
16' 17' 8

.45 J3 - 2 J
15

+ 2(.45 I
3

2
I15)

G(mc, 115, I16, I17)

F(mc, J15, J )15' 16' 17

J28R1 + J
30R1

28B1
+

30B1
+ 2(1281 + I 301)

.45 + J50Ri + J51Ri

2(150i. + I511) + 350Bi + J51Bi

I16)
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APPENDIX C

SPECIFICATIONS OF TERMS FOR
SIMULTANEOUS EQUATIONS FOR

ALL ZONES OF FLOW

The following listing details the coefficients used for solution

in the simultaneous equation solver. Each of the twelve cases des-

cribed in Appendix B and the necessary modifications for the sub-

cases is presented. The heading for each case states only the case

number and the general zone of flow along with single or merging

plume. The coefficients are grouped by the governing equation they

represent. Those portions having subcases indicate the subcase by

a letter, (A), (B), (C), or (D).

Case 1: Merging, Zone of Flow Establishment

Continuity

A(1,1) = UaCOSO 2 j20R1

+ LS,Ua[ b jj1R1 + ru 2

A( 1,4) = b Ua COSe [ j20B 1 + 1201]

+ AU
a

b [ JJ
1B 1

+ II 011]

AA( 1) = E.



Energy

[A] Tr
A(2,2) = Ua COS()

a 2
[ r

t
+ JJ1R2 b]

+ Al-ja 6:ra [2): rt + jj2R2 b]

h
A(2, 3) cfg U

a
COS() [ A (

a
+ JJ4R

b)

qas
Tra b + qas JJ5R b]

+ .6,1Ja[Aa(2-11- r +JJ 6Rb)

+ (1-1) ) gas jj48R b as JJ7R 1311

A(2,4) = Ua COSO
o

JJ1B2 b + AU
o

AT
o

(2 b 11022

AA(2)

+ JJ2B2 b) + hfg U a
COS() (A JJ

p 4B b

+ qas(II05 b + JJ5B b) )

+ AU
o o

( A JJ 6B
b + (1-4) ) qas JJ48B b

+ gas 2 II
07

+
7B)

b) .

dT
a

hfg dq
a

dS + c dS
+ r SIN° [

b
2

Ua COS() 7 1201 + r 2
o u + AU

a
b

2
1011]

2

+ b2 II
06)

+ Ua COS 0
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[I]

2 Tr 2 d h(r
4

+ b II ) a fg
ds C I-

P

2 (") dclasb Ua COS { II
04 2 ds

dqas 2,6,1' dT
+ 1105

dS -qas JJ5 p.(1+ T I ds
a }

a

b2
cigas

HO (

qd as
+ b 6U { (1- 4) 1172 + _

dS

2,6T
o-gas JJ7 (1+ Ta

2T
a

ds

d T 2 Tr
+ dS [ AU

0
II

022
b2 + U

a
COS 0 (b2 I

012
+ r t 4

)

2 Tr
+ AU0 rt ]

A(2,2) = U
a

()COS AT0
-Tr rjj1R2 I)]

Tr

+ AU0 AT0 [ 2 rt jj2 R2 b]

Tr

A(2, 3) fg { Ua COS 0 { A (b JJ + r 2 )

+ (1- 4)) q as 2 JJ
9R

+ q as b JJ10

TT

+ A U
o

[
o

(2 r + b JJ 11R) + ( 1 cHcias b JJI2R

+ q
as b JJ

13
] }
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A(2, 4) = Ua COS 0 AT
o

JJ1B2 b + AU
0

AT
0

(2 b 11022

+ b JJ
2B2

) +
h

{fg U
a

COSO [ o b JJ8B

+ ci))qas (b 1109 + JJ9B) qas b (2 II10

+ jj10B) + AUo [ Ao jj11B b

(1-c)gas b (2 II12 + jj12B)

+ qas b [ 2 1113
jj 1313] I

dTa hf dqa

dS c + SING ]*AA(2) r
dS

2

[ AU0 (ru 7 + b2 11011) + Ua COS 0 7-- 1201]
2 Tr

h,
2

dq

dS
as

(
(1- )

- i&C { U
a

CON b2
c)

110
9

+ II 10)
P

µ gas

dT2AT
o

b
2

(1 +
ail

Ta ) 10 dS

dTa
[ Ua COS° (r 2

4
+ b 2

II 012)t

Tr 2
+

o
(rt 4

+ b 11022) ]

hfe

dS
7

[ AU
o

(r2
4

+b2 II11)
c

2 Tr
+ U

a COS 4
( r + b2

1108)



[cl

d qas
-

hfg
{ AU

o
[ ( (1-13, ) b

2 1112 + b
2

II
13) dS

C
p

2AT dT
- b

2 JJ
13

(1 + ) dS
a

1}

A(2,2) = Ua COSO ATo [ 2 rt jj1R2 b]

+ AU0 AT0 [ 2 rt + JJ2 b]

hc
A(2, 3) ----- U

a
COS6 [ A0 [

2
r + JJ

14R
b]

c
p

gas
b +j j 15R as JJ16R
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Tr

+ AU
o o

[ A (
2

r + JJ17R b) + (1- cl)) qas
JJ18R b

+ gas JJ 19 R
b]

}

A(2,4) U
a

COSO AT
o

JJ1B2 b +

AU
o

AT
o

(2 b 11022 + JJ 2B2
b)

h
+ { U

a
COSO [ JJ A b

14B o
p

JJ+ (1- 1)) qas b
15 2

+ 15B )

+ gas b [ 2 1116 + JJ1

+ AU0 [ A JJ b +
17B (1- 4)) gas b

(2 1118 + jj18B)



[D]

AA(2)

+ qas b (2 1119 JJ19B) ] }

qdT
o

h
+ g-f + F SIN 0 ]

dS c dS
p

2[ Ua
2

case b I201
+ DU®

u
2

4
(r + b2 II011 ) ]

dTa 2 Tr 2

dS
[ Ua COSO [ rt b 11012)

Tr
+ AU

o t(r 2

4
+ b

2
11022) ]

-
h

{ U
a

COS0 [ ( (1-(1)) b
2

II
15

+ b
2

- uqas b
2 J

1

2 AT
(1 + Ta

+ AU0 [ ( (1-4) 1118 + II

gas
d

dTa

dS

,L2 dcas
u dS

AT dT
b

2
JJ19 (1 +

o
dSa

dS
[

o
Tr(r + b2

II

2 Tr+ Ua cose (r
4

+ b
2

II ) 11

TrA(2,2) U
a

COS()
o
[-

2
r + JJ

1R2
b]

+
Tr

o o
[

2 rt jj2R2 b]

A(2, 3) e 0

I
d has
d
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A(2,4) = Ua COSO ATo Jj1B2
b

+ AU0 AT0 b [ 2 11022 + JJ2B2

dT
a

AA(2) 4 - + SING ] U COS b
2

a G 1201

Total Water

A(3, 3)

Tr
+ AU0 (ru

2 4 + b2 II0ii)

dT

dS
a

[L Ua COS() (r
2 Tr 2

+
b2

-rr

+ oUo t(r 2

4
+ b2 11022) ]

TT
U

a COS()
0

[
2 b jj1R3]

TT
+ AU

0 o
[

2
- r + b JJ2R3]

.A(3,4) = Ua COSe A
o jj1B3 b

+ AU
o o

b (2 11023 + JJ2B3)

d 2

AA(3) = [ Ua zCOSO ,1.`4 I
dS 201

1T
+ [ ru 4

2 +b2 II011]

dS
[ U a COS() (r 4 + b

2
II 013)
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2 Tr
+ AU

o 4
(r + b

2
11023) ]

"Streamwise Momentum°'

A(4, 1) [ U
a COS° ] 2

J20R1

IT
+ 2 U

a COS° AUo [-
2 ur + jj1R1b]

+ (AU0)
2 Tr ru + JJ2

1

J20B1
A(4,4) [ Ua Case ] 2 r

L I201 + 2

+ 2 U
a

COS() AU
o

b JJ
1B1

+ (AU o)
2 JJ 3B b.

[A]
AA(4) = U

a Case E

g SIN 8 [ (3 AT (rt2 Tr
b

2 II012) + y 1125 + 60 11261
4

AA(4) = Ua COS

g siNe p Lac. rt2 4-1T + b2 II ) + II + 5 II ]
012 27 o 28

[Cl
AA(4) = U

a
Case E

n
+ g SING [ p rt 4 + b

2 II012) + NII29 + 60 1130]
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[D] AA(4) = U COSO E
a

Tr

g SINE) [13 AT0 (rt
2 Tr

+ b
2 11012) + Y 6o ( r

2 7

+ b
2 II013) ]

Curvature

A(5,5) = 1

AA(5) = NUM/DENOM

2 b2

DENOM = [ Ua COSO ] I201
+ 2 Ua COSO [ r2

2 o u 4

+ b
2

11011] + [ ]
2

( r
2

4
+ b2

11021) - E2/4
u

Tr

[A] 2 Tr 2
NUM g COS() H3AT0 (rt + b 11012)

{11 NUM

1125 + 6
o

1126 ] - E Ua SING

Tr
= g COSO [ 13ATo r 2

4
+ b

2
II012 )t

+N112 + 60 1128 1 - E Ua SING

[C.] 2n 2
NUM = g COS8 [ pAT0 rt 4 + b 11012)
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+ Y II29 + 6o II301 E Ua SIN°

[D] 2 2 Tr

NUM g Case PAT (II b2b + r )t 4

Tr
+ "Ni A (r2

4
+ b

2
11013) - E Ua SINe

o

Case 2: Merging, Zone of Flow Establishment

Continuity

A(1,1) = Ua Case J20R1 2
+ AU0 b 2b j21R1)

A(1,4) = Ua Case b (1201 +
j20B1

2

+ b AUo (2 1211 + J 21B1)

AA(1) = E.

Energy

[Al A(2,2) = Ua COSO AT b JJ
o 20R2

+ AUo AT
o

JJ21R2 b



A(2,3) =

A(2,4) =

AA(2)
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114

{ U
a

COS° [ JJ b
o 24R

p

+ (1-1) gas b jj25R b gas jj26R]

' 61jo [ jj22R b (1- (I) ) gas j48R1 b

+ gas jj23R bl/

U a COSO AT
o

J 20B2

+ AU
o

AT
o

b JJ21B2

h
{ U

a
COSO [ Do b JJ24B

p

(1-0 25B 1as b jj + qas b [2 II37 + jj26B

AU0 [ A JJ22B b + (1- b gas (2 1481

+ J48B1) + qas b II34
+ JJ23B ) j}

I

dT
+

dq b2ig a rSINe [ U COS°
cp a 2 1201

+ AUo 2b r
u

b + dUo 1211 b2]

q
+ h.1. [ AU

a
b2 1133 + U

a
COSO b2 II

5 dS
a

I
cp

1).4, d q
=g- { U

a
COS 0 [ [ (1-cl) ) b2 1136 + b2 II 37I dS as
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2
g SINE) [ pATo II312 + A % 113 131



Curvature

A(5,5) =

AA(5) =

DENOM =

[A]
NUM

[B]
NUM

1

NUM/DENOM

[ 3 15 5 8 AU c2 + .9 U
a

COSO DU
c

+ [ U
a
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2
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2
I

3
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+N 113 i + 5 II
3
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Case 7: Zone Established Flow, Merging

Continuity

A(1, 1) =

A(1,4) =

AA(1) =

b
2 II40

AUC b 3328 + Ua COSS b [I3 +

E

J

2
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Ene rgy
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c c 50
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[C]
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dT
a h dq

AA(2) dS dS
+ rSINO] [Au

c
1140c

+ U COSO
13
] b2

h
fg_

b
2 { U COSO [

a 2 c a
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2AT dTa

(1148 + (1-4:1 ) II49) dS lacias j34 Ta dS
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+ AU [ (II57 + (1- I) 1158)

2ATc dT
a

T dS /
a

[D]
A(2,1) = ATc II39 b

2

dS µgas jj42

A(2,2) = b
2 [ AUc II39 + Ua COSO 1140]

A(2, 3) = 0

A(2,4) = b
c

(AU
c

JJ27 + Ua COS() JJ 28)

AA(2)
dTa

-VT: + r siNe [ AUC II40

13
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2

Total Water

A(3, 1) = L 1139

A(3, 3) = b2 [ AUc 1139 + Ua COSO 1140]

A(3,4) = b Lqc (AUc JJ27 + Ua Case JJ28)



d 1.

.A A(3)
dS

[ AUc 1140 + Ua COSO

Streamwjse Momentum

A(4, 1) = b2 (2 AUc II39 + 2 Ua COSO II 40)
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c 28
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Curvature

A(5, 5) = 1

AA(5) = NUM/DENOM

DENOM = [ AUc
2 II39 + 2 Ua COSO AUc II40
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NUM
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NUM

[C]

13
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2
[ Ua COS° ] 2 b - E2 /4

= COSO g b2 [13 ATc 1140 + Y II59 + So II
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Case 8: Merged, Zone of Established Flow

Continuity

A(1, 1) = .45
2

I3

J3
A(1,4) = [ .45 AUc + Ua

COSO] (I3 + b

AA(1) = E

Energy
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2
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dT 2

dS
a I'AA(2) = - f + SING ] [ .45 61.1c + Ua COSO ] 2-13

L

Total Water

A(3, 1) = tqc .31558
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I3 AUc + .45 U
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2 3
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Strearnwise Momentum
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Curvature

A(5,5) = 1

AA(5) = NUM/DENOM
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DENOM = [ .31558 AU z + .9 U a
COSO oU

c

+ (U
a

COS6)
2

2
] I

3
- E2/4

NUM = COSO g { pATc .225 13 + y 1170

[B]
NUM

+ 5o II71 } -E Ua SING

COSO g .225 I3 (130To +N Dec)

E Ua SING

Case 9: Zone of Flow Establishment, Single Plume

Continuity

A(1,1) = Uo ru + D/ b

A(1,4) = D1 ru + D2 b

AA(1) = E



Energy
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d T Uo ba r 2
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St reamwise Momentum
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Curvature
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Total Water
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Case 10: Zone of Flow Establishment, Single Plume

Continuity
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Streamwise Momentum
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Case 11: Zone of Flow Establishment, Single Plume

Continuity
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Case 12: Zone of Established Flow, Single Plume
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APPENDIX D

COMPUTER CODE AND MODIFICATIONS

The computer code was devised to consider merging and

moisture effects for mechanical draft cooling tower plumes. The

resulting moisture function yielded a considerable code when table

look up functions were included for handling moisture within the zone

of flow establishment and merging. The code was written in Fortran

and was organized so that its loading would be compatible with Modify

and segmented loading instructions on CDC Cyber system. Enclosed

on the last page of this Appendix is a microfiche copy of the listing

at the conclusion of twenty-two modifications. The modifications

were brought about by debugging several sections of the program and

including other changes which enabled the program to better meet its

goal. As the program is in the state of the art, modifications have

since occurred which will be stated within this Appendix. Certain

modifications are proposed which will eliminate the need for con-

sideration of merging within the Zone of Flow Establishment. Time

and money limitations have prevented these from actually occurring

at this writing. Some consideration must be placed on the effects of

such changes on loading the program. Hence, the following sections

are found in this Appendix. A brief library of the program is pre-

sented; modification twenty-three is presented; proposed
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modifications to eliminate merging portions within the zone of flow

establishment are presented. The current loading scheme is pre-

sented. Modifications to this loading scheme will be needed for the

case when merging portions of the zone of flow establishment are

eliminated. Finally the computer code is enclosed on the last page.

Program Library

The subroutine name, the record number, and the MODIFY

deck deck number are specified.

Subroutine Record
Name number

Deck
number

TOWER4 1 1

ZFE 2 2

OUTP1 3 3

DERIV1 4 4
SATEXT 5 5

ROOT 6 5

SATEXM 7 6

ROOT1 8 6

ROOT2 9 6

OUTP 10 7

DERIV 11 8
Fl 12 8

G 13 8

SATEX1 14 9

SATEMI 15 10
EXTR 16 11

PARAME 17 12

PARAM3 18 13
SIMQ 19 14
HPCG 20 14

XINT 1 2 1 15

XINT2 22 16
XINT3 23 17
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Program Library (continued)

Subroutine Record Deck
Name number number

XINT4 24 18

XINT5 25 19

XINT6 26 20
XI NT7 27 21
XINT8 28 22
XINT9 29 23
XINT10 30 24
XINT11 31 25
XINT12 32 26
XINT13 33 27
XINT14 34 28
XINT15 35 29
XYZ 36 29

The basic flow of the program starts by initializing conditions

within the main program, TOWER4. The Zone of Flow Establish-

ment is then computed by using the routine called ZFE. This routine

is serviced by OUTP1 for outputing information and by DERIV1,

SIMQ, and HPCG for computation of coefficients, solution of

simultaneous equations and subsequent solution of differential

equations.

Moisture iterations occur for this zone by use of SATEXT and

SATEXM along with the functions ROOT. On completion of the Zone

of Flow Establishment, control returns to the main program, condi-

tions are set, and computation proceeds directly into the zone of

established flow. Output is achieved via OUTP, conditions are made
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ready for HPCG with DERIV and SIMQ. PARAME and PARAM3

allowed for computing coefficients of matrices and made use of tables

and evaluation schemes within the group of subroutines starting with

XINT. EXTR was a routine devised for extrapolating a maximum

height of rise of a plume should the program terminate before such

an end condition were achieved.

Modification Twenty-Three

This modification is written in the terms and symbols required

for modifying the code enclosed to achieve the current working ver-

sion. The language and variable names referred to are as used

within the program and can be seen on close inspection of the program

or subroutine maps. momFy uses deck number as listed in

the program library above. The lines refer to particular lines within

the deck specified.

*IDENT MOD23

*DECK DECK1

*I 76

C 8) TB = RATIO OF BOILING TEMP TO PLUME TEMP,

TB/TO (ABS TEMP)
*1 94

COMMON /MOIS /MARK, KLG

COMMON/MOTL/JASP

*1 100

JASP = 0
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*D MOD12. 1

*D 12.2

READ(5, 105) WF, RM, ALT, SATU1, PHI, DEL, ZFENM, TB

IF (SATU1. LE. 0. ) GO TO 300

TDUM = 1, -TB/TIO

RDUM = EXP(13. 3815*TDUM-1, 976*TDUM*TDUM

1 6445 *TDUM**3 1299*TDUM**4)

PSA = RDUM

QSA = . 62198 *RDUM/(1. -RDUM)

TDUM 1. -TB

RDUM = EXP(13, 3815*TDUM 1. 976 *TDUM*TDUM

1 - 6455*TDUM**3 - 1299*TDUM**4

QSP = . 62198 * RDUM/(1. -RDUM)

SATU1 = QSA/QSP

PHI = PHI*(1. -PSA)/(1-PSA*PHI)

CIO = PHI*SA TU 1

300 CONTINUE

*I 47

IF (L. EQ. 1) GO TO 1

*ID 186

*D MOD19. 3

36 IF (L. EQ. -1. AND. LL. EQ -1) GO TO 305

GO TO 306

305 IF(M.ARK.EQ. O. AND. KLG. EQ. 0) GO TO 306

F(2) = 1. - TIO TIZ*Z

F(3) = 1. -CIO-CIZ*Z

306 L = -1

*D 192

3', 1X, 'EX MOISC', lx, 'INTEG MOIST', /)

*DECK DECK2
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*I 14

COMMON/MOIS/M.ARK , KLG

*I 16

KLG =0

*I 45

IF(L. EQ. 1) GO TO 6

*I MOD20. 1

IF(RS. GT. 0) GO TO 95

*DECK DECK3

*I 9

COMMON/MOIS/MARK, KLG

*I MOD18.27

KLG =1

*I 161

IF(RSE. GT. 0) J5 = 0

*DECK DECK4

*I 4

COMMON /PART /D19, D20, D23, D24, D35, D59, D61

COMMON /MOTL /JASP

*I 37

VCI = VCE

*I MOD22. 1

IF(SATU1. GT. 0.) El = 1. 06

*I 50

CI = CIO + CIZ*Z

DZI = TIZ*Z

IF(SATUl. LE. 0.) GO TO 525

RMU = RM/TIO*TIO)

SATU = S.ATUl*EXP(RMU*DZI+ZLT*Z/TIO)

PHI = Cl/SATU
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IF(PHI. GT.. 98. AND. Z. GT. 0.) JASP = 1

IF (JASP. EQ. 1. AND. J5. EQ. 0) RS = F(4)

IF(PHI. GT. 1.) PHI = 1.

PHU = PHI

525 CONTINUE

*I 62

IF (JASP. EQ. 1. AND. J5, EQ. 0) GO TO 515

*I 64

515 CONTINUE

1 180

IF(JASP. EQ. 1. AND. DCO, LE.. 0001) RS = 0.

*I 479

IF(JASP. EQ. 1. AND. J5. EQ. 0) GO TO 516

1 480

516 CONTINUE

*I 483

IF (JASP. EQ. 1. AND. J5. EQ. 0) GO TO 517

*I 484

517 CONTINUE

*I 518

WATER = F(4)*F(4)*. 5*(F(3)*. 2571429 DD3C)

*I 666

IF (JASP. EQ. 1. AND. J5. EQ. 0) GO TO 518

*I 667

518 CONTINUE

*I 694

IF (JASP. EQ. 1. AND. J5. EQ. 0) GO TO 70

*D MOD18. 64

GO TO 258

257 F8 = 0.0
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258 FP(4) = E*RI2 + F8*S2 + VUE

*D 770, 772

*D MOD18, 78

1TII61+DEL*TII62))/(F R*(PIO- 1. ))

*DECK DECK?

*D 4

1, GAMMA, CD, A 7, XXX, RS, RSM, XM, INDIC, SATU, J19,
WA TE R1

*D 74

SATU = S.ATUl*EXP(RMU*TIZ+ALT/TI)*Z)

*I 78

IF(RS. EQ. F(4)) WATER = F(3)

IF(WATER.EQ. F(3)) WA TERI = WATER

IF(WATER. EQ. 0.) WATER1 = 0,

*D 96

*D MOD1. 2

1WATER, WATER1

104 FORMAT(1H, F9.2, 1X, 5F8.2, 3F9.3,F9.5,F9.2, 3F9. 5)

*D 154

Z'S.ATEXT', 1X, 'EX MOISC', 1X, 'INTEG MOIST', /)

*DECK DECKS

*I 5

C OMMON/M0 T L/JA SP

*I MOD22. 1

IF(SATU1. GT. 0. 0) El = 0. 035

*I MOD22. 2

FRAY = SQRT(FR*. 5)

IF (FRAY. GT.80.. OR. FRAY. LT.2. 83) GO TO 140

IF (R. GT. .25. OR. R. LT.. 0371) GO TO 140

E3 = 25. 81*FRAy**. 19464*R**. 35155 10..825
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*D MOD22. 3

*I 63

IF(SATUl. LE. O.) GO TO 525

PHI = Cl/SATU

IF (PHI. GT. 1.) PHI = 1.

IF (PHI. GE.. 98) JASP = 1.
IF (JASP. EQ. 1. AND. J5. EQ. 0) RS = F(4)

525 CONTINUE

*I 66

IF (RS. EQ. F(4) ) WATER = F(3)

*I 78

IF (J ASP. EQ. 1. AND. J5. EQ. 0) GO TO 515

*I 79

515 CONTINUE

I102
IF(JASP. EQ. 1. AND. J5. EQ. 0) GO TO 70

*I 167

IF(JASP. EQ. 1. AND. F(3). LE.. 0001) RS = 0. 0

I 184

WATER = F(4)*F(4)*. 5*(F(3)*. 2571429 - DD3C)

4 I 195

IF(JASP. EQ. 1. ANS. J5. EQ. 0) GO TO 516

*I 197

516 CONTINUE

*1 223

IF(JASP. EQ. 1. AND. J5. EQ. 0) GO TO 70

235

WATER = F(4)*F(4)*((1. -PHI)*SATU*TII43+SATU

1 *TII42-F(TII41-TII40)*F(3))

WATER = -WATER
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*I 248

WATER = F(4) :41-(4)*SATU*(( 1. -PHI)*TII46+

1TII45)+( TII40)*F (3))

WATER = -WATER

*I 267

WATER = F(4)*F(4)*(SATU*( (1. -PHI)*TII494-

1TII48)±( TII47- TII40)*F (3))

WATER = -WATER

1275

IF(JASP. EQ. 1. AND. J5. EQ. 0) GO TO 517

*I 277

517 CONTINUE

*I 303

IF (JASP. EQ. 1. AND. J5. EQ. 0) GO TO 70

*I 316

WATER = -F(4)*F(4)*TII71

*DECK DECK9

*D MOD22. 1

AMIN = . 00001

*D MOD22. 3

IF (ZL*ZR1. GT. 0. AND. ZR1*ZR. GT. 0.) GO TO 10

*D MOD22. 4

107 IF (ASUB. LE.. 0001) GO TO 10

*DECK DECK12

*I 4

COMMON/MOIST /LL

COMMON/PART/D19, D20, D23, D24, D35, D59, D61

*I 148

IF(LL.EQ. -1) DCO = F(3)

*DECK DECK13
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*I 3

COMMON/MOTLOASP

*I 430

IF (JASP. EQ. 1. AND. J5. EQ. 0) GO TO 50

*I 434

IF(J.ASP. EQ. 1. AND. T5. EQ. 0) GO TO 50

This concluded the modification.

Programming Changes Eliminating Merging Within ZFE

The subroutine DERIV1, the support routine PARAM3, and a

large number of Table subroutines from XINT1 to XINT 14 require

reduction or removal. The lines within each subroutine are number-

ed on the right hand side with the Deck number and the line number.

For example, the first line of the first deck would be 9DECK1

Modification lines are listed by modification number and a line num-

ber according to the specific modification, for example, MOD1 1.

Such lines start with 1 within the deck to which assigned. Several

decks could have a line MOD1 1. Hence the deck in which the

modification is to occur and the order in which it is specified is

important. Below is a list in order, of lines to be deleted or sub-

routines to be removed such that merging effects within the zone of

flow establishment are not a part of the program as they have not

been demonstrated and were assumed unneeded with continuity of

property reached by other action.
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Subroutine Remove Lines

DERIV1 13 - 33

MOD2.3

60

231-466

476

527-658

663

713-869

PARAM3 36-281

337-346

363-416

Remove the following Subroutines: XINT1, XINT2, XINT3, XINT4,

XINT5, XINT6, XINT7, XINT11, XINT13, XINT14. Caution is urged

when recompiling as some of the remaining COMMON blocks, may

require removal. The effect on program loading has not been

evaluated. Current loading requires formation of a binary version

of all 29 DECKS as compiled by MODIFY and then put through the

FORTRAN compiler. Rather than execution, a loading procedure

file is inserted and a segmented loading process follows which pro-

duces an executable binary form, The steps following the

FORTRAN compilation with the binary file named BNTOW are:
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GET, A

SEGLOAD, I=A, B=B TOW

LOAD, BNTOW.

NOGO.

BTOW.

where the procedure file A is

A

TREE TOWER4-(XINT2, XI NT3, XINT4, XI NT5, XINT6,

XINT7, XINT8, XINT9, XINT 10, XINT 11, XI NT12,

XINT13, XINT14)

GLOBAL OUT, AMB, ZF 9, STR95, PB7, PLTE, ZFEN,

PAR1,PAR3,PAR4,PB3,PB4,PB5,PB6

GLOBAL FCL. C. , Q8. IO.

END
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Computer Code

A listing of the computer code is contained within the envelope

below on two microfiche. Copies of this microfiche and this

Appendix may be obtained by writing:

Professor Lorin R. Davis
Department of Mechanical Engineering
Oregon State University
Corvallis, OR 97331

blackp
Typewritten Text

blackp
Typewritten Text
Microfiche has been converted to a pdf.  It is attached as a seperatefile.

blackp
Typewritten Text




